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Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist das Datenaufnahmesystem und die Ereignisrekonstruktion fur den Cen-
tral Silicon Tracker (CST), den Siliziumstreifen-Mikrovertexdetektordes H1-Experimentes bei HERA.
Der CST besteht aus zwei Lagen doppe1seitiger Siliziumdetektoren und liefert dreidimensionale
Ortsinformation. Insgesamt 81920 Streifen werden von speziell entwickelten Auslesechips mit einer
integrierten Analogpipeline ausgelesen, die mit der Strahlkreuzungsfrequenz von HERA (10.4 MHz)
betrieben wird. Die Zahl der Pipelinespeicher von 32 ist an die Entscheidungszeit des Triggersys-
terns von 2.4 fls angepaBt. 1m Falle eines akzeptierten Ereignisses werden die Signalladungen des
zugehOrigen Pipe1inespeichers verstarkt und zu Prozessormodulen transferiert, wo die Digitalisierung
stattfindet. Der Speicher dieser Module ermoglicht ein 16-faches multi-event buffering, sodaB die
weitere Signalverarbeitung asynchron zu den Triggersignalen erfolgen kann. Dabei werden schnelle
Treffersuchalgorithmen zur Reduzierung des Datenvolumens eingesetzt. Die Bestimmung und Aktu-
alisierung von Pedestal- und Rauschwerten fur jeden Auslesestreifen erfolgt ebenfalls online durch
die Prozessormodule. Das Ziel des totzeitfreien Betriebs des Online-Signalverarbeitungssystems bei
Ereignisraten von ~ 100 Hz wurde im ersten Betriebsjahr erreicht. 1m Durchschnitt wird das Daten-
volumen urn einen Faktor 60 reduziert.

Bei der darauffolgenden Offline-Ereignisrekonstruktion werden zunachst Cluster mit Hilfe der Infor-
mation liber die getroffenen Streifen gebildet. Die Position eines Clusters wird durch einen Schwer-
punktsalgorithmus errnittelt, wobei Korrekturen beziiglich der Ausrichtung des Detektors beriick-
sichtigt werden. Getrennt fur die R-ep- und die R-z-Projektionen werden die Cluster dann Spuren
zugeordnet, die in der zentralen Jetkammer des HI-Experiments gemessen wurden. Die Effizienz
der Zuordnung eines CST-Clusters zu einer Spur in R-ep betragt 98%. Fiir die R-z-Projektion, wo
die CST-Detektoren ein schlechteres Signal-zu-Rausch-Verhilltnis haben, wurde ein Wert von 86%
errnittelt. Durch eine gemeinsame Anpassung von Cluster- und Spurparametern wird die Genauigkeit
der Spuren, die im zentralen Bereich des HI-Detektors gemessen werden, erheblich verbessert.

Mit Hilfe dieser verbesserten Spuren wurde das Potential der CST-Messungen fur die Erkennung
von schweren Quarks durch eine Studie semi-myonischer Zerfillle von Teilchen, die schwere Quarks
enthalten, demonstriert. Aus den 1997 vom CST aufgezeichneten Daten wurden Ereignisse mit My-
onen selektiert, die einen groBen transversalen Impuls haben (Pt > 2 GeV). Die Impaktparameter-
Methode wurde angewandt, urn nachzuweisen, daB der Ursprung der Myonspuren vom Primarvertex
separiert ist. Eine signifikante Asymmetrie der Impaktparameterverteilung wurde beobachtet, die in
einem zum Vergleich betrachteten Untergrund-Datensatz nicht vorliegt. Wird der b-quark-Gehalt des
Myon-Datensatzes durch hmere Schnitte erhoht, zeigt sich die durchschnittlich langere Lebensdauer
in einer starkeren Asymmetrie der Impaktparameter- Verteilung. Zusatzlich untersuchte Monte Carlo
Datensatze mit Myonen aus c- und b-quark-Zerfallen bestatigen die Beobachtungen.



This thesis presents the readout system and the event reconstruction of the Central Silicon Tracker
(CST), the silicon strip microvertex detector of the HI experiment at HERA. The CST consists of two
layers of double-sided silicon sensors and delivers three-dimensional position information. A total of
81920 strips are read out by custom-designed readout chips with an integrated analog pipeline that
is operated at the HERA bunch crossing frequency of 10.4 MHz. The pipeline depth of 32 buffers is
matched to the decision time of the central trigger of 2.4 J.1S. For triggered events, the signal charges
from the respective pipeline buffer are amplified, multiplexed, and transferred to dedicated processor
modules where they are digitized. The memory of these modules provides a l6-fold multi-event
buffering, so that the subsequent online processing of the data can be performed asynchronously to
the trigger signals. Fast hit finding algorithms are applied to reduce the amount of raw data. The
task of determining and updating pedestals and noise values for each of the readout strips is also
performed online by the processor modules. The design goal of operating the online processing
system at triggered event rates of ~ 100 Hz without introducing dead time was achieved in the first
year of operation. On average, the event size is reduced by a factor of 60.

In the subsequent offline event reconstruction clusters are built from the information of the hit strip
data first. The cluster position is calculated by means of a center-of-gravity algorithm taking into
account alignment corrections. Separately for the R-cI>- and the R-z-projections, the found clusters
are then assigned to tracks measured by the central jet chamber of the HI detector. The efficiency for
linking a track to a CST cluster in R-cI> is 98%. In R-z, where the CST detectors have a lower signal-
to-noise ratio, an efficiency of 86% was measured. By means of a constrained fit, the resolution of
the track parameters measured in the central region of the HI detector is improved considerably.

With these improved tracks the potential of CST measurements for heavy quark tagging was demon-
strated in a study of the semi-muonic decay of particles containing heavy quarks. A sample of events
with muons of high transverse momentum (Pt > 2 GeV) has been selected from the data taken with
the CST in 1997, and the impact parameter method was applied in order to prove that the origin of
the muon tracks is separated from the primary event vertex. A significant asymmetry in the impact
parameter distribution is seen which is not present in a background data sample that was selected for
comparison. If the b-quark content of the muon sample is further enriched by applying harder cuts,
the on average longer lifetime is reflected by a more significant asymmetry in the impact parameter
distribution. This finding is supported by Monte Carlo data samples containing muons from c- and
b-quark decay respectively that have been studied in addition.
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In recent years, silicon strip microvertex detectors have become an important tool in high energy
physics experiments. Their outstll1lding position resolution of Ule order of 10 Jim allows the mea-
surement of particles with typical decay lengths of well below one centimelre. The primary field of
application is therefore the physics of heavy quarks where particle decay times of typically 1ps are
studied. Silicon strip deteclors have been cmployed since the beginrung of the 1980s, first in fixed lar-
get experiments for the study of charmed particles. For about 10 years, thcy have also been operatcd
in colliding beam experiments, and have since contributed to a number of results, e.g. the precision
measurements of the T-Iepton and b fiavoured hadron Iifctimes at LEP or thc selection of events with
top quark production at the TevalTon.

Modern collider detectors consist of several subdetectors for dedicated lasks, e.g. tracking, calorime-
try, or muon detection. The detectors are usually arranged in cylindrical symmetry around the beam
line and cover the region around Ule interaction point hennetically. [n this environment, micro vertex
detectors are the innermost devices and are surrounded by tracking detectors, most commonly drift
chambers. The standard method 10 use microvcrtex detector data for physics analyses is to improve
the track measurements of Ulese outcr tracking detectors with respect to momentum and position res-
olution. For this purpose, hits from Ule micro vertex detector have to be assigned to tracks measured
by the surrounding track detectors. The high precision of Ule microvertex hits then puts strong con-
straints on the track parameters thus reducing their uncertainties. As a consequence the accuracy of
the vertex determination -for the primary interaction as well as for secondary vertices due to the de-
cay of long-lived particles- is improved considerably. Tlils increased precision in Ule reconstruction
of the event topology has proven to be very effective for studying processes WiUlheavy quarks.

Nowadays, microvertex detectors commonly provide three-dimensional position information wlilch
can be achieved by employing double-sided dctectors with silicon strips extending in different di-
rections on the two sides. Tlilsleads to a large number of readout strips, typically of the order of
105_106 The detector system as a whole -including Ule front-end readout electronics- has to be
very compact on the oUler hand, since Ule amount of non-active material close to the interaction point
has to be rillnimized. Therefore, highly integrated readout systems are needed.

At the electron-proton collider HERA in particular, a further challenge to Ule readout system is due
to the lilgh particle bunch crossing rate of 10.4 MHz whieh implies that for an event that is read out,
Ule time span for collecting and amplifying the signal charge from the silicon strips is very short.

The subject of Uils thesis is the Central Silicon Tracker (CST), a silicon strip mierovertex detector
that was installed in 1995/96 as part of an upgrade program of the HI detector at HERA and began its
regular data taking operation in 1997. In particular Ule readout system and Ule event reconstruction
steps are described. Moreover, CST data taken in 1997 have been analyzed in a study on heavy
quark decays in order to demonstrate that high-resolution measuremc.nts of the vertex detector can



be employed for tagging heavy lluarks at HERA and arc thus suitcd to complcment and improve the
hcavy Ilavour analyscs tilat m'e carricd out at the HI experiment.

Thc thesis is structured as j()l1ows:

First, thc physical processes that m'e studicd at HERA are brielly discussed focussing on tile produc-
tion of heavy ljuarks in electron-proton scattcring ~ll1don their subsequent decay modes,

Chaptcr 2 introduces ti,e HERA collider and the HI detector. Thc central tracking devices of tile HI
dctcetor and the methods employed for track rcconstruction are descIibed in more detail. Next, the

.micro vertex detcctor CST is portrayed.

The system lor tilC readout of the silicon trackers of HI is presented in chapter 3, It covers the
hardware components -namely the elcctronics for thc Ii'ont-end readout and tilC online processor
modules- as well as tilCsoftware employed to ensure ti,e data Ilow from the detectors onto storage
tapes, In particular, the algorithms implelllcntcd for an onlinc hit detection in CST data are explained,
Furthcrmore, thc systems for controlling the tlctcctur operation and for an online monitoring of tile
data are described,

Chaptcr 4 gives a dcscription of the event reconstruction of CST data. After a brief overview and a
short section on thc alignment of the CST with rcspcct to thc surrounding detectors, tile reconstruction
or hits Ji'om tile front-end data is presented. Thc further steps inelude the assignment of h.its found in
the CST to tracks measured in thc surroundi ng tracking detectors and a combined lit of tile parameters
or these tracks and h.its. The ljuality of this lit is discussed and values for the resolution of the litted
tracks are determined. The chapter ends with a description of tile integration of tile software module
for the reconstruction of CST data into the software Ii'amework of H 1.

A first analysis using data taken by the CST in 1997 is presented in chapter 5. An explorative study
on the impact parameter of muons mcasured in the CST has been carried out in order to demonstrate
the qualilicatiun of thc improved track parameters lor a tagging of heavy quark decays. The study
incorporates Monte Carlo simulations with a first employment of tile new detector simulation of ilie

CST
The linal chapter givcs a sumlwu'y of tile results and discusses possible futurc developmcnts for ti,e
reconstruction as well as for furtllcr ~ulalyses.

Electron-proton scattering at HERA

After a discussion of ilie kincmatics of electron-proton scattering, two kinematic domains arc intro-
duced: deep-ill elastic scatterillg and photoproduction. At HERA, the laller is the main sow-ce for
the production of heavy quarks. Physics with heavy quarks is tile main application for the data of
lllicrovcrtex detectors and is therefore introduced in the iJlird section. Production mechanisms as well
as decay modes are discussed.

Electron-proton scattcring is the interaction of a point-like elementary particle with a compound ob-
ject. It is described by means of tile exchange of a gauge boson, which can be a photon, a ZO,or a
W±-boson. Accorrling to ilie charge of the exchangcd particle, one distinguishes between neutral-
current (NC) and charged-current (CC) interactions. At HERA energies, photon exchange is ilie
dominant process due to ilie large masses of the ZO- and W-bosons.

If the four-momcntum transfer from the incident electron to ilie proton is small, ilie photon interacts
willi the proton as a whole (elastic scattering). At higher four-momentum transfers, the boson is
scattered off tile proton constituents providing thus a means to probe the proton structure (inelastic
scattering). In tile framework of the quark partolllllodel (QPM), tlle proton constituents are quarks
and gluons, and tile photon couples to the charged quarks only. Inelastic electron-proton scattering
can tiluS be described as elastic electron-quark scattering.

Fig. 1.1 shows the Fcynman-diagrams for ilie NC- and CC-processes: an incoming electron of fQur-
momentum p, is scattered off a quark that carries tile fraction x of the proton [our-lllomentulll' P.
The final state consists of the scattered lepton having four-momentulll p~ and the hadronic linal state
(dcnoted by X). The center of mass energy ,jS of tile inclusive electron-proton scattering is given, by
ilie beam energies (neglecting the particle masses):

At a fixed center of llIasS energy, ilie kinematics of thc scattering process is dcscribed completely by
two independent Lorentz-invariant variables. Commonly used are thc virtuality Q2 and one of ilie two
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where p is the nlomentum of the hadron, p, its ,,-component, and (3 is the polar scattering anglel. At
the beam energies of HERA in 1997 of Ep = 820 GeV and E, = 27.5 GeV the center of mass energy
is JS = 300GeV and a squared four-momentum transfer QZ of up to 90200 GeVz is kinematically
·possible.

For tJle extraction of the k;nematic qual/tities several methods can he employed since tJle detectors
dcl.iver more information tJlall tJle two measured observables needed. The metJlods are based on the
quantities either of tJle scattered eIeW'on, or of the hadronie final state, or of both. They difl"er in
accuracy and applicability depending on the kinematic range and the nature of tJle scallering process.
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Deep inelastic scattering is characterized by high values of QZ and large hadronic masses W. The
double-differcntial ep-cross-seetion in lowest order of the electromagnetic coupling constant a is
given by

The lJjorlceu scaling variable x is tJle momentum fraction of tJleproton carried by tJle scattered parton
wlJiIe the inelasticity y is IJ,e ralio of the actual to the maximum momentum transfer in thc proton
rest fram~. BotJltake valucs betwcen 0 and I. Neglecting the particle masses tJle relation between tJle
kinematic variables is

Fi, F2, and F.l are tJle proton stl'llcture filllct;011.5 that are related to the a priori unknown proton SIl"Ue-
ture. The F3-terlll contributes only for ZO-eXChallges. In tJle QPM framework, the structure functions
are related to the parton density functions qi and tJJepillton charges ei, and a simple behaviour for tbe
DIS-limit (Qz --7 ~, pq --7 ~) is predicted [I]:

Z ) l",zF1(x, Q ) --7 F1(x = 2 L-ei (qi(X) + qi(X))
I

Fz(x, Q2) --7 Fz(x) = Iefx(qi(X) + q;(x))The hadr()nic final state X can be characterized by its invariant mass W tJwt can be expressed by x
and QZ eX]Jloiting 1()ur-llIomentum conservation at the hadronie vertex (Illp being the proton mass):

It is sUlllmed over all quarks and anti-quarks ill tJle proton. The fact tJ1<ltthe structure functions do
depend on x only is known as Bjarken scaling.

However, a more dynallue proton model that accounts for interactions between the partons by means
of gluon exchanges leads to a scaling violation (the structure functions depend logadtJlIlJicallyon
Q2) as well as to a violation of tJle Callan-Gross relotion 2xFI (x) = Fz(x) tJlat can be derived from
Eq. (1.9) and (l.10) [2]. The underlying theory is the quantulll chromodYl/amics (QeD). It intro-
duces addiLional processes betwcen tile partons (gluon radiation, quark-antiquark prodUCtiOll,gluon
self-coupling) iliat afe described in perturbation tJleory. Using a factorization tJleorcm. titis leads to
generalized equaLions for tJle structure functions.

For large values of W2 (Wz » 11l~),tJle proton "loses" its identity and breaks up: the hadronic final
state consists of a large number of pmticlcs. This is tJle domain of deep-inelastic scattering (OIS).
The unsca.uercd proton pattons fonn the spectator jctthat villlishes into tJle beam pipe illld cannot be
detected while the scauered quark undergoes a fragmcntation process rcsulLing in tJlCcurrent jet.

If QZ --7 () on tilCotJler hand, tJ'ICemitted photon is (tjuasi-)rcal. and the electron is scattered at very
small angl es. The interaction can be regarrlc<Jas being composed of a photon /lux from tJle electron
and a subs cquent photon-proton scattering process. This sector is callccl pllOloproductioll.

In addition to W the pseudo-rapidity 11is introduccd for the characterizaLion of a hadron in tJle final



In photoproduction events, Q2 is ~ 0, so U,at the electron is scattered at small angles a quasi-real
photon is emitted. Atll.ERA, the cross-section for .inclusive electron-proton scattering is dominated
by pllotoproduclion proccsses. Tilc total phOloproduction cross-section can be derived from the dif-
ferential electron-proton cross-scction:

~~~Q2 = 2:Q2 (A(y, Q2). o~l'(y, Q2) + B(y, Q2). o~l'(y, Q2)) (1.11)

that is composcd of Ule contributions from transversely and longitudinally polarized photons OT and
OL with A and n bcing kinematic variables. In the Weizsackcr-Williams approximation [3), which is
valid for small Q2, the longitudinal component is negligible, that is o~~ ~ O~I" Introducing Ule nux
of u'.lIlsvcrsely polarized photons !y/,(y, Q2) one gets:

d.
20'1' = J' (y Q2). d.'" = ~~ (1 + (1 _ y)2 - 2

nl;l) .d.,ol;dydQ2 Y/" YI' 21(Q2y Q2'

Thcrc are a number of contributions to thc cross-scction duc to the fact that, apatt from being the
gauge boson of the electroweak intcraction, Ule photon has hadronic properties as well. (n lcading
order QCD, one distinguishcs between direct pmcesses where the photon interacts pOint-like with a
parton and resolved pmcesses where a parton from Ule photon couples to the proton patton .

• The dircct processes are the photon-gluon fusion (f'ig. 1.2a) and the QCD compton process
Wig. 1.2b) with the parton from Ule proton being a quat'k and a gluon respectively. i\l HERA,
thc plloton-gluon fusion is thc main source for the production of heavy quarks, i.e. cc- and
b&-pairs. The processes arc calculable in the framework of perturbative QCD above a minimal
transverse momcntum (Pt > 1.5GcY),

long lifetime of hadrons WiOl heavy quarks resulting in large decay lengilis that call be resolved,
At HERA, the production cross-section for charm quaJks is of the order of o(ep 4 eccX) ~ I JIb
while Ule b&-cross-section is smaller by two orders of magnitude. At the HERA design luminosity
of 100pb-l, Uus corresponds to ~ 108 charm-pairs .1I1d~ 106 beauty-pairs per year of which only
a small fraction can be measured however. Due to their large masses, top quark pairs cannot be
produced.

The dominant process for the production of heavy quat'ks at HERA is photon-gluon fusion. The W
or ZO eXChatlge is suppressed due to the large masses of the heavy gauge bosons, and the scalterilng
off heavy quarks in the proton catl bc n.cglected due to their small fraction. The main contribution to
the cross-section is due to photoproduction so that the classification of the photoproduction processes
in the previous section holds for the heavy quark production as well. Beyond the study of thc direct
processes, which is also possible in DlS, photoproduction allows an understanding of Ule resolved
component to Ule heavy quark cross-section. Moreover, Ule study of Ule Q2-dependence of Ule data
from DlS and photoproduction allows a test of the QeD predictions on Ule hadronic structure of tile
photon.

For photoproduction in lowest ordcr QCD (0(0.' as)), the direct process y + g 4 q ij (Fig. 1,2a)

• Two processes contribute to the resolved p,ut [41:

_ a component dcscribed by Ule vector meson dominance model (YOM). The photon nuc-
tuates into a quark-<ult.iquark pair that forms a hound state: a virtual vector meson that
subsequently intcraets WiUlthc proton parton (Fig. 1.2c). The YDM is a phenomenologi-
cal model and the processes cannot be calculated using perturbativc QCD.

_ the anomalous componcnt where the quark-anti quark pair !i'om the photon is not bound
and the interaction can be described in tenus of a hard subprocess calculable in pQCD
(Fig. 1.2d). In addition to the two final state jets from Ule hard subprocess, Ule hadronic
photon renUlatlt can form a third jet.

Thc hadronic nature of UICphoton is described analogous to thc proton in terms of a photon structure
function F{(_-ry, Q2) whcrc Xy is Ule lraction of Ule photon momentum that enters in Ule haJd subpro-
cess. In Uus connection, a term for UlCcoupling of Ule photon to a quark-atltiquark pair is introduced
that accounts for Ule anomalous components of the cross-section.

The study of processes involving the production and decay of heavy quarks is the primat·y domain for
making use of Ule lugh-resolution measurements of microvertex deteclors. This is due to Ule relative



is the main contribution 1.0 the cross-section. The photon-proton cross-scction can be factorized in a
photon-gluon cross-section 018 and a gluon dClIsity g [5. 61:

These quantities depend on the lllomentum fraction of the gluon xg• on the center of mass energy
.§ of the heavy quark-anliqllark pair. on the qlHU'kmass IIlq• and additionally on the renormalization
scale for the elementary interaction as well as on the factorization scale where tlle gluon density g
in !lIe p"oton is evaluatcd. The choice of these scalcs is not un.ique and usually scales related to the
lriUlsverse momentum and the mass of the quark. The photoproduction cross-section O~::Fis !lIen
connected to tile e1ecuon-proton cross-section according to Eq. (1.12).

Since !lIe cross-section depends on the gluon density in the proton. its measurement provides a means
for a direct determination of tile gluon density.'

At the 11igh photon-proton center-of-mass energies that arc reached at HERA, a largc ii'action Ule
cross-section for I,eavy quarks is cstimated to stcm from rcsolved processes [7. 81. Those are in
leadi ng-onlcr QCD the gluon-gluon fusion and the quark-antiquark annihi lation (Fig. 1.3). Furlhennore,

The heavy quarks tllat have been produced in the different hard subprocesses undergo fragmentation
into hadrons. They can form bound states. tlle heavy quarkonia like J 1'1.' (ce) or l' (bb). heavy mesons
(q"q). or heavy baryons (q"qq). The bound states are commonly labelled hidden charm or beauty
whereas the stales formed separately by ilie quark and the antiquark are summarized as opell chann
or beauty.

Here, only tlle decays of heavy mcsons shall be discussed further. A distinct property of tllem is their
long lifetime. The lJ±-mesons (composed of a b- and a "-quark) for instance have a mean life 'tB of
:::::1.6 ps while for UleD±-lllesons (composed of c and d) tlle mean life is 'tv :::::1.0 ps [lOj.

This rcsults in a characteristic signature in the detcctor: production vertex and decay vertex of the
mesons are significantly separated and provide a means to dctect processes involving heavy quarks.
This topology is the reason Ulatnearly aJl experiments in high energy physics attempt to mcasure
tllcir vertex positions to the highest possible precision by ilie employment of microvertex detectors
[llj-[17j.

The heavy mesons are bound by the strong interaction and decay wcakly. Thc decay widtlls rare
proportional to tlle elements of tlle Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (CKM) [18jiliat are funda-
mentaJ parameters within ilie standard model. The Oavour changi ng weak current can then be written
(\5:

highcr order terms conU'ibule sig'lificantly to the cross-section. Corrections of the order of 50% have
bcen calculated for Ihe charnl cross-section (9J. Some of the higher order processcs are sketched in
f'ig. 1.4. The dominant contribution is thc gluoll radiatioll (Fig. 1.4, left) whereas the quark radiatioll
(center) is negligible. Due to .intcrference WiUltlle leading order process (the final slate is tlle same),
the proccss of ordcr O(Ct..Ct..;) (right) conLributes to tile order O(Ct..Ct..;) as well.

BOtil for chartrl- and beauly yuark production at HERA. NLO-caJculations have bccn performed [7j.
In general, the unccrtainties on the bb-cross-section are smaller due lo the higher mass of the b-quark.
The rcsulLs depend on tllC choice of the quark- and gluon density parallletcrizations, on the scale of
Ulestrong coupling con~tant AQCD. and on lJle quark mass itself. Due 10 the additional freedom in !lIC
choice of the pm'ameterization of lhc photon structUJC, the uncertainties on. tile hadronic component
of the cross-scction arc greater than tllose on the direct componenl. Depending on the choice of the
parameters, tile fraction of resolvcd processes varies bctwecn 15% and 70% for charm quarks and
between 15% and 40% lor beauty qu,u'ks [8j.

The CKM matrix describing the unitary transformations among Uu-eequark doublets can be charac-
terized by three Euler angles and six phases (of which only one is of physical relevance). In a reduced
model for only two quark generations, the mixing is specified by a single parmlleter and the CKM
matrix reduces to the Cabibbo matrix:

(
COS8c sin8c)

Veab. = - sin 8c cos 8c

with 8c being tlle Cabibbo angle. Chann 'Iuark decays can thus be classified iu Cabibbo-allowed and
Cabibbo-suppressed processes according to the magnitude of their matrix clemen IS.



• the observation of rare decays. In the charm-sector, those processes are tile doubly Cabibbo
suppressed decays, where tile magnitude of the Cabibbo-matrix element for the e-decay as
weB as for the decay of the W-boson prohibits the transition, e.g. e -+ dW+ -+ dus. Other
rare processes are those iliat can only be represented by loops in the Feynman diagrams, Ii ke
penguin diagrams, flavour changing neutral cun:ents or Ule oOjjO mixing (Fig. 1.5). In general,
loop level processes are sensitive to ilie existence of new, heavy particles.

The virtual W-boson decays either into a lepton-neutrino pair or hadronically into a quark-antiquark.
In the framework of Ulespec(a/or/llodel Uleheavy quark decays as a quasi-free particle: the influence
of the couplings to light quarks and gluons is neglected. A consequence OfUlis model is the prediction
of Ule decay widtlls for dirrercntmesons containing the same heavy flavour to be equal. However, a
'comparison with experimental rcsults shows that this is only true lor tile semi-leplOnie decay modes
wilh the lepton pair and the hadronicspectator system in the final state. For Ulehadroll.ic decay modes,
additioual interactions between Ule final-stale hadrons have to be taken into account

Experimentally, the scmi-llluonic decay modes or heavy mesons (q/, -+ qW -+ q J.IV,,)are oJ particular
interest due to the fact that muons can be measured in dedicated subdetectors with high elficiency.
Therefore, for the study of heavy meson decays with data from Ule new micro vertex detector of Ule
II I expcrimcnt that will he prescnted in Chap. 5, an event sample based on a muon selection is used.
In aooition to the e1cmentary processes (f.16), cascade decays can contribute in Ule b-sector. The
charm quark Jromthe beauty decay can decay semi-muonically:

/r
W/ \W
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In the b-sector, Ule charmless b-decays are rare processes or interest.

• studies of mixing of Ule neutral D- and 8-mesons. In the charm sector, Ule mixing rate is small
compared to UleKO or nO mesons. Moreover, the process DO -+ jjO -+ K+1C has the same final
state as UlCdoubly Cabibbo suppressed DO-decay. The two processes can only be distinguished
by measuring their time evolution. The resolution needed is of the order 0(0.5 . -rOO)which
corresponds to a vertex resolution of ~ 50 J.IIll.

• investigations on!orbiddell decays, e.g. lepton number violating decays like DO-+ J.I+e- that
are forbidden to all ocders in Ule standard model, and Uleobservation of which would hence be
a signal for new physics.

Due to the beauty mass the decay W- -} c.f is kinematically possible which results in a further
contribution to the cascade decay. Tab. l. I shows Uleoretical and measured branching ratios for heavy
quarks decaying into muons. The theoretical values are calculated in the framework of Ule spectator
Illodel, and tbe values lor the qum'k masses were I/I.e = 1.87 GeVIc2 and I/I.b = 5.27 GeVle2

8.6 ±J.7 +u.• [19Je II -U.7
9.6 ±J.J [20J

b JJ
10.2 ±0.5 ±0.2 [21]
10.5 ±0.5 [20]

• the extraction of the gluon density. Complementary to the indirect methods using struclure
function analyses, direct measurements that are based on measurements of heavy mesons are
possible. A recent method [22J used the decay of Ule charmed D*-meson to determine the
differential cross-section dol dXg from which Ulegluon density was unfolded.

• the determination of the b-quark production cross-section. Recent analyses at HERA [8, 23J
give an indication Ulat Ulecross-section is considerably larger Ulan Uleexpectation from leading
order calculations.

The primary goal of cmploying a microverlex detector is Ule separation oJ background events stem-
ming from light quark production from the heavy quark events. This is achieved by exploiting the
event topologies that are characterized by secondary vertices. Typical decay lengths of heavy mesons
are of the order of C'f ~ 100 J.Imand the detector vertex resolution hence has to be of the same order.

Due to the ratio of Uleproduction cross-sections at HERA, c-quark decays are accessible more easily
U,an b-quark decays. On the other hand, since the scale for perturbative calcuations is harder in the
b-sector due to the higher b-mass, Ule Uleoretieal uncertainties are considerably lower. Therelore,
a separation of Ule b-quark from Ule e-quark domain is a second important issue for microverlex
detectors.

A precise spectroscopy of heavy flavoured mesons provides access to a number of interesting physics
issues:

In any case, a deepened knowledge on tile decay mechanisms of heavy mesons also gives rise to a
better understanding on their production.



The HI detector at the ep-collider HERA

In lJus chapter thc accelerator HERA and the detector H I arc portrayed. 1.1.is 11,enfocussed on the
reconstruction of tracks j n 1J1ecentral region of I-II, and on the mkrovertex detector CST that has
begun its operation in 1997.

The storage ring HERA' at DESY in Hamburg (Fig. 2.1) is 1Jleworld's only facility for eleel.ron-
proton collisions. The partieles are being injected 1Juough several pre-accelerators into two separate
machines wil11a circumference of 6.4 km each. They are 1Jlenaccelerated to energies of 27.5 GeV and
820 GeV for electrons and protons respectively. The ep-center-of mass encrgy is IJlUS.;s ~ 300 GeV.
Up to 1993. HERA was operated using electrons, al't.crwards with positrons whose lifetime in the
beam pipe is 1I1reetimes as large. With an improved vacuum system installed, it is planned to switch
1.0electron fills again in 19982

beam energy [GeV] 30.0 820 27.6 820
avg. beam current [mAl 58 163 28 74
number of bunches 220 220 175 175
avg. luminosity [cm-'ls ] 1.5 X 103' 4.27 X 1030

avg. specific lununosity [cm-2s- lIlA-2] 4.0 x 1029 4.82 X 1029

integrated luminosity [nb I] 32400

design
e p

1997
e p

Bol11l11eelectron and l11eproton beams are structured in particle bunches of wh.ich up to 220 can
be filled into each ring. Tlus corresponds to a bunch crossing frequency of 1O.4MHz. In 1997,
175 colliding e- and p-bunches were injected for luminosity production. Additionally, some bunches
wi1JlOutpartner (pilot bUllches) provide a means to study background processes induced by beam-gas

Illadron· Eleklron-Ring-A nlagc
21n Ibe following, only the term electron will be used when reJ:llcd 10 the incoming or scatlcred leplon.
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or beam-wall events. The duration of a luminosity run is typically 10 h and is determined by Ole
electIOn beam lifetime. SOllie parameters of OleHERA accelerators arc shown in Tab. 2.1.

The bemus coUide at two interaction regions where the experiments H I and ZEUS are located. In two
other detector areas the I1xed target experiments HERMES and HERA-B are situated. HERMES was
designed to study the spin structure of nucleons. 1l uses the longitudinally polarized electron bcam
and a polarized gas target. HERMES is operational since 1995 and has already published results
on Ole spin structure function of the proton 1241. HERA-B is currently under construction [25] and
cxpectcd to begin wiOI its physics program in 1999. The aim is to study Ole CP-violation in the
BOiO-system. The B-mesons will be produced by moving an aluminum wire targct into the halo of
Oleproton beam.

el~
~.,.....p

Figure 2.1: The electron-proton collider HERA. l1,e zoomed view all the left displays the illjectors
and pre-accelerators wtlile the storage rin8 itself with the four experiment areas is shown on the right.
71,e Iii experiment is situated ill the north sectioll of the ring.

1IIBeam pipe and bcmll magnets
~ Ceniial tracking devices
@]Forward tracking devices
[i] Electromagnetic LAr calorimeter
@] Hadronic LAr calorimeter
~ Superconducting coil (B = 1.15 T)
[I]Compcnsating magnet
~ Helium cryogenics for [I]

~ Muon chambers
[j]] Instrumented iron yoke
[TIJ Forward muon toroid (8 = 1.6 T)
(j] Backward drift chamber and calorimeter
[)]] Plug calorimeter
[E] Concrete shielding
[j}) Liquid argon cryostat

The HI detector (Fig. 2.2) is a universal particle detector designed to measure tracks and energies
of the particlcs produccd in ep-coUisions [26]. It covers almost all of the solid angle range and is
instrumcnted asymmctrically taking into account the different momenta of Ole incoming particles:
Ole final state particles tend to be boosted in the proton direction. Thc main detector has a weight of
2800t and measures 12 x IS x 10 mJ

The proton direction dennes the z-axis ofthc right-handed HI-coordinate system. Its origin is at tJle
nominal interaction point with thc x-axis pointing towards thc center oflhe HERA ring and Oley-axis
pOinting upwards. The polar angle e is defined with respcct to the z-a,,,is from O· at +z to 180· at -z.
Small values of e dennc the "forward" direction. The azimuthal angle <Dextends from Olepositivc



tile interaction region first traverse Uuee planar drift cllambers that are rotated by 60° in azimuth with
respect to eacll oUler. The signal wires are parallel to each other and orUlOgonal with respect to Ule
beam axis. The planar chambers measure the x- and y-coordinates of Uleparticle track to an accuracy
of ~ 170 pm. The adjacent proportional chamber generales trigger signals. The transition radiation
module is intended to separate high energetic pions and eiecu·ons. Finally, a drift ellamber witll wires
strung radial to the beam axis measures additional points on Ule track achieving an R-w-resolution of
~200 flm. The angular covcrage of the complete forward tracking system is 5° < e < 30°.

.A complete view of Ule tracking system togelher WiOlU,e backward detectors (s. below) is given in
Fig. 2.3.

x-axis towards positive values for the upper dctector Ilalf and up to -180° for tile lower Ilalf.

(n the following, the main components of tl,e detector arc .inU·oduced. Numbers in boxes rekr to
rig. 2.2.

In 1.llcinncr part of the apparatus the track and vcrtex detectors ,ue installed. Tile central part III
'consists of:

• a silicou slrip lIlicrovertex detector CST3 for the precise determination of primary and sec-
olHlary vertices. The CST was installed in 1996 and began regular data acquisition in 1997. As
tile subject of tllis thesis, it is described in detail in Cilap. 2.4.

• two proportiOllal challlbers C1P and cop6 tJlat deliver signals for tJle HI-tr.igger system. Their
signal wires arc sU'ung parallel to tJle beamline and tlley arc segmented into 60/18 Rz-pads and
16/16 Rw-pads.

forward track
detector (FTD)

drift chambers
radial planar

central track detector
(CTD)• two jet c"ambers C.lCl and CJC24. Tlicir signals are the basis for U,e track reconstruction in

the central region and are also used for particlc identification utilizing tJ,e dEl dx-information.
'T'he CJC has a track rcsoluUon of ~ L50pm in tJle R-w-plane <llldof ~3 em in z. The chambers
and the principles of tile track reconstruction arc described in Chap. 2.3.

• two drifl c1wmbers CIZ and COZ5 for improving the track resolution in UTez-coordinate. Their
signal wires arc mounted in a polygon-shaped manner concentrically arouud tl,e beamline. The
CIZ is suhdivided into 15 cells with four wires each, Ule COZ into 24 cells. The position
resolution is (Jr, ~350 pm.

The tracking chamhers are mounted cylindrically around the beam pipe and the vertex detector in
two radial layers of proporUonal chamber - z-chambcr - jet chamher. (Fig. 2.3). The geometrical
acceptances tor the differcnt detectors are shown in Tab. 2.2.

radial z polar
nun [mm] m3)( Imml min [mmJ max [mm] min rJ max [0]

CST 57.5 95 -175 L75 30 150
ClZ 174 200 -lO80 720 13.6 170.8

CJCI 203 451 -1125 1075 10.7 169.7
COZ 460 485 -J 105 1055 23.6 157.3

CJC2 530 844 -1125 1075 26.3 154.7

The backward region @ of Ule HI detector has been upgraded in 1995/96 in order to increase tJle
acceptance for events WitJllow x and Q2 characteIized by slllall scatteIing angles of the electron7 [27].
New components are:Lnthe forward region I:Il a system o[ three identical supermodules each consisting of radial and plal/Ilr

drift chambers, aproportiollal challlber, and a tl'l1l/sitiolll'l1dialiolllllodllle is installed. Particles from

JCcnlral Silicon Tracker
4Cclltral .Jet Chamber
sCcnlralloncr Z--chambcr, Cenlral Outer Z-chnmber
6Cenlrallllllcr Proportionnl chamber, Centr:.tl Outer l>roportional chamber

• The backward silicotl Imcleer BST consisting of [our disks with silicon strip detectors. The
disks are mounted around the beam pipe between z = -725.4nun and -949.8mm resulUng



in a good coverage or the polar allgle of 172° < e < 176°. The detectors are single-sided
and have arc-shaped strips or 48 I'"' pilch width oriented concentrically with respect to the
be<lmline. Thc innerradius or the active material is 57.3ml11, the ouler 120 mm. A resolution of
12,/m has been measurcd. The BST shares its readout system with the CST which is described
ill Chap. 3. J.

calorimeter arc non-compensating which means that 1I1esignals for hadrons are smaller 1I1anfor elec-
trons of 1I1esame energy. During the reconstmctionthe hadronic energies have lIlUSto be reweigllted.
The systematic error on 1I1escale of lIle hadronic energies is eurrenlly ~ 4%.

The polar a.ngle in 1I1eextreme forwa.rd direction range up to 1I1ebeam pipe (4°> e > 0.6°) is coyered
by the plug-calorimeler@] for hadronic energy measurements. It consists of copper absorbers and
silicon detectors .• The IwL'kwa,,1dr(fl c1ll1l11berBDC measurillg the position of particles scauered in the backward

region (153°< e < 177°) (28). It is subdivided into [our double layers 1I1atconsist or eight
sectors each. The scnse wires rollow lIris octogonal shape, resulting in an almost radial drift
d.irection ror optimal polar angle resolution. For the backseattered electron ill DIS processes,
the resolution is bettcr lIum I mrad.

• The backwanl calorillleter SPACAL8 willI an electromagnetic and hadronic part bolll consisting
or a lead-scintillating fibre matrix. The librcs are parallel to the beam axis and arc being read
out hy photomultipliers. The SPACAL'covers the region of 153° < e < 177.8° and reachcs all
energy resolution for eleclrons of 7% /VE E9 1% [291. The electromagnetic part is subdivided
into 1192 cells of 4 X 4cm2 cross-section resulting in a position resolution for a shower of
< 4nnn. The time resolution being better than I ns allows an efficient background rejection.

The tracking detectors and the calorimeter are surrounded by a magnet consisLing of a supereonduct-
ing coil @]alld an iron return yokeITQ]. The coil is mounted inside a cryostat willI a Icnglll of 5.75 m
and an outer diameter of 6.08 m. The mean magnetic I1cld in 1I1eregion of 1I1ecentral trackers is
1.15 T. In order to minimize its impact on ilie HERA beams, a second superconducting coil IT! is
installed at z = -4.4 m 1Ilatcompensates the longitudinal component of the main field.

i
i
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The iron relurn yoke of 1I1emagnet ITQ]is instmmented with streamer tubes for ilie detection of muons
and of remaining energy from hadronie showers leaking out from tbe calorimeter. 10 chamber layers
are interleaved between ilie iron slabs, and 3 layers are attached on ilie inside and on 1Ileoutside
respectively (Fig. 2.5). At polar angles of e = 90°, muons have to have an energy greater than
1.2 GeY to reach 1I1efirst layer, and greater 1I1an2.0 GeY to traverse the iron yoke completely. The
polar angle range covered is 5° < e < 170°. The streamer chambers have a single sense wire in the
middle of their cross-section of I x 1 elllz' Five layers are equipped wiili strip electrodes mounted
perpendicular to the wires that are used for position measurements along ilie wire direction. The
oliler layers have pad electrodes whose hit information is used for resolving track ambiguiLies. In the
eent.ral region (barrel) 1I1Cwires are stnlllg parallel to 1I1ez-axis, while in Ule forward and backward
direction (elldcaps), they are parallel to x. The position resolution is ~ 4 mill perpendicular to Ule
wires and f':j 1.2 em along the wires. The momentum resolution in the central region is op/ p f':j 35%
in 1I1ebarrel. The iron togeUler with the pad electrodes additionally serves as a tail-catcher measuring
1I1ehadronic energy leaking li'olll the calorimeter.

In front of the iron yoke (in proton direction) aforwat¥/lIluOII spectIVlIleler is installed. It consists
of lIlfee drift chamber layers in front of and behind a toroidlllagnet [jJ generating a mean magnetic
field of 1.6T. It is intended for the detection of high-energetic muons (5 < £1' < 200 GeY) in a range
of3o< e < 17°.

The [nIcking detectors are surrounded by a liquid argoll calorimeter that measures energies or par-
Licles scattered into the central or forward region (polar acceptance: 4° < e < 153°). It is seg-
mented longitudinally into eight "wheels" each of which is subdivided in (I) into eight identical stacks
(Fig. 2.4). The calorimeter is composed of an electromagnetic@] and a hadronic part ill1I1atboili use

Figure 2.4: Side \'iew of the liquid argon calorimeter showing a Closs-seClioll of Ihe eighlwheels (lefl
to right). Il,e protons enterfrolll the righi, WWPdelloles the nominal illferaction pain I.

The system for ilie luminosity measurements (not shown in Fig. 2.2) consists of two small crystal
Cherenkov calorimeters, namely a photon detector of 100 x 100 ml1l2 aud an electron tagger of size
154 x 154nun2 They are located in tlle HERA tunnel at z = -102 m and -33.4 m respectively.
The photon detector is protected against synchrotron radiation by a lead filter Willl a thickness of 2
radiationlengilis Xo Jollowed by a water Cherenkov counter used as a veto detector against photons
interacting in lIle lead.

liquid argon as active material and lead and stainless steel as absorber respectively. The electronic
energy resoluLion is 12% / IE; E9 1%, 1I1eresolution for pions 50% /.;E;; E9 2%. Both parts of Ule
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Figure 2.5: Cross sectioll of the celltralmuoll detector: PL del/otes layers with pad electrades, SL

those with strip electrodes.
Figure 2.6: Lumillosity detectors alld prillciple of the lIIeaSllreme11l.The electroll radiates a photoll
which is measured ill the photoll detector (PD) after havillg traversed the lead filter (F) and the
Cherellkov-coullter (VC).

The reaction for dctermining the luminosity in the inlcraction region is 111eBcthe-Heitler-Bremsstrah-
lung process:

£= Rtot- (ltot/1o)Ro
Ovis

In order to suppress background events induced by the proton beam before it reaches the interaction
region, the HI detector uses two systems of scintillation counters. The time-ol-jlight system has two
scintillator planes at z = -1.95 In and -2.25 Ill. Particles entering 111eback of 111edetector in the
dircction of the proton beam, i.e. that do nO! originate from the interaction region, can be identified
using the time-of-flight difference of,," 13ns wiili respect to particles from ep-interactions.

The veto-wall consists of two walls of scintillator planes at z = -6.5 m and - 8.1m. Boili walls are
composed of an inner and outer plane and identify particles by measuring 111etime-coincidences. Tile
time resolution for an inner-outer-coincidence is 3 ns for the inner wall and 8 ns for ilie outer.

the cross-scction of which is well-detenuined in QED. The main background source is bremsstrahlung
from interactions of 111ee1cctron beam willI the rcsidual gas in the bewn pipe. These events can be
subtracted using data frum elcctron pilot bunches. The IUllunosily is calculatcd as:

with Rtor and Ro being the tolal rate of brcmsstrahlung evcnts and the rate from the pilot events
respectiv-e1y, Ito/ and 10thc corrcsponding beam currcnts, and cr,-;s being the visible ep -+ ep'Y cross-
sectiun. For the ofOine detcnnination of the luminosity, only information on the radiated photon is
cmployefj in order to minimize the systematic crror. The principle of the measurement is sketched in
Fig. 2.6.

Thc e1ecnrun taggcr toge111erwith a sccond device at Z = -44m is additionally used for the detection
of the scallered elcctron in photoproduclion evcnts. The covered kinematic region is Q2 < 0.0 I Gey2,

0.3 < y < 0.7 for thc 33 nHaggcr and 0.08 < y < 0.18 for the 44 m-taggcr.

While ilie HERA bunch crossing frequency is 10.4 MHz, the actual rate of physical interactions is
"" 100 kHz only. It is ilie task of the trigger system to filler out the events of physics interest and to
reject the background events. Tlus is achieved by meW1Sof a multi-stage tTiggering system consisting
of hardware and software levels reducing the final event rate written to tape to "" 5 Hz. Dominant



The data acquisition system for the HI detector has to cope with Uledata of ~400000 analog chanllels
producing a total of some 4 Mbytes of digitized raw data. The system is built around Ute VMEbus
standard and subdivided into 12 readout branches, each being mastered by a VMEtaxi module. These
provide Ule possibility to interconnect the readout crates by means of fibre optic links, forming a
ring. The master processor of the ring assembles Ule data of all branches, building full-event units
,which can Ulen be distributed to several "consumers", subsystems monitoring (like the event displ:ay),
filtering (the L4 farm), or recording data on pennanent storage media. The consumers can in turn feed
back data into the stream, e,g. additional data calculated on Ute L4 farm. Processor communication
over Ule fibre-optic ring is established via memory-mapped mailbox protocols, so that no operating
system is required to run on the processors.

The input data to Ule full-event units are produced in parallel by the readout branches, if the LI
and L2 trigger decisions have been positive. By specific compression and formatting algorithms
(e,g, cluster-finding for the silicon trackers) the raw event size is reduced to ~ 100 kBytes, Apart fcom
the VMEtaxi processor the system architecture is autonomous in all branches. The silicon trackers for
instance use a second fibre optic ring to transfer Uleir data to the VMEtaxi processor (cf. Chap, 3. I).

The final event records are sent to an SOl challenge computer where the full event reconstruction
(commonly referred to as L5) takes place. Its task is essentially to converlthe digitized hit infornlalion
from the subdetectors into physical quantities, namely tracks and energy clusters. The process is
organized modularly, starting with separate tasks for each of the subdetectors and later eombiIIing
information from different modules, e.g. track linking of Ule different track detectors or linking of
central tracks and tracks measured in the muon detectors .

The reconstruction also performs a classification of Uleevents wllieh means that criteria motivated by
physics selections have to be met. If an event cannot be classified, it is rejected .

Both raw data and reconstructed data are stored on tapes to, while tile last reconstruction step prodllces
also a compressed subset of Ule reconstructed data (DST11) that are stored on hard·disks and are tile
basis for physics analyses.

The./irst.level trigger (L I) is a complex hardware logic that makes use of information from the dif-
ferent subdetectors (trigger elements) and combines it into so-called subu·iggers. Since this process
cannot be completed within the time span of 96ns between two bunch crossings, tbe subdetectors
have to store their event information in pipelines until a trigger decision is made. This is also neces-
sary since the response time of some subdetectors may be considerably longer Ulan a bunch crossing
(e,g. due to preamplifier integration times or drift times in chambers). The LI trigger decision is avail-
able after 24 bunch crossings. It can be initiated by any subtrigger and starts Ule full readout of tile
tlctector components as well as invoking Ule higher trigger levels. As a consequence of the pipelined
architecture, Ule first-level trigger runs inherently dead-time free. First·order dead·time starts only
after a L1keep-signal when Ule front-end pipelines are stopped and tileir readout is initiated.

Tile second-level trigger (L2) consists of two independent systems that work in parallel and deliver
their decision within 20 ps:

• a topological trigger

• a neural network trigger implemented on several parallel computers

Both systems are able to investigate detector signal correlations on a much larger scale than the first-
level trigger. It is only aller a positive decision of L2 that some of the time consuming readout steps
for Ule subdeleetors are initiated (e.g. the multiplexed front-end readout and subsequent hit detection
for the silicon trackers or Ule zero-suppression of the dri It chamber signals),

The third-level/rigger (L3) is foreseen to give tile possibility to perform more sophisticated calcula-
tions though it is not implemented yel. Its decision time is 2 IllS, and determines the time limit for the
complete readout of all subdetectors.

In 1997, typical output rates of L2/L3 were 50-100 Hz that had to be managed by Ulecentral data ac-
quisition system. No additional dead-lime is introduccd since the L2fL3 system runs asynchronously
to Ll.

The last trigger instance before data storage is the lel'el4 filter far", (L4), It consists of ~30 processor
boards9 each having the full raw data of one event available for making Ulefinal decision on accepting,
The decision step comprises the partial reconstruction of an event using software of the standard
oUline reconstruction as well as dedicated fast filter algorithms, The software is organized in terms
of logical modules executed "on top" of each oUler. Processing is terminated and the event rejected
as soon as one module finds a lilter condition to be false. The farm is also employed for monitoring
(online histograms) and calibration purposes, Calibration data are written to a database and can tilUS
be used by tile online reconstruction of tile accepted events (s. below).

In this section, the central jet chambers being the most important subdetector for tile reconstruction
of central U'aeks are introduced in more detail. From Ule measurements of tile tracks a primary
vertex can be determined in most of the events. Willl the information from the new microve£tex
detector CST which will be introduced in the next section, a considerable improvement in resolution
is possible, This will be achieved by recalculating the track parameters employing CJC as well as CST
information and hence depends -among other items- on the consistency and efficiency of the CJC
reconstruction, Here, tile methods applied for Ule track finding in the CJC are therefore described in
more detail while the event reconstruction with Ulem..ieroverlex detector will be discussed in Chapter
4.

I0111e latter are the l)hysics Output Tapes (POT)
II Data Summary Tapes



are continuously being digitized by FADCs at a sampLing frcqucncy of 104 MHz. The digital data are
then writtcn to "circular buffers" that store information of the last 25 bunch crossings at any time to
allow for the decisionljme of the first-Ieveltriggcr.

Upon tbe reception of a trigger signal, in eacb readout cratel2 the data from tbe desired time slice arc
copied by scanner cards into a central memory. During Ole copy a h.it-table is setup by comparing
Ole data to programmable Olresholds. Using the hit-table information, a microprocessor then copies
tile reduced data to the master readout crate of Ule central tracker branch. Here, an analysis of pulse-
.charge integral and signal tinting (Qt-analysis) is performed by PowerPC processors. The output data
of the CJC for Ole subsequent track finding in tbe reconstruction processes are then the charges on
both wire ends and Oledrift timc for every hit found.

The C.lC is radially divided into two sections fmm radii of R = 20.3 cm to 45.1 cm (C.lCI) and from
R = 53.0cm to 84.4 cm (C.lC2). The drift cells are made up of a plane of anode sensc wires adjacent
to two cathode wire planes that slwpe the drift field. The cells cxtend over Ole full radial span ofCJCI
ilnd CJC2, hence the influence of Oeld shaping wircs at t.he inner and outer radii is minimized. Tbe
potcntial on the cathode wires is proportional to the.irdistance from the scnse wircs creating a uniform
drift lield over all of the the cell. The CJC I has 30 cells consisting of 24 sense wires m,,149 caOlOde
'wircs cach, the CJC2 has 60 cells with 32/66 wires. A radial cross-section is shown in Fig. 2.7.

CJC2:
60 cells with
32 wires

r = 855 mm

-max. drift dist.ance 43.1 lllJll

wire length 210 cm
sense wire diamet.er 20 lllll

Due to tile solenoidal magnetic field, tracks of c11argedparticles in the CJC are curved in the R-<]>-

plane. They can bc parameterized by means of a helix describcd by five paranleters listed in Tab. 2.3.
To a good approximation, the parameters in UleR-<I>-planeand UlOsein UleR-z-plane are independent.

C1CI:
30 cells wiul
24 wires

r = 527n1l]1

r= 452mm
- max. drift. distance 44.5 llllll

curvature (inverse radius) [cm-1J K -00 ... + 00

closest distmlce to origin [emJ dca _00 ... + 00

azimuOlal angle at dca [radJ <I> -n: _.. + n:

polar angle at dca [radl e O ... n:

intersection with z-axis at dca [cm] zO -00 ... -f- co

K, <1>,and dca are detenuined by means of a circle fit in the R-<l>-plane [30J, whereas e and zO ru'e
obtained from a straight Linefit in R-z. The sign convention for K mId dca is chosen in a way Hlllt

Figure 2.7: Radial view oj the celltraljel chambers. Note the tilted cell geometry as well as the two
potelltial wires separatillg adjacellt sellse wires.

• upon the change of tile sign of one parameter, the sign of Ule other remains Ule same, e.g. two
stiff tracks differing only in the.ir charge (sign of K) would have the same sign of Ule dca.

Neigllbouring sense wires arc separated by two potential wires allowing an almost independent ad-
justment of drift Jicld and gas amplification and reducing cross-talk efficiently.

The jet cells are tilted by about 30° in azirnutll resulting in an electron drift direction (in the presence
of the magnetic field) that is almost perpendieulru' to tracks originating from tile center. Aprut from
giving optimal track resolution, litis geometry helps to resolve ambiguities by connecting track seg-
ments [rom neigllbouring cells. Due to the fact that a lrack crosses the sense wire plane at least once,
Ole passing time can be detemtined to an accuracy of :::;0.5 ns which allows tile separation of tracks
from di rferent bunch crossings.

The 2640 sense wires arc read out at both ends via prealllpl.il1ers mounted at Ule chruuber end walls.
The analog signals are transferred via some 28 III of coax.ial cable to electronics modules where they

<1>,e, and zO are defined as in the III-coordinate system.

The primary qnantities measured by the CJC are the drift times t and the chru'ges Q+ and Q- at bOUl
wire ends. The drift paUl lengUI s from Ule position of the traversi ng particle to tile sense wire can be
calculated as

dne to the constrult drift velocity VD inlhecells (t-to is tile time difference between the particle cross-
ing and Ulegeneration of U,e signal). A measurement on several sense wires allows Ulereconstruction
of a partide track in UleR-<I>-plane.One has to consider the fact Ulal ti,e drift direction deviates from
Ule diTeetioJl of ti,e electric field due to the presence of the magnetic field (Lorentz-angle). For Ule



CJC, Ulis effect is partly compensated by the azimuthal till of the cells. From the charges at both ends
the z-coordinate along a sense wire of a passing track can be reconstnlcted since the wire acts as a
vollage divider:

Q" - Q-
z= Q+ + Q_

consisting of several UlOusands of events. Their uncerlainty is given by the radial extensions of the
beams, wluch are ~ J80flm in x and ~ 50flm in y. Since the coordinates are determined on the L4
filter farm, tile reconstruction program on L5 can make use of them.

The accuracy of the run-vertex position in x and y is greater tilan the one that could be achieved by
perfornung an event-wise vertex fit. The primary vertex of any event is tllUSalways determined from
the run-vertex coordinates, its uncertainty bei ng Ule size of ilie beam spot.

For a given event, tile z-coordinate of tile primary vertex is calculated first from tile zO-coordinates of
·the non-vertex-fitted tracks. Then, tile x-y-vertex of the event can be computcd from tile run-vertex
parameters (wluch are defined at z = 0). All measured tracks are then matched to this vertex thus
improving their resolution.

[n addition to tile determination of the primary vettex, Ule reconstnlction program searches for sec-
ondary vertices by trying to match tracks to a common origin which is significantly separated Irom ilie
primary vertex. As a consequence, severalflt hypotheses for a non-vertex-litted track may exisL The
set of tracks consisting of all possible matcllings to all found vertices is named vertex-fitted tracks.
Together with the list of vertices, it is the final uutput of the CJC reconstruction program, and Ule
basis for the physies analyses.

Typical values of tlle vertex parameter resolution are 250fllll lor x and y and 2 mm in z.

The z-resolution of the CJC tracks being two orders of magnitude lower than [Jle R-<P-resolution is
improved by merging infonnatiOll from Ule z-chambers CIZ and COZ that have a R-z-resolution of
~ 350flm.

The track reconstrucLion hence involves several caJibraLion constants like the bunch crossing time to,
'the Lorenlz-angle, and Ihe drift velocity V/). Due to Ule chamber geometry with tracks crossing signal
and cathode wire plane at least once, it is possible to extract these consl<tIllSfrom the CJC data: [Jle
chamber is self-calibrating [3IJ.

The t!:ack finding prognun exisls in two versions: a fast one tllat is implemented on the L4 filter
farm and employed for background rejection and the preliminary classification of events, and tlle
standard version being part of [Jle complete rcyconstruction program (L5). The tonner looks for tracks
with a transverse momentum P, > 100 MeV originating from the primary vertex. lts resulls allow
background rejection, a preliminary event elassifieation, and tile exWlction of calibration constants.
Thc stand<il'd version is slower by a factor of ten, but efficient for all kinds of tracks. It makes usc of'
[Jle results of [Jle fast version.

Both programs consist of three steps:

Due to the higher accuracy of the R-<P-measurements, tlte u'ack finding starts in [JleR-<[>-plane.Sitort
track elcments are connected and matched, first wi[Jlin a cell, next between adjacent cells,[Jlen within
the two chambers, ,md lastly between CJC I and CJC2. Eland zO are determined by means or a straight
line lit of the z-coordinates of the hils afLerw<il·ds.The set of tracks obtained in this manner is referred
1.0 as /loll-vertex-filled tracks.

The intrinsic resolutions for a single hit in [JICCJC have been measured to be 1951-'m in R-<p and
2.2 cm in the z-coordinale. Studies On tile resolution of [Jle track paramcters using COStructracks are
reported in Chap. 4.6.

The silicon strip nJicrovertex detector CST (Fig. 2.8) was installed completely in 1996 and began
its regular data taking operation in 1997. lts purpose is the reliable separation of primary and sec-
ondary vertices in <illevent. Tills goal is achieved by improving [Jle resolution of the track parameters
measured in [Jle central region of tile III detector. ln particular, the linJitation of the primary vertex
resolution introduced by [Jle radial beam extensions is overcome making it possible to resolve decay
lengths of [Jle order of 100,un tilat are typical for the decays of heavy quarks. The precision needed
for this purpose can only be adJieved by a IJigh-rcsolution position sensitive detector as close to the
interaction point as possible.

A liJrtller reconstruct.ion step then makes use of tile knowledge of [Jle primary vertex position. By
means of treating it as an additional point for a non-vertex-fitted track, and recalculating tile U'ack
parameters by means of cOllstraillillg them to the vertex, [Jleresolution can be improved considerably.

The vertex position is obtained utilizing tile fact [JHlt[Jlebeam positionin[Jle HI detector is stable over
long time periods. By means of collecting well-measured tracks from many events, and lIJiJunJizing
[Jle dca by applying a least squares lllciliod tlle average x- and y-coordinates of the interaction point
(at z = 0) can be calculatedD These rllIl-vertex coordinates are deternuned for every data-taking run

The CST consists of two layers of silicon strip detectors mounted cylindrically around [Jlebeam pipe
at radii of R = 575 mrn and R = 97mlll respectively. The detector is cenlered at[Jle nonJinal inter-
action point and has an effective length of 358 mm, tilUScovering a large traelion of the interaction
region. Its polar angle acceptance is 30°< El < 150°. A total of 81920 sU'ips on 192 silicon sensors
are read OUI.

The CST is made of double-sided, DC-coupled silicon detectors to allow position measurements in
R-<p as well as in z. The sensitive area of a sensor is 5.62 X 3.2 em2, its [JJieklless 300 I'm.

On [Jle p-side of the detectors, tlle strips are parallel to ilie z-axis thus measuring <P. The readout
strip pitch is 50 I'm resulting in a total number of 640 channels. The principle of [Jlemeasurement is

IlActually. Ole beam position in;r and)' depends on the z-coordillille (beam-lilt). Thexefore, slopes for x vs. land y VS.l
are determined additionally.
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On Ulen-side, Ulestrips arc O(lhogonal with respect to z with a readout pitch or88 tllTl.Segmenting the
n-side however leads to a an accumulation of negative charges at the boundary between U1en-silicon
bulk and the covering silicon oxidel4 for a depletcd detector. This is due to a positive spacc charge
wiUun Ulesilicon dioxide due to tnpped holes that have been created duri ng pJOccssing. The resulting
effect is a condnctive layer between neighbouring strips (Fig. 2.10, a). For the CST detectors, the n-
side strips are Ulerefore separated ohmicaJly by implanLing p+-strips between iJ1en-strips (Fig. 2.10,
b).

t92 Double'sided 51strip detectors' .,..
640 chips, 81920 channels ,.
Acllve Langill = 356 mm
Beam pipe radiUs= 45 mm
Radius·o! firslsilicon layer.= 57.5 rnm
Radius of second silicon layer = 97 mill

LADDER
SHIELD/
END FLANGE

Figure 2.10: 77,e use oJp-blockillg implalltsJor isolatillg II-side strips (from [32/):
a) II-side of a depleted silicoll detector witll 1/ cOllductive sheet due to trapped charges between the
11+-strips;
b) ohmic charge separation oJ the strips by p+-blockillg implallts as usedJor the CST detectors.sketche.o in Fig. 2.9.

Applying a voltage belwecn p-side and n-side of the silicon sensors creates a reverse-biased p-n-
jnnction. When U,ClJulk is fully depleted, an ionizing parLicie traversing U1edetector creates electron-
hole pairs that drift along the electric field lines towards the p+-illlplant strips and to the n-sjdecontaet
respeeti vely.

Since the readout direction is fixed to be at +z or -z, a second metal layer is necessary to route the
signals to the ends of the CST. The second layer is separated from U1efirst metal layer (Ule alullunum
strips Utat are in contact wiiJl n+-implant strips) by a silicon dioxide layer of thickness 51lm. The
double metalization however introduces a higher capacitance and Ulerefore a higher noise level for
U,e n-side [33].

A support structure of carbon fibre provides the necessary rigidity (a position stability of 5 t'1n has
to be maintained) while minimizing ilie amount of insensiLive material. Six silicon sensors togeUler
with two hybrids carrying the readout electronics (one at each end) are joined by carbon fibre rails
along ilieir sides to form a detector ladder. The two layers are shaped as regular prisms wim 12 and
20 detectorladders respectively resulting in 100% gcometrical acceptance in q, wiiJ1some overlap at
the ladder edges. Due to Ule gaps between adjaceut detectors, an insensitive region of about 3% in
z is however unavoidable. Three detectors have their readout lines daisy-chained on boU1sides anu
make up -togeUler WiiJl their readout hybricJ- the basic entity for reaLlout anu reconstruction: Ule
I/{IIJ-Iadder (Fig. 2.11). Due to me serial connecLion of Ulereadout lines of a haJl~ladder, a U1fcc-fold
ambigu.ity is introduced for iJle n-side-signals Ulat has to be resolved by the reconstructioo process.

The detector ladders are held togeU1er by suppO(ls on the carbon-fibre end flanges that also contain
water pipes [or cooling. The end flanges catry printed circuit boards that distribute control signals
atld supply voltages to each or the hybrids, atld Ulat convert U,e signal charge pulses from the readout
strips into optical signals for furiJ1erreadout.

The total weight of Ule CST is 1.5 kg. At e = 90·, iJ1etotal material thickness of U1eCST, including
all supports, is ~ 1% of a radiation length.

The front-end readout chips atld Ulesubsequent electronics are described in Chap. 3.1.1.



Within the polar angle acccptance of the CST, a particle from an ep-event vcrtex is mcasured in tOrll
layers. With rltis position infonnation, the particle track can be reconstructed. As will be explained in
Chap. 4, it is neccssary for rllis purpose to combine the CST measuremcnts with measurements oJ the
ClC. Hits from the CST are employed to improve the resolution of rile tracks that have been found by
rile ClC. The event vertex can then be reconstructed by matching a common origin to the measured
tracks.

For rile following considerations about rile achievable vertex resolution, the influence of rile ClC mea-
surements is neglected. Tltis is justified since rile CST measurements are the dontinating contriblltion
to rile track parameters, as will be shown in Chap. 4.6.

The position resolution at rile vertex is rllen determined by three contributions:

l"¢l~stlips
25 ~11l impJant pitch
501-llll readout pitch

1. the geometrical extrapolation error when calculating rile track origin on the basis of the mea-
sured ltits

APCI28 amplifier
ami pipeline chip

Decoder chip

Ceramic Hyblid

The uncertainly 011 the aligllmelll of the silicou sensors of tllC CST is smaller than their intrinsic
resolution and rims does not contribute significantly to the enor on the vertex measurements. The
alignment procedure is briefly sketched in Chap. 4.2.

For a double-layered detector like the CST the geometrical extrapolation error is given by

Z ( 01rz)Z (ozr1)Zcr eom = --- + ---
g '2 - '1 r2 - rl

where rl, rz are the radial positions and 01, 0z are rile intrinsic resolutions of the first and second
silicon layer. It is hence desirable to have rile inner detector layer as close to the interaction point as
possible while maxintizing the lever ann rz - fl. At HI, rile available space is limited by rile beam
pipe which determines the inner radius rl and the CIP deternJining the outer radius rz (cL Fig. 2.3).
In addition, it has to be allowed for some space for a mounting tube and for sltielding to protect rile
front-end electronics against electromagnetic interference and to ensme a sale installation.

Exploiting the overlapping geometry of tlle layers, the intrinsic resolution on the p-side of tlle CST
detectors has been measured to be 12}J1lland 16}Jm for inner and outer layer respectively [34]. 011 the
n-side, rile resolution is 25/1m, but has a strong dependence on the impact angle of the particle. The
contTibution from extrapolation uncertainties to the veJ1ex resolution can rims be estimated (Eq. (2.4))
to be ~40}Jm on the p-side and ~ 75}Jm on the n-side when using CST information alone. However,
when combining the precise measmements of rile CST with the measurements in rile CJC at com-
parably large radii, an improvement CaIl be expected. At rile sallie time it will be important not to
introduce systematic nncertainties from the combination of rile measurements wltich means that both
detectors have to be calibrated and aligned correctly.

The multiple scatterillg ullcertaillty is given by a sum over all scattering layers u·aversed by a particle
until reaching rile outer detector layer:



where the mean angular deviation Ll.0i o[ a pmlicle with transverse momentum P, caused by multiple
scattering in material with radiation length l!J(i at radius Ri is [lOJ

Ll.0 ~ 00136 (KX; (1 + log ¥.')
,~ jJ, [GeV/c] V x;;- 26

At colliding beam experiments like H I, a major contribution to mulliplc scattering is due to Ulebeam
pipe. In 1997, an aluminulll pipe o[ radius 45mm was installed which had a thickness of 2% o[

'a radiation length Xu. During the 1997/98 shutdown, a new carbon-libre pipe of the sallie radius
of 45 111111and a Ulickness of 1% Xu was insertcd. Fig. 2.12 shows the contribution [i'olll multiple
scallcring in the beam pipe to the vertex resolution as a function o[ the transverse 1lI0mentum P"
It becollles clear that nlultiple scattering is Ihe dominating contribution to the vertex unccrtainty up

Readout and control of the HI silicon
trackers
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In 1997, the system for reading out and eontIQlling the two silicon strip dctectors CST and BST was
fully conunissioned mIdoperated for the first time. The CST was eomplctely equipped (81920 readout
strips) wh.ile [our disks of the BST wiUl40960 readout channels were installed. In Ulis chapter, Ule
data acquisition system, the slow control and the online monitoring system will be described. A
focus will bc put on the routines that have becn developed and .implemented for an online hit f"inding.
The components o[ the whole system are sketched in App. A.l.

The parameters of the siLiconstrip detectors and th.e environment in which they arc operated impose
several constmints and challenges on Ule readout system:

1. The large number of readout strips leads to Ule need of a highly integrated front-end system
where the s.ignals are multiplexed at an early stage.

Figure 2.12: Vertex resolutioll asjilllctiou of trmlS"erse IIlOllleulllm. Oldy lite COlI/rilJ/lliollfrollllllul-

tiple scauerillg ill tlte beam pipe is plal/ed. 2. The low signal anlplitude 01'silicon strip dctectors makes Ule use of preamplifiers close to the
sensors inevitable. The lim.itcd space in the center of Ule HI detector however only allows Ule
use of a very compact system wiUllllinimaJ power dissipation.

to p,-va.!ues o[ several GeV, especially when considering that a pm1iclc undergoes furlher multiple
scattering in Ule CST itself. Tile precision of the vertex determination UJerefore depends crucially
on the presence of high-energetic tracks. However, typical pmticle momenta in the decay processes
involvin gheavy quarks me of the order of I GcV, so that it can be expected that the multiple scattering
will renlain a limiting factor for the vertex measurements.

The fol!(}wing chapters describe the rlata acquisition system for Ule CST and the meUlods applied in
Ule recollstruetion of events measured.

3. The HERA bunch repetition rate of 10.4 MHz and Uledecision time of !Jle eentrallrigger (first-
level trigger: 2.4 /ls) make it necessary to store Ule signals recorded in an event until a trigger
decision is made.

4. The readout of lhe front-cnd system has to be fast enough to avoid any additional contribution
to first-order dcad timel. At HI, UJetime foreseen for the fronl-end readout is 800 ps.

5. An event size reduction on the raw data of the silicon detectors before they are merged into the
central data stream of the H I experiment is necessary. As described in Chap. 2.2, full events
arc assembled over fibre-optic links after a positive decision of the L2/L3 trigger stage (at rates
of up to 1001-17.)and, if they have been accepted by the L4 filler fann process, are written to
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tape at a rate of ~ 5 Ill,. The raw data size of Ihe silicon readout branch alone is 250 kBytes
per evenl. Since Ihis is too much for storage (a complete III event written to tape has a size of
~40 kBytes) and would also consume a bandwidth of ~25 MJ3ytes!s, a hit- & cluster search
on the silicon raw data has to be performed. Due to the various effects inlluencing tbe signal
of silicon detectors and, again, due to the large number of channels, powerful processors are
needed.

6. The processing stage after the front-end data have been read out has to be decouplcd completely
from Ule front-end operation. Tilis means that after one event has been read out from the front-
end, the systcm has to be able to accept the next one immediately. Dead time introduced by
substXluent proccsses like Ule hit detection or the data formatt.ing is retcrred to as second-order
dead timc. In ordcr to avoid second ..order dead time, multi-event buJTering has to be provided
un Ule stage of t.heonline Ilit detection.
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7. The whole system has to be Ilexible enough to be able to read out different types of strip
detectors: in particular dilJcrent algorithms for the hit detection have to be implemented.

8. In order to cope WiUIfuture expansions, namely additional disks of Ule BST and Ule silicon
tracker of tJICYLQ, the system should be easily extendable.

The solution for the silicon detectors of HI [351 meets Ule requirements 1.-4. by using a custom-
built. readuut chip (APCI28) mounted next to U,e silicon sensors. It is portrayed in Chap. 3.1.1. The
conditions 5.-7. are met by using YMEbus based microcomputers WiUIPowcrPC processors. They
are described in Chap. 3.1.2 with (ocus on the algoriUuns used for the online hit detection. Backbone
of the system is a fibre-optic ring connccting all processors in the Silicon branch cmploying the
YMEtaxi protocol [36]. It is controlled by a master processor supervising the readout and connecting
Ulebranch to Ulemain I [I data acquisition systcm.

I APCI28 19941

has the advantage of reduced powcr consumption. The subsequent serial readout from Ule latch ca-
pacitors is controlled by the readout shift register: Ule capacitors are connected to the output amplifier
successively. The rise time of the output pulses is ~ 200 ns for CST signals, so Umt a readout fre-
quency of 2 MHz is achieved [41]. Additional featmes of U,echip include the possibility of a primary
background rejection by adding or subu-aeting analog signals from arbitrary pipclinecells 011 Ulelatch
capacitors. Since the output stage of one APC may be set to a high-impedance state it is possible to
read out several APCs using the same analog line.

The chip is fabricated in a IJi-SACMOS4 process. Each readout channel has a widUI of 44 Jim and tile
depth of a pipeline cell is 50 Jim. Together witb Ule space for amplifiers and bond pads the area of U,e
APC is 3.5 X 6.311UlI2.

The decoder chip is needed to (de)multiplex control signals for UleAPCs. Its task is to control U,e 14
switches of the APC with tbe input of only 4 signals generated by the OnSiRoC tbus minimizing the
number of lines between the control module and the front-end system. Furthermore, it can generate
calibration pulses for tbe APC and monitor voltages for testing the read 011 t line. It also contains the
currcnt source for Ule APC-preamplifiers. Up to 5 APes are controlled by one decoder chip on a
common hybrid.

The function of the control module OnSiRoC in Ule readout system is twofold: it is responsible for

The front-end systcm of the HI silicon strip detectors has a hierarchical structure: As described in
Chap. 2.4, Ule basic building block of the CST is the dctector half-ladder with 640 readout strips on
bOUIUle p- and UICn-side of the silicon sensors. Atthe end of each half-ladder, a hybrid is mounted
that carries 5 readout chips [37J and one dccoder chip on cach side. The decoder chips are needed
to control tile operation of the rcadout chips. They are stecred by Ule custom-designed VMEbus
controller module OnSiRoC2 [38,391.

For the rcadout of all 81920 CST strips, 640 readout chips limt are controlled by 128 decoder chips
are nceded.

The rC:ldout chip APCI283 (Fig. 3.1) contains 128 readout channels each consisting of a charge-
sensitive preamplifier and an analog signal pipeline buffer willI 32 cells. It is operated by a digital
Sllift register at the HERA bunch cross.ing Ji'equency of lOA MHz. Incoming signals from tbe de-
tector arc amplilied and Ulen stored on tJle capacitors C" of the pipeline buffer. Following a trigger
signal, tile stored chargc is again amplificd by Ule same preamplifier and then transfelTed to the lat.ch
capacitors CL. The rise-time of the prcamplillcr signaJ is ~ 80 ns l40j. Using the same preamplifier

'·Self-Aligned Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon. II' means Ulat the smallest structures on tile chip have a size of
I Jim. The smaller the slructures lbe greater is the radiation hardness of tbe chip.

lOnlinc Silicon Readout COlltroller
JAni1Jog Pipeline Chip with 128 Ch:lllnels



the operation of the frolll-end chips alld it serves as power supply for the c11ips as well as for the
silicon sensors5. Its maill components arc therefore:

• a 100 MHz PowerPC-604 processor with on-chip 16 kBytes data and instruction cache respec-
tively

• a. programlllable sequencer [Jlat contruls the operation of tJle OnSiRoC itsel f and generates [J,e
signals for the front-end chips

• 4- independent sets of 3 voltage supplies: analog (Vanal"g) and digital (Vdigital) voltages for [J,e
APCs and decoder chips and the depiction voltage (Vbia,) for the silicon sensors. All voltages
(.-allbe switched independently. III addition, the bias current can be digitized and read out.

A selJuencer is a programmable processor consisting of memory units and transceivers wi[J, registers.
Programs for different operation modes can be storcd and executed. A sequence consists of 32 bits:
16 data bits and 16 address iJits. The laller are uscd for identifying the next sequence. It is possible
to prog •.am inJinile loops that can be interrupted by external trigger signals. For creating a binary file
with secluencer instructions a programllling language and a compiler for Macintosh computers have
bcen developed [42].

The 01 SiRoC is operated in two standard nlodes: dolo sampling (where detector signals are stored
in the p ipcline ceUs of the APC) and dala readour from a speciJied cell. The sequencer programs for
these twu Illodes residc at deJined addresses in memory. COllllllunication with the H I trigger systelll
that initiates the switch.ing between the two Illodes is established via a modified VME backplane.

For datot sampling the OnSiRoC resets its internal pipeline counter and starts the sequencer that in
turn initializes tJle APCs and initiates the operation of Olepipeline in a never-ending loop. If a tr.igger
signal i5 received, [J,e sequencer starts frOIll the address where the correspondi ng code is stored. The
pipeline is stopped, and the charge in [Jle pipeline cell Sloring [Jle triggered event is transferred to the
latch capacitors6 .Readout is started by activating Ole readout shift register and Ole output amplifier.

Willlin the Silicon readout branch the front-end system operates autonolllously in [J,e sense that itis
controlled entirely by the global H I trigger signals and the HERA dock and hence works indepen-
den[Jy of the fur[Jler steps (digitization and hit finding).

Whi Ie tile front-end chips and 01eir controlling are identical for CST and BST, the systems used for tllC
subsequent transmission oCthe raw d:lta from the detectors to [Jleback-end electronics are dilferent:
The CSt converts the IllUItiplexed analog signals 10 optical pulses on the printed circuit boards on the
endring. Ganges of O,e detector [41J. A tolal of 16 fibre-optic links then transfers the data to [J,e back-
end electronics. I-Iere, the signals arc converted back inlo charge pulses by custom-built modules and
p:lssed un to the readout processors.
The Bs~r uses repeater electronics Illounled bellind the detector disks. The signals from the hybrids
m·e received via kapton cables. Line drivers provide (he :lbility to send [Jle analog signals via ~40 m
of coaxial cable.

Each of the eight FADCs digitizes O,e raw data of 1280 readout strips, so Olat one RI02 module
processes [Jle data of 10240 readout strips. In case of the CST, Olesignals are routed in a way that one
FADC receives data from [Jle p-side of a detector ladder, i.e. of two adjacent half-ladders (one read
out at the -,-side, Oleother at +z, cr. Chap. 2.4), wllile [Jle next fADC processes the corresponding
n-side data.

In total, 8 modules for the CST and 4 for [Jle BST placed into a common crate are used8 Apart frolll
Ole digitization, the modules perforlll the online processing (i.e. the hit finding) of the raw data.

The connections between [Jle front-end chip APC, the readout module RI02, and the control module
OnSiRoC arc sketched in Pig. 3.2.
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The pmccssor modules arc industrial-made RI02 8060 boards from CES [431. Their main compo-
nents are:

50riginally, it was intended 10 use the OnSiRoC also for readout, digitilalioll anu furUlcr signal processing [39, 40J. Due
to the cocnplexity of tbis task which ha<.lnoLbeen anticipated, it was ill IIIis respect replaced by the new rettdout modules
R102 (s. c:.:hap. 3.1.2),

6Al tl.is slage, background is suppressed by SUblrilCling charge of emply celis before the "event cell" from the signal
charge.

7Peripbcral Components Interconnect, a bus system that has become an industrial standard in microcomputers
8Future expansions will establish a second RI02 craie. CST and BST will then Ul>C different crates and oue of them will

hostlWO addilionallU02 modules for the tracking detector of the new Very Low Q2 spectrometer (VLQ).



CST as well as their implementation will be described in Chap. 3.2. In addition to the
actual hit linding, the tasks comprise the determination and the dymunic updating of readout
cons/an/s, namely petlesta.ls and values for the noise of each readout channel. The level is
thus responsible for tile con/ems of tire data stream.

'rlle readout modules arc equippcd witl. two custom-built PCI mezzanine cards (PMCs) that carry 4
Flash ADCs each [44]. On these cards tile digitization proccss of tile analog data from tile front-end
takes place. II.is controlled by a prognumuable hardware logic (XiLinX 4oo6E) making use of the
I-lltrigger signals aud of a signalli'om the OnSiRoC tllat synchronizes the front-end readout process
described in the previous scction and the digitization process. Since the front-end system operates
independently of the RI02 modules, the hardware logic has to delennine by ilsclfwhich of the analog
'pipeline cells is read oul.. A distinction of the cells is necessary since each cell is characterized by
specific properties of the analog signal (pedestal, noise level, s. Chap. 3.2.2). For tllis purpose tile
number of HERA clock signals between tile trigger signals is counted on tile PMC9.

After digiLization the data logether with the value of tile pipeline counter are transferred to the system
memory via the PCI bus. Both the OnSiRoC driving ti,e front-end readout and the RI02 modules
performing ti,e digitization have to signallhe,eomple(jon of tlleir tasks back to the trigger system. Up
to tlris stage, the data transfer is synchronous to tile HI trigger signals.

The cffectivc decoupling of the readout and digitization step Ii'om tile further stages is achieved by a.
partitioning of tile system memory into 16 buffers for the raw data. TJris multi-event buffering allows
the subsequent online data processing to run asynchronously to the HI trigger signals.

In 1997, the time needed for the complete analog readout and digitization oftl,e 122880 readout chan-
nels of CST and BST was 1.05 illS. This is slightly above tile original limit of 800ps (d. Chap. 2.2)
but still below tile value of the slowest readout branch and hence introduces no additional Iirst-order
dead time.

A key idea of the implementation of tile tasks is the independence of the two levels. The first one
-a dedicated, well-defined task which will remain stable over the entire Hfe(jme of the system- is
programmed in Assembler and is executed automa(jcally on start-up of the system.

The subdetector-specific level 2 has to provide lI1edesired flexib.ility not only in terms of different
algoritlllils for CST or BST, but also for diJTerent readout conditions (s. Chap. 3.l.3). In order to ease
maintenance, it is programmed in C and compiled separately li'om the main task using an optimizing
compiler for PowerPCs (46). The resulting object module is loaded to the system memory where .its
routines are ready to be executed.

During run time cOlllinunica(jon between the two levels is established via input and retuming argu-
ments. The main readout rou(jne calls the subdeteetor-specHic level whose job is then to read data
from the specified raw data buffer, find the hits and write them, correctly lonllatted, to tile corresp<lnd-
ing hit data buffer. If the hit finding routine ends successfully, ti,e data are picked up by the VMEtaxi.
The data flow is sketched in Fig. 3.3.

to VMEtaxl.- - - - ...
I
I
IOnce the digi(jzed raw data have been transferred to one of ti,e 16 buffers of ti,e IU02 memory tile

PowerPC processor perlolllls ti,e hit detection and writes tile reduced data to a designated memory
area, from where they are collected by ti,e master VMEtaxi processor via the fibre optic link and lI1e
VMEbus.

While the front-end readout process and the digitization are controlled by the HI trigger signals, the
program mnuing on the PowerPC processor of ti,e readout module is slecred by the main H I data
acquisition process. Tlus me,UlS tllat the run conditions (start, stop) and specific run parameters are
set centrally and transmitted to the RI02 modules. Consequently, tile software on the latter is split
into two levels:

Level I: The main readout routine (45).
It has to irritialize ti,e module on startup, establish communication with ti,e master VMEtaxi
processor (and hence tind out about run cOI](litions), and to invoke the hit detection routines.
Moreover, it is responsible for the memory blufer management, i.e. bookkeeping on free
and occupied raw data buffers. This level tlllIS controls ti,e data flow wlrile it does not
manipulate ti,e dala themselves.

The system memory of the Rl02 readout modules is the central instance that connects lI1etluee ~arts
of lI1esystem that are involved in tile data flow:

Level 2: The subdetector specific hit detection algorithms.
DiITerent routines are employed for CST and EST on tllis level. The algoritllUls for tile

1. the delivery of raw data from the FADCs as described in the previous section,

2. lI1eprocessing of tile raw data by the PowerPC itself,
9Thc (lumber of UICcell that conlilins the event from a ~pecified bunch crossing is the number of clock signals modulo

32.



J n midi tjonto slori ng raw and Ilit data the memory also has to provide space for the readout constants.
Th.irdly, the memory has a reserved area for communication between the three lasks, where run-
specific system parameters arc kepi and the stalus of the data bU.IJcrsis indicated. A complete memory
map lor the RI02 system memory is shown in ApI'. A.2.

It is clear that communication betwecnthe different processes and software layers is a key issue for a
smuoth operation of the system as a whole. The comnnmication protucol on the readout modules of
the silicon WICkers adopts a concept used throughout tJle data acquisition system uf the H I detector:
.the mel1lory-mapped Illailboxes. Dedicated memory areas, themailboxes.tJlat arc "visible" for all
processors over the VMEbus, can be used to issue commands tugether witJI tJleir arguments. The
addressed processor in turn reacts to the cOllJmand. An example is a "run strut" command that is
issued by the mastcr VMEtaxi prucessor and causes the main readout routine un the RJ02 modules
tu check for raw data and eventually call tJle hit finding routine.

This concept dispenses WitJl tJle need for '1Il. operating system un tJ'e Rl02 modules which would
introduce additiunal complexity to tJle son ware.

The two m:~or concerns about the software for event analysis (Le. hit finding) at such an e,U'lystage
and in re:tl-time are execution speed and reliability. For the first point, it is mandatory tJ1atcontribu-
tions 10 dead-time are avoided. If the online processing takes longer tJlan tJle average time between
the acceptance of events by the L2/L3 trigger, all 16 raw data buners will be occupied soon so that no
new evenl can be accepted. Tlus sets an upper limit of 10 ms for tJle processing time if event rates of
100 Ilz shall be tolerated. Reliability on the other hand is required since data that arc rejected by the
online analysis can never be recovered again.

Fur opti mizing the program performance in terms of speed, all algorithms have been implemented
in integer ru'itJuuetics which is in general faster tJlan lIoating-point calculations as shown in Tab. 3.1.
Time eonsuoung operations like divisions have been replaced already in the code by bit shift opera-

It has tJlerefore been tried to organize the readout constants in memory in a way that tJle number of
melllory accesses is nunimized.

Data taking in 1997 has proven that with the present speed of (he onLine routines and the 16-fold
bulTering tJ,e design event rates of ~100 Hz Crulbe taken.

The reliability of the implementcd algoritJlms proved to be stable over the whole 1997 data taking
period. This means that in pruticular, the values lor the readout constants are deternuned and updated
correcLly, ruld the cuts for the rejection of noise arc chosen in a sensible way, so that tJle balance
'between reducing tJle bandwidth on tJle one hand and collecting all signal hits on the otJler is kept at
all times. The readout constmlls are introduced in Chap. 3.2.2, wlule the effect of tJle noise cuts will
be discussed in connection with tJle omine reconstruction algoritJuns in Chap. 4.3.

3. different readOllt masks :llIow the (de)selection of single processor modules as well as of whole
readout crates

# of clock cycles

I
3
20
2
3

31
3

These options are used for steering the code running on tJle processors. They :IIIcan be set through
tJle main H I data taking control application ("System Supervisor") [48,49 J. On lun-start, the master
VMEtaxi processor of tJle Silicon bcauch passes the options to all readout modules.

During the 1997 data taking, tile following readout 1Il0des were defined:I instructiol~
integer add
integer lIlultiply
integer division
integer 10:ld
I/oating-puintmull.iply-:ldd
I/oating-poiut divide
I/oating-point load-store

Table 3.1: lllst/'Uctiolllilllillg 011the PPC604 processor (from [47])

• Hils & Cluster (Data Type 0)
This is tJ,e default mode, where the Rl02 module performs a hit- & cluster search, ruld writes
data formalled as described in Chap. 3.1.4 to the hit burrers.

• Copy Raw (Data Type I)
This mode reformats the raw data as delivered from the FADCs and writes them to the hit
buffers. It generates 20 kBytes of output per RI02 modulelO•

lions wherever possible. The code also refrains from the use of mathematical library functions like
sqrt.

ExeeutiOll speed is also limited by Llletime needed tor memory access. TIus is parLly due to the fact
that the PCI bus is not only used by thc processor lilr accessing the memory but also by the XiLinX
task u'ansfening raw data limn the FADCs as well as by tJle master YMEtaxi processor requesting
output data. The processor perfonnrulce can thus be degraded if the bus is busy when tJ,e processor
tries to access tile memory. Since tJle PowerPC 604 processor on the RI02 module is equipped with
only 16 kBytes of data cache it eannCllkeep all the quantities needed for tJle analysis of an event in tJle
cache. As will be described in Chap. 3.2, tJlese quantities are tJle raw data and the readout constants.

• Raw Data (Data Type 2)
Tlus mode bypasses the subdeteetor-specific level in the re:ldout task. Raw data are copied to
the raw data buffers and read again by the YMEtaxi. The output is hence ml unfonnatted event
block with a size of 32 kBytes per RI02 modulell.

• Monitor (Data Type 3)
A special mode for debugging that writes effectively all data being used when processing an
event to the tut buffers, namcly:

JOOne 16-bit word per readout strip: 2 bytes X 102110
J t For historic reasons, 2048 16-bil words per FADe are copied (Jltbough only 1280 words lJa....e been digitized). The

size is bence 2 bytes x 2048 x 8 FADes.



FADC 0 - strip 0
FADC 2 - strip 0
FADC 4 - strip 0
FADC6-slripO
FA DC 0 - strip 1

$0000:
$0004:
$0008:
$Oooe:
$0010:

FADC 1 - strip 0
FADC 3 - strip 0
FADC 5 - strip 0
FADC 7 - strip 0
FADC t - strip 1

• Extra (Data Type 4)
This mode is foreseen for alternative or refined hit detection algorithms.

"i.e. for every strip number there is a block of eight 16-bit words for all connected FADCs. Due to tJle
FADC resolution (12 bit+ overOow) only 13 bits per word arc lIsed, so tJtat the format of an indivi(lual
32-bit raw data word is:

Some of these modes (Copy Raw, Monitor) m'e only intended to be used in conjunction witJl set-
ting readout masks due to tJ,e event size they producel2. Thcir purpose is to give the possib"ility to
investigate c1user the operation of one particular readoutlllodule.

The global readuut p:mlllleters contain (among otJlers) tJlresholds for tUlling the h.it- & cluster algo-
rithms and mlditional masks for selecting data (i'om single FADCs on a RIo2 module to be treated
specially. They are listed in detail in App. A.3.

In case of Raw Data readout (s. Chap. 3.1.3), the contents of the raw data buffers arc copied to the
central data acquisition system witJlOut any fill"ther processing. For each of the eight FADCs, 2048
16-bit data words are copied, which amounts to 32 kBytes per Rlo2 module. The SIFE ballk is then
created by just appending these raw data blocks. No additional header words are inserted. For tJle
analysis one tJlerefore needs to know the llIask of selected readout modules wlueh is contained ifl the
SLRS bank (s. App. A.4).

The data block that the Silicon readout branch assembles in every event is already formatted in a
manner that it can be furtJler processed ornine with tJle standard HI reeonstnletion software and its
data-handling tools. The basic unit is a 32-bit word while blocks of words are stnlctured as banks,
memory blocks that can be identified unequivocally by their header words containing a name and
the length. Such a named bank may also have a format, e.g. lIlay be organized in (virtual) rows and
columns with predefined llIeanings. The final assembly of a silicon data b"loek is done by tJle master
YMEtaxi processor. For this purpose it collects dala from the output butTers of all RIo2 readout
modules. The resulting bank is e:,lled SIFEI] [n addition, banks tJJa( are produced by tJle BST pad
trigger system m"eappended. Finally, a header bank (SDAQ) is created at the beginning of the event
block indicating that data from tJle silicon branch m'e present. At the beginning of a nln, tJle global
readout parameter block SiDAQSpec described in App. A.3 is put into a bank called SlRSI4• The
format of all these banks is shown in App. A.4.

Tlus section describes tJle formatting of tJ,Cdata for one RIo2 unit. Since tJle output of all readout
modules is just appended, a "substructure" witJun the SlFE bank is needed to be able to distinguish
between data frolll different modules. For tlus reason header words are introduced tJmt mark a block
of data witJun the SlFE bank and contain also its length.

Formatted data In all other readout modes however, additional formatting by the PowerPC is per-
formed. Before writing tJ,e data tJlemsel ves, a block of ten header words is written first, tJle first oue
having the following fonnal:

B: 2-bit subdetector: DO-CST; Ol-BST; IO-VLQ
x: subdetector specific (containing the RI02 no. somewhere)
1: 14-bit length of PPC data block lin long words)

Offline, formatted data from one specific readout module witJun tJle SlFE bank can tJlen be identified
by their "subdeteetor"-bits, RIo2 number, and the length. The rest of the header words contains
information on the operation of the program on the readout module:

Raw data The digitizeu dala from tJle 8 FADCs are first written to the raw data buners of the
readout modules. Their order is the following:

12NolCIll'll the raw data size of a complete "normal" II I event is of the order of ~40 kBytes.
IJSiLicOl1 Fnmt End data
l"Silicon nun Start record

• a status mask of all raw data buffers tJlat indicates tJ,e "load" of the module, i.e. how many
events are still (0 be processed



Thcsc 'Words allow onlinc monjtoring of thc performance of the readout modules (s. Chap. 3.4).

Al"lcr tllC header words follows the data block written by the PowerPC. It is again sullslnlclUred with
respcct to the FADCs: data from onc f'ADC are written scqocntially (unlike the raw data formal
(s. abu"Vc)). Each uf thcse FADC data blocks agrun bcgins with a header word containing the length
and the FADC number. Thc resulting overall structure of the data produced by the Silicon branch of
III is i lIustratcd in Fig. 3.4. The content of the FADC data blocks depends un the selected readout

This section describes the algorithms developed for unline processing of the CST data and their im-
plementation. As motivated ill Chap. 3.1.2, the readout modules have to perfonn a cluster search in
every event. Furthermore, they have to secure that correct readout constants, namely pedestals and
noise variances are used. After a system-reset an initialization ofthc constants is therefore performed
first wherc<~sduring running, the constants arc updated dynamically. A general principle of aJl rou-
tines is that data are processed FADC-wise. Tn the case of the CST, one FADC digitizes the data of
eitJler p- or II-side of one detector ladder, i.e. two times 640 strip signals read out at the +z- and at the
-z-side respectively.Data block header

(10 words)

The expected average occupancy of the microvertex detector is of Uleorder of a few pars pro millel5
The actual number of words written depends on several sources:

Data word

Data word

Data word

Data word

L'ala wo.rd

Data word

Data word

Data word

Data word
Dot •. word

Oata wo["d
Data word

Data word

Oata word

Data word

Data word
Data word

Data word

where PH; is the actual signaJ pulse-height, PED; is the pedestal, Noise; the contribution from e1ec-
tronicnoise, and CM the so-called common mode (s. below). The origin and the treatment of pedestal
and noise will be described in Ule next section. The coounon mode contribution stems from a sllirt of
Ule common baseline of tilCsignaJs of one detector between single events. This effect is due to short-
term J]uctuations of Ulebjas voltage of a silicon sensor and of the supply voltage of the preamplifiers.
Thus, in order to extract the correct signaJ pulse-height, the magnitude of the conunon mode has to
be determined for every event as a common quantity for groups of readout strips. Pedestals and noise
on the other hand are specific quantities for every readout eharmel, but their fluctuations are slower,
so that Uleir calculation can make use of Ule raw data infOln1ation of lIIany events.

The hit finding for the CST is performed only if the pedestaJs PED; and the variances VAR; (the
quantity describing Ule noise fraction of the raw data amplitude) have been j nitialized correctly for all
readout strips i. (cf. Chap. 3.2.2). It consists of a two-pass aJgorithm processing the raw data RAW; of
every strip. The main loop nms over one half-ladder, i.e. 640 strips.

In every event the first pass over the data is used to evaluate the magn.itude of Ule common 1II0defor
every APC (128 strips). It is calculated as the mean raw data value from all strips (denoted CM128).

To exclude large contributions from "hit strips", Ule pulse-height PH; for every strip is Ulen evaluated
as

mode <tnd is also coded into the FADC control word. Table 3.2 shows the most important types of
data blocks for one FADC Uwt Ule RI02 modules write.

Hit one 32-llit word per strip belonging to variable Hit&Cluster, Monitor,
a cluster Extra

Raw formatted raw data: J6-bit words 740 (CST), CopyRaw,Monilor
consecutively for each FADC 640 (BST)

Ped Pedestals (32-bit words) 1280 Monitor-Si.g Noise values (32-bit words) 1280 Monitor

However, most or these possible data typc.~are provided for code development and debuggi ng pur-
poses only since Ulcir size is far too big. The default case is that tile readoutl1lodulcs only write
blocks -WiUlhit-&c1uster data.

15A rough e~tilllalioll gives 20 cenlrol tracks x 2 CST layers x 2 defector sides x 3 strips per cluster = 2<10hit strips of
a total or 81920 ~ 3700.



and a 3a-cut (whcre 0= JViflij) is applied as a robust estimator orthe strip having been hit. Next, the
common mode is evaluated again from the remaining "non-hit-strips". The first pass hence actually
contains two loops over the data. In case the number of "non-hit strips" is below 64, the CM128 is

used.

In a second pass the pulse-height is evaluated this time using the common mode CM that is unbiased
by contributions from hit strips:

As desClibed above, the duster search algorithm depends On the corTect pedestals and varia/lc.es of
all readout strips that contribute to the raw data amplitude. [n contrast to tile common mode which
can vary from event to event, the variations of tilese quantitics arc slow compared to tile readout
frequency, so that information from many events can be used for their detennination.

The pedestals arc caused by tile individual leakage CUlTentsof the readout strips. An additional
.contribution is due to different capacitances of the pipeline cells of the APC. Therefore, an indiv~dual
pedestal value is kept for each pipeline cell of a readout strip.

A further contribution to tile raw data amplitude is due to electronic noise introduced by the cbarge
sensitive preamplifier On the readout chip. These noise fluctuations can be calculated and are stored
as the variances of the signal amplitudes (after a subtraction of common mode and pedestal).

The values of pedestals and variances arc sensitive to temperature fluctuations (among otiler effects)
so tilat tile task of the CST constants updating routine is twofold:

PHi < 0
PHi

2 > VARi X CSTSlripCllt

The first condition is due to tile polarity of'the analog signals. I'or the second one, the value of
CSTStripCut can be selected as a run parameter (cL Chap. 3.1.3). In 1997, it was set to I.

An unused bit of the raw data wonl of a hit strip is used as a nag to be checked by tile updating
routine, cf. Chap. 3.2.2. As long as the above conditions (3.4) are true for neighbouring strips, the
pulse-heights as well as the variances arc summed up ~U1dstored. If the first non-hit strip is reached,
tilC Cluster Criterio/l lilr the candidate strips is chccked:

(I PHn)2 x cw >
1I::;:::J

(L YARn) x CSTClllslerCllt
ll~L

Since tile processing time spent for the updating procedure (::::::9 ms, s. below) has to be added to
tile 5.8 ms that are needed by the hit finding algorithm, it is clear tilat the limit of 10 illS for tile total
processing time would be exceeded if an update took place with every event. In 1997, tile updating
procedure was executed every lourUl event. As shown below, this is still sufllcient to compensate
even large nuctuations of the constants reasonably fast.

The CST keeps pipeline-buffcr dependent pedestals in 32-bit words, which amount to a total of
10240 strips x 32 pipeline buffcrs x 4 bytes = 1280 kBytes per readout module. The sigmas are
not considered to be buffer dependent. Four 32-bit words per strip are kept (s. below), so tilat
10240 strips x 4 words x 4 bytes = 160 kBytes of memory space are neededl7

where cw is tile number of strips belonging to the cluster candidate. For tile CSTClusterCw a value
of 16 was used in 1997. It can also be changed cxternally.

[f statement (3.5) is true, a hit word containing tile strip number i, tile pulse-height PHi, and tile noise
sigma (=y'VARi) in a bit-compressed form is writtcn to the output buller for each strip (ApI'. A.5).
Tltis aHows to rcpcat the clustcr search in Ule omine rcconstruction process (s. Chap. 4.3).

The reason for using quadratic expressions, namely squared pulse-heights and variances, in Eq. (3.4)
and (3.5) are considerations about computing time. Employing linear expressions (using tile standard
deviation ai as a threshold) would involvc the use of a square root to obtain ai. For the processor, it
is faster to use the squarcd qU'lIltity variance and take the square of the pulse-height.

The time needed for UIC hit finding for the 10240 readout strips connected to oneRI02 readout board
is on average 5.8 ms (cL Chap. 3.4.2).

Witil tile default settings in 1997, the average event size of tile silicon readout branch alone was ::::::
6 kl3ytes. This corresponds to an event size rcduction factor of 60 compared to tile raw data.

Handling monitor signals In addition to tile strip data, CST events contain 8 monitoring signals for
each FADC that arc generated on the hybrid (commonly known as "Specials"). Thcse signals allow an
easy supcrvision of the rcadout chain and are especially useful for determining whether tile detector
and cllip voltages are switched on. Since one of tile signals is the voltage across an NTCI6-resistor,
tile temperature on tile hybrids can be monitored.

After the data of the two half-ladders connectcd to one FADC have been processed, 8 words WiUltile
monitoring signal information are eventually appended to the output buffer (Format s. App. A.5).

The reason for scaling tile pedestal is tile need for a higher prceision Ulan tile "natural" 12-bit delivered
by the FADCs. Otilerwise, the dynamic updating algorithm would not be sensitive to fluctuations
(s. Eq. (3.10». The factor used in 1997 has been 64, wltich is equivalent to a bit-s[tift of 4. After a
system reset, tile first 64 events (for every pipeline cell) are used for initialization, tilat is the mean
value for the above defined pedestals is calculated. Aftcr 32 x 64 = 2048 events (on average) one has
obtained valid pedestals.

The next 1024 evenL~are tilen used for initializing tile variances. For every readont strip, the pulse-
height-sum of tile events j is accumulated:

1024

PHSi = L (RAW/ - PED;/ PedScaleFactor - CMi)
i=l

170ne RIOl readout module thus keeps 1280+ 160 = 1440kByles of readout constant,;, With 8 modules employed, the
total amount of readout constants for the CST is 11.25 Mbyles.



50 I-Iz, tius takes about 10 nunules. In tile case of a slow dri fl, e.g. due to temperature variations, the
updale has fol/oweu tile drifL afLcr 100 events corresponding to 4 minutes.

For the variances (Eq. (3.9», a similar event-by-evenl update of the pulse-heighl-sum PHS and tile
sum of squares PHS2 has proven to be inemcient for two reasons:

102.

Pllsf == I (RilW/ - PEV;/ PedScaleFactor - CMif
i=1

The pulse-heighl-sunl anuthe sum of squares are stored in memory for the dynanue updating (s. be-
low). Internal counters guarantee that tile hit finding starts only after valid constants have been estab-
lished.

Therefore it was decided to accumulate PHS and PHS2 according to Eq. (3.7) and (3.8) also during
normal running. New varianccs can then be calculated pcriodically according to Eq. (3.9). With
tile updating routine being executed for every fourth event, ncw variances are tilen available after
4 x 1024 == 4096 events.

Dynamic IIIJd"ting: For updating the pedeslals a "pseudo-pedestaI" is calculated from the dala of
tile CUITentevenl (Eq. (3.6» and adued to the old pedestal willI a certain weight:

Currenliy, a weight of b is being used. In Fig. 3.5 il is shown 11Mt,given a typical magnitudc of
the pedeslals of 50 ADC counls, lhis algorilhm only works for scaled quantities or for floating puinl
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For 11levariances, updating Ulerefore means adding the
pulse-heighls from the current event to 11leSUJJlS.The nUIll-
ber of valid "updates" is counted I(lr every strip and also
stored in memory. After 1024 update-events a new value
for the variance is calculated if the number of val.id updalcs
for a given strip is greater than (1024/4), othcrwise the old
variance is kept. Tlus could possibly lead to strips never
gelting new (i.e. better) variances: 11lehot strips thal show
an increased occupancy. If the number of valid updales for
a strip is below (1024 - 64) wluch corresponds lO an oc-
cupancy above 6%, the strip is marked as hot by setting an
unused bit of the word tirat counts 11levalid updates. In this
case, the sums will be acculllulated even if the strip has a
Jut. The scheme is sketchcd in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Updating scheme for the
.'ariallce of CST strips
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The average execution time for 111Cupdating routine con-
sisting of a pedestal update as in Eq. (3.10) and of adding the pulse-height to the sums was found to
be 9.1 ms in 1997 (s. Fig. 3.12).

Figure 3.5: Simulated pedestal behaviour witll dijferenr data types. The line simulates the evolution
of/he "real" pedestal: a suddenjumfl of66% (left) and (l steady rise (righl). 17,e open circles show
the upda ted values as produced by the implemented algorithm.

" upd. pede.<;lal, r10aling point
a upd. pcde.'ilal, integer
o upd. pedeslal, integer, scaled by 64
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As described above, the routines for analyz.ing strip detector data are contained in a module separated
from the firmware part of the readout software. Connection bctween the two layers is made by a
single function call during the readout procedure of an event. Before ex.ecuting 11leanalysis routines
itis therefore necessary to initialize the code on each module correcl.ly, in particular to decide on CST
or EST processing.

Tlus is done by evaluating the arguments of the routine caii. They are:

ariUulIetlcs. A pure integer calculation is sensitive neither to a sudden pedestal jump (left) nor to a
slow rise (right). The updating has followed the sudden jump after ~250 events. This means that in
reality, with an update taking place every fourlh event and having 32 pipeline buffers, some 32000
events would be needed until a good agreement wilh tile ClInent pedestal is reached. At event rates of



After all data have been processed and the found hils have been written to the specified buffer, the
data header [or the RI02 board is filled. The event block is now ready to be collected by the master
VMEtaxi processor. Before returning to Ole Imllware task, some biLsof the HIDO register have to be
reset. Details on Ole implementation can be found in [52].

SiMode:
Raw..Address:
PPCunit:
PIC:
Hit...Address:
*Nbytes_Hi t:
*Ierror:

readout mode (s. Section 3.1.3)
addrcss ohaw data buller li)r th.is event
no. or RI02 board
pipeline counter as delivered by the XiLinX logic
address of hit data butTer to writc to
length of data written to hit bu ffer
error code

'Tile last two arguments arc expected to be returned with proper values after the hit finding has fin-
ished. The routine then checks (and eventually modifies) Ole PowerPC's hardware implementation
depcndent register 0 (H1DO)L9in order 1.0 optimize Ole proccssor performance. The following bits
have to be set:

The term slow control refers to fue control arid Olesupervision of detector parameters that vary slowly
with respect to Ole event rate, Le. Olat arc not related ilireetly to the data acquisition. Slow control
tasks have to be initiated regularly during data takjng by tlle shiH crew operating the HI detector. A
major concern for fueir implementation is Olerefore robustness and simplicity. For the operation of
the HI silicon trackers there arc two slow control tasks:

• Bit 24: serial instruction execution enable
this allows to benefit from tlle parallel processor ar'chitecture (it has several processing units
I.ltatcan work in parallel and thus increase the execution speed).

• Bit 2\): branch history table enable
Olis improves Ole conditional execution performance: Ole processor keeps a history of Ole code
branches together willi a prediction table for taking a specific branch. Specific to the PowerPC
604 architecture is the dynamic branch prediction: the probability levels assigned to a par·ticular
instruction depend on its history. The processor hence "guesses" which instruction is carried
out next and can Sl<u'lfetelling data arId inslruetionsin advarlce.

The setup for fue voltage control is ilifferent for the CST arld the BST: Ole CST uses the OnSiRoC
power supplies (cf. Chap. 3.1.1) while the BST uses custom-built power-download stations.

Both detectors use Macintosh computers Olat communicate directly with the voltage supplies via a
MaeVEElMac7212 interface [53, 54]. Dedicated graplticaJ user interfaces cater for an easy operation
and supervision of the panmeters set. These applications include an online display of the voltnges,
and, in the case of the CST, also a display of leakage currents measured on Ole converter cards after
the re-conversion of tlle optical analog signal as well as of temperatures measured on Ole end ring
printed circuits of the detector (Fig. 3.7). The applications also provide logging routines, so tltat a
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Arter having done some validity checks on Ole input arguments, the routine then decides whether the
readout module is currently processing CST or BST data by checking Ole PPCunit nUJTIber20and
then evaluates all Ole necessary information to be able to process Ole data of each o[ Ole 8 connected
FADCs sequcntially. For this purpose, the following information is asscmbled for each of the FADCs:

CST fmd I3ST not only use different algorithms for the lut finding but also have their readont constants
in the memory organized dilTercntly.

After tllis "setup" follows a SiMode switch. For the default case (Hits&Cluster mode) the actual
hitl1nding routine is called [or Ole 8 FADCs. In every fourth event, the constant updating routine is
called additionally. The timing register of the processor is read out bcfore and after tile hit finding
and the updating routines thus providing information aboutlhe time needed for the tasks.
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time

19See l50j or (511 for infor11liltiol1 nboul the PowerPC 604 architecture.
20The 1997 setup had CST 1I1ld DST modules in the same ceale.

Figure 3.7: Histograms of CST leakage currelll and temperature. The switchillg all alld off of the
detector voltage is reflected by immediate jumps of fi,e cunellfs lllld by slightly delayed tempera ture
challges.



detailed Iustory of the detector operation parameters is available. Particularly interesting is the long-
tcrm evolution of the leakage currents which ind.icatcs tile radiation damage of tile silicon scnsors.
Fig. 3.8 :shows the leakage current as measurcd on onc of tile CST convcncr cards for tile whole
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The RI02 processor modules responsible for digitization and online hit finding (cl'. Chap. 3.1.2) arc
initialized automatically and do not need operator intervention.

. .
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Givcn the complex algorithms invol ved in the readout process and the size reduction of ti,Cdata of the
silicon detectors, it is clear that a dedicated system for an online JIIonitori ng of the performance of the
readout processors and in particular of tile hit finding algorithms is mandatory. For this purpose, the
Silicon Farm was commissioned. a multi-proccssor system that rcccives fully assemblcd data blocks
of tile Silicon branch (cL Chap. 3.1.4) and allows thcir cvaluation by means of 11llinghistograms.

These histograms can be viewed online lU1dprovide tilCopportunity of lIlonitoring the perfonnance
of the readout system as well as tile quality of tile data. For the operation of the Silicon Farlll, tile
following design goals were envisaged:

Figure 3.~: LOllg-rem! history of the leakage currellf of the CST. The period covered ranges from
09.04.97 wllil II.JO.97. A cur lills been applied 0/1 rlie derecror vo/roges being off. The step at day
/lumber} 05 is due ro an adjusrment ofrhe bias vulrage.

• keeping tile need for user intervention minimal while as much information as possible is made
availablc. To a large extent. tile monitoring program is ti,erefore cntircly dara driven. which
means that it adapts automatically to tile different types of data tile Silicon branch produees21•

1997 data taking period. No significant increase is sccn, an observation which has been conlu-med
by laboratory measurements in tile 97/98 shutdown. It can bc eoncludcd that the protcction of tile
detector Crom synchrotron radiation is sufficient.

For tile cLownloading of the sCl)uencer code to tile OnSiRoCs, a common system is used by tile
two subdelectors. The idea is to kcep thc corrcct code and do tilCloading centrally. As mentioned in
Chap. 3.1 .1, binary files with sequencer instructions are created cmploying a compiler on a Macintosh
computer. Diffcrent sequencer files arc uscd for CST and IlST. to. dedicated application on this COlll-
puter allo-ws tile downloading of tile scqucncer files to a reserved mcmory module via the VMEbus.
Tilis mCluory area can bc addressed also via tilC fibrc-optic VMEtaxi link that connects all crates of
thc siLicon data aC<juisitionbranch.

The sequencer code is then loaded from the memory modulc into each of the OnSiRoCs on a Waml-

start. TIti:; is a command issucd centrally for all rcadout branches of the HI experiment. Its purpose
is in gcnc.:a1 to reset and iltitialize all front-end processors. Le. processors tilat handle data before tiley
are merge,d into the central data acquisition system. lmplemcnting the sequenccr loading on titis stage
ensurcs a maximal reliability.

TeclinicalJy, tilCWarms tart command is sent from thc HI Systcm Supervisor to the master VMEtaxi
processor of the silicon branch. This processor idcntifies all OnSiRoCs. Lc. determines their VME
addresses. and thcn copies the se<jucnccr codc from Ihe mcmory module to the OnSiRoCs. Finally,
the OnSiRoCs areinitiali7.ed for data taking, which means tilat the registcrs contro]jing their operation
are set to the correct values.

To activaue tile silicon detcctors tilCshift crew hencc has to:

• making an easy re-confignration of tile program that fills Ole histograms possible. Due to ti,e
large numbcr of channels tilat have to be supervised it is not possible 10 kecp in memory let
alone display all of the possibly interesting quantities of all detector strips at tilC same timen
It is howcvcr necessary to be able to access this infonnation if dcsircd, e.g. if a spccific section
of tile detector scems to behave strangely. The strategy for tile onlinc monitoring software is
hcnce to deli vcr an overview on tile operation of aU readout channels by defau It while letting
ti,Cuser decide which pan of the system is to be 1Il0n.itoredin more detail. For ti1eselected part
(e.g. a specific readout chip), specialltistograms are then created.

• offering tile possibility of incorporating oflline reconstruction software. Tltis is meaningful
since OlCdata blocks processed by the Silicon Farm already have their tinal format which is
wrillen to tape, so tilat offline software can be employed wiUlout modifications.

• establishing connection to tile slow control programs of CST and EST. For tire CST for exam·
pie. tile data contain calibration voltages and voltages proportional to tile temperaturc on the
front-end hybrids ("specials", cr. Chap. 3.2.1). These voltages are read out on the hybrids and
are being processed in the same way as data from the detector sU·ips. Thc online monitoling
program extracts tile hybrid temperatures and transfers Olem to the melllory area of thc CST
slow control application. The laller tilen graphically displays tile tempcratures.

The following section describes tile componcnts and the software of tile Silicon Farm. Online his-
tograms arc presented in Chap. 3.4.2.

2lThis corresponds to tbe readout modes inlrQduccd in Chap. 3.l.3.
22 Hislogramming just pulse~beigbts.noise, and a bilmap for all strips would mean keeping ~ 100 Mbytcs of histograms.



FlC copies event data blocks from L1lemaster VMEtaxi processor to its own memory from where they
are transferred to one of L1leRAID processor boards. together with the event number.

The RAID part of L1lesoftware is written in C in order to ease mcmory access and the handling of
the structured data. It consists of two layers:

The components of the Silicon Farm wh.ich are sketched in Fig. 3.9 arc contained in L11eso-caUedMas-
ter MOl/ilOril/g Crate of L1leSilicon branch ,Uldconsist of several processor- and memory boards.

The central unit .is a nC823024 con-
troller [55J which is thc master proces-
sor in L1lecrate. It has access to L1le
memory boards, controls L1leprograms
on L1leother processors, and is able to
communicate with L1lemaster VMEtaxi
processor of the Silicon readout branch.
Like on the RI02 readout processors a
mailbox concept is employed, L1msno
operating system is needed.

Tllree RAID8239 processor modules
[56J perform L1leactual monitoring task,

whereas thrce battery-backed up DPM824225 memory boards [57J arc used to store object code to run
on Ule processor boards (and to be loaded at startup) and constants for L1lConline monitoring. One
of the memory boards is employed to store the sequencer code for the OnSiRoCs, as described in
Chap. 3.3. The crate is conncctcd to a Macintosh computer via a MacVEEfMac7212 interface [54J.
There, a graphical user interface displays the status of all components and allows a configuration of
Ule software.

For L1leevaluation of an evcnt data block that has bccn assembled by Ule master VMEtaxi processor,
the FlC acts as a data distributor: incolning cvents are buffered and transferred to the system memory
of a RAID board that is nagged as frce. The RAID boards then perform L1lemonitoring task which
essentially consist·s of filling histograms kept in each RAID memory. These histogram blocks can be
accessed from U,econnected Macintosh computer in the control room via L1leVMEbus and dispLayed
using a slightly modified version of the standard H I online histogram viewing program KOOL [58J.

• the lower layer illitjalizes L1leboard and handles incoming events. It communicates with L1le
FlC and reacts on user interventions. In case Uledata acquisition is running it identifies specific
data banks and passes their addresses onto Uw upper layer.

f
Mac7212NtC

f f
FtC 8230 RAID 6239

• the upper layer is subdctcctor-specific. As mentioned in Chap. 3.1, CST and BST use sligJllly
different data formats, and may need specific monitoring. The layer is comparable to oJDine
software: ratiler than handling memory addrcsses, it knows about banks and tlle attributes uley
contain26 Specifie histogra.ms can be booked and filled using the fast histogram package LfllS
L11atwas developed for L1leHl-Lcvel4-Filter Farm [59J.

1. Ule mailbox memory area that can be accessed from the FIe and from the user intelface (at a
fixed address)

2. a parameter block with parameters of the current data acquisition run Ulat are copied from the
FIC (fixed address)

The FIe part of the software is written in Assembler and executed automatically on system startup
t.o ensure maximum stability. The FIC is the master processor of the mooitoring system. Commu-
nication wiLlIthe RAID processor boards and the user interface application is established by means
of dedicated memory areas ("mailboxes"), a concept used throughout L1leSilicon DAQ branch. This
concept avoids overhead from using an operating system. The FIC is also conneeted to L11emaster
VMEtaxi processor of t.heSilicon readout branch, so L1latit receives information about the status and
the selected parameters of the readout system (cf. Chap. 3.1.3). If L1ledata acquisition is running, the

The program L1lenreacts on L11erun conditions (run start, run end, event) titat are signaled by the FIC
as well as on mailbox messages sent by tl,e user interface. At run start, the appropriate histograms for
the selected readout lUode are booked (s. next section). If an event data block has heen delivered by
the FIC. it is scanned for known banks, for the SIFE bank in particular (cf. Fig. 3.4). At Litisstage, the
event data block is also checked for its consistency. This means L1latUle lJUmber of words contained
in a bank and the length indicated in its header must match. If Ulestructure of Uledata has been found
to be reasonable, all relevant parameters, the addresses ofLile data banks in particular, are then passed
to the upper software layer. Here, the contents of L1ledata blocks are extracted and filled into the
appropriate ltistogrmns.

The code for the two layers is compiled and linked on a remote workstation and Ulen downloaded! to
the boards from the control Macintosh.

The user interface (SiMoeS) running on the Control Macintosh is also programmed in C using a
Macintosh-specific graphics package. In its main wil/daw (Fig. 3.10) L1lestatus of the FIC- and the
RAID processors is shown, namely which run and event they are processing, which parameters are
set for the Silicon data acquisition branch, and the addresses of the memory buffers described above.
These parameters arc copied from the paranleter blocks in the FIC- and RAID memories. Selecting
and downloading object code to the processor boards as well as resetting and booting is also possible.
FurLilermore, the application allows to save L1ledata in the RAID histogram bufTers to the Macintosh
hard-disk.

The online monitoring task consists of three software parts running on L1lreedifferent processors:

I. software for the FIC that handles the dala stream and also user interventions

2. the mOllitoring and ltistogralllming software itself that runs identically on the three RAID pro-
cessor boards

3. L1ICuser interface on the Macintosh in the H I control room

23Th is section is a documentation of technical dclaiJs.
24 Fllsllnlelligcnt CoutroUcr
:!5Dual Ported Memory
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The histograms of the latter two types depend on the contents of the eveut data blocks. if formatted
data have been written by the readout modules, and the SIFE bank hence contains header words from
the individual modules (d. Chap. 3.1.4 and Fig. 3.4), information on the performauce of the readout
processors can be extracted from the data. In this case, the following histograms are filled for all
readout modules having contributcd to the event:

For each of the proccssor boards tilere is a Console window (Fig. 3.11) that captures output from
the processor programs. This fcature is essential for cfficient dcbugging: in the picture the front-end
data bank SIFE as found in onc event has bcen printcd to ti,e console. Even low-level dcbugging via
command line input is possiblc (useful if the monitoring task crashcs). The steering ofthe monitoring
software is donc via a third window of the SiMoCS application. The user can select specific Rl02
modulcs, FADCs, APCs, or cvcn strips. These parameters are copied to ti,e RAID mem0l1es. The
RAID program thcn books and lills extra histograms for tile selected units (s. next scction).

For details on tile software implementation see [60).

Fig. 3.12 shows as all example a set ofbistograms for one RI02 rcadout module processing CST data.
Explanations are given in tile figure caption. These histograms are identical for all readout modules.

On the contrary, histograms displaying infonllation extracted from tile data words may be different
for CST and BST data. Moreover, they do also depend on the types of the data blocks (cf. Tab. 3.2).
As an example, again histograms for thc Rl02 lIlodule # I that processes CST data are presented.
Tbe readout mode was Hits & Cluster, which is the default mode (d. Chap. 3.1.3). In this case a
detailed hit map providing one bin per strip and distributions of tile pulse-heights and of the noise
sigmas are histogrammed. These quantities are contained in the data words in a bit-compressed fonn,
cf. Chap. 3.2.1 and App. A.5. Fig. 3.13 shows the hit maps for the 8 FADCs of tile readout module.
Each of the histograrns no. 10100-10107 has 1280 bins. It can be seen that in general tile occupancy
level is uniform for all readout strips though some do show an increased activity. These strips get a
special treatment after ti,e next applicatiou of new sigmas (cf. Chap. 3.2.2). The sigma distributions

The histograms are kcpt separat.ely in tbc memory of each RAID board. The viewing application
SiKOOL oms on the control Macintosh ruld adds the histogrrull contents of ti,e tilree boards automat-
ically. The application allows thc definition of views, groups of histogrruns timt are to be displayed
togctller.

By dcfalllt, the monitoring system of the Silicon branch produces 3 different types of histograms:
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Figure 3.12: O/dine histograms/or the performance 0/ the readout module RIO I. Histograms dis-
played fnnn top left:
No. 320 shows that the average t;meforthe hit finding routine is 5.7ms. 17lepeak5 otlower values
are due to tI,e routine being interrupted if too many hits have been found.
No. 300 indicates that up to 4 (0/16 in total) raw data buffers are flagged as occupied during pro-
cessing. Tllis number is evell/-rare dependent and shows the number 0/ yet ul/processed events: the
"load" of/he board.
No. 380 shows thai the pipeline cowHer as used on this RIO board shows no deviation to the reference
pipelil/e counter.
No. 340: the average time/or the constants updating ,vutine is 9.1 ms.
No. 360: the average data lengtll is about 90 32-bit words corresponding to a size reduction/actor 0/
57. However. a considerable/raction o/Iargerevents exists.

for the same rcadout strips arc contained in Fig. 3.14 and show that the noise level for the contributing
strips is in general stablc at the level of about 20 ADC counts.

II raw data arc found in the event block, thc monitoring program books and fills histograms that
display tilCraw data amplitude for cvery readout strip of onc selected readout module. Tllis raw data
"cvcnt display" provides a mcans to test tile basic functionality of the detectors. In particular, dead
regions can be identified, and ti,e DC level of tile analog pnlses can be checked.

During U1e1997 cunning, the above mentioned histograms had been predefined for all RJ02 modules
in readout giving a total numbcr of about 500 histograms using ~900 kBytes of memory. Addition-
ally, it was possible to "zoom into" tile shown distributions: e.g. displaying tile pulse-height or sigma
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disLribuCionfor a specific readout chip or cvcn for a specific strip by selecting \JICdcsired unit Olrough
the grar_hical intcrfacc on thc MacinLOsh. Ln this way, it is for examplc [lossible to check whethcr O,e
sccond .lcak in histogram no. [0 IG7 (Fig. 3.'14, botlom rigbt) stems from a specillc group of strips.
Thcsc Iuslograms of "regions of intercst" arc only bookcd on user requcst..

Chapter 4

Event reconstruction
with the vertex detector CST

The vertex detector CST measures u[lto (our spacepoints for e<ll;hparticlc traversing the detcctor. The
offline reconstruction has to find these spacepoinls and transform them into HI-coordinaLes. The high
precision of OleCST measurement as Comp,u"edto O,Ctrack mcasuremcnt in O,e Central Jet Chamber
allows a considerable improvcrnent of the track parameters. This improvement is achieved by means
of a combined track fiLwith the CST spacepoint parameters and the CJC track parameters as input..
The final goal is thcn to detcrmine Ole primary and all secondary vcrtices in every event precisely.

The CST reconstruction module CSTREC (flow diagram dcpicted in Fig. 4.1) reads the front-end data
banks as written by the Rl02 readout boards (cf. Chap. 3.1.4). It then pcrforms Ole following steps
that will be described in O,e following sections:

1. offline cluster reconstruction (Chap. 4.3)

2. transfer of found clusters to spacepoints in Ill-coordinates (Chap. 4.4)

As output, CSTREC writes a bank containing the local clusters and a bank containing track paramcters
from OICcombined fit. For the assignment ami the fit of OlCspacepoints the track parameters as
reconstructed by the CJC havc to be read in. The improved track parameters are utilized for the
determination of run-vertcx parameters (Chap. 4.7).

Vital for a consistent rcconstruction is the application of the correct alignment corrections to O,e CST
spacepoints. Their dctcrmination is performed independently of tilc CSTREC software module and
is briefly sketched in Chap. 4.2. For the 1997 data taking period, the alignment constants have been
determined and are available for the reconstruction.

The software module is designed to conform wiUlthe standards of HI software. It is planned to run
doing Oleoftline reconstruction (L5) as well as on OleL4 Jilter farm. The softwarehencc makes use of



tile BOS system for data management [61]. Data are organized in banks which can have a predetined
format (.--t table). Banks read and written by CSTREC will be introduced in tile appropriate sections.

In order to benefit from tile precision of the CST measurements that are of the order of 10pnl, tile
correct alignment of the detector with respect to the surrounding subdetectors, namely tile central jet
'chambers, is mandatory. A cOllunonly employed method is tile calculation of alignment constants
from the measured data (software alignment).

The alignment procedure is divided in two parts:

• The local alignment constants parameterize the deviation of each detector half-ladder from
its nominal position. With six parameters per half-ladder (three translations and tiu'ee angles,
Fig. 4.2), a total of 384 values have to be determined. Six constraints are applied to the 384
parameters in order to keep the position of the whole detector unchanged.

Tr.n,[omlloca.! hits to 1-11sp.cc points,
expanding all ambiguities ami apply
alignment COITcCtiOllS

CST tracks, ~
CJC linked, CSRT

non vcr/ex filled

existing

to be dcvclopped ...

Figure 4.2: Local alignment parameters for a CST detector half-ladder: three translations and three
EllIeI' angles.
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• Another six degrees of freedom are allowed for the CST as a whole. The global alignment

constants describe the deviation from the nominal CST position WiUlrespect to tile Cle.



(cr. Chal~' 4.5). Then, helix tracks are calculatcd that pass exactly through the linked clusters by using
tile posiUon of thc clusters in ouler and inner layer of the CST and taking the curvature from the
linked CJC tracks. [n thc following, thesc tracks arc rcfcrred to as forced tracks. Their determination
is described in Chap. 4.6.3. Two data sets are employcd for calculating the alignmcnt constants:

A single set of alignmcnt constants turned out to be suflicient for the whole 1997 data taking period.
They have been written to tile HI database and are available for tile CST reconstruction softwarc
(s. Chap. 4.4).

• data from penctrating cosmic particles that travcrse both CST layers twice. !'or tllese particles,
two hlrccd tracks can be calculated, onc in tile upper and onc in tile lower detector half. By
matching thc two track hall's the CST half-ladders can be aligned.

• data from electron-proton interactions. Hcrc, the constraint that the tracks have to originate
fro III a common vertex is utilized.

The format of the CSTREC input bank SIFE has been described in Chap. 3.1.4. For every strip
belonging to a cluster candidate, one 32-bit word containing the pulsc-height PH, the variance VAR
and tile strip number Il is available. Togeilier with the FADC and the readout board number that are
also contained in the bank, ilie strip can be assigned to a de/ector ItalI-ladder, which is tile basic cntity
for furthcr rcconstruction.

Furthenn.ore, the overlapping gcometry of the CST is exploited. Tracks that pass through two detector
haLf-ladders in one layer impose additional constraints on the relative orientation of the two. In any
case, the constants are determined by a constnlintlltthat is perJimTIcd iteratively. Additional input.is
taken from laboratory measuremcnts of tile half-ladders tllat wcre carried out before the assembly of
the detcctor.

The omine cluster search is analogous to tile online algorithm (d. Chap. 3.2.1) albeit with stricter
cluster cuts. A cluster candidate is formed by a number ell' of consecutive strips each having a pulse-
height iliat is greater tllan la (where a = vtvAR). The eluster is accepted if the following condition
holds:

The consistency of ti,e alignment can be demonstrated by checking parameter distributions of cosmie
track pairs. A cosmic ray muon is reconstructed as two track "legs" in thc upper and lower dctector
part respectively whose parameters (Tab. 2.3) are correlated. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3: Thc

(IPHi) > (I y'VARi) . CSTOfflil/eClus/erCut
i=l i=l

where CSTOfflineClusterCltt equals 5 for p-side clusters and 4 for n-side clusters respectively!. For
an accepted cluster tile Center of Gravity GJG is calculated:

~700

~'B600
m no alignment
CJ with alignHient

Entries

Mean
RMS

8453
O.3135E-OI

59.16

I PH;'lli
CoG ='.".i.p..s ..

I PHi
strips

Tlus gives tile position of tile hit in units of the strip pilch (p-side: 50 flm, n-side: 88 fllll). Finally,
one row is added to the bank containing tile CST cluster information (CYLH2) wiili the following
information:

Figure 4.:3: Effec/ of applyillg aliglllllelli correctiolls to CST meaSllremellts. Dark histogram:
dca, + dca2-distribll/iollfor CST tracks wi/hout aligllmellt corrections, light histogram: same tracks
calculated wilh corrected coordil/ates for /he CST measuremeilis.

• cluster pulse-height Ir:lPHi in ADC COUllts

• cluster significance: sig = "c~ PH,L,-, ;;rvA'R,

sum of th.c dca-values of the two track hall's is ccntered at 0 and narrowcd considerably after the
applicatio n of tile alignmcllt corrcctions. The widili of the disU'ibu!ion reflects tile track resolution,
s. Chap. 4-.6 for detailed studies.

The resulting distributions for the significance sig of the found clusters are plotted in Fig. 4.4. The
light histograms show tlle distributions for all found clusters while the distributions for clusters tllat
wiJI later be linked and filled to CJC tracks are overlayed (dark histograms). The noise hits are
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Figure 4.4: Significance distributions/or p- and n-side clusters. Light histograms: all clusters/ound;
dark histograms: elusters linked and fitted to CJC tracks.
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Figure 4.5: Cluster width distributions/or p- and II-side. Light: all clusters/all/ill; dark: clusters
linked and filled to CJC tracks.

dominant for both detector sides. On the p-side, the clusters cOlltribllting to the signal can clearly
be scparated, while a separation on the n-sidc is llIore dillicult. The shape of the p-side distribution
suggests 10 raise the cluster cut to 70 provided the clusters below 70 arc falsely linked. The problem
of separating noise hits and minimizing the level of falsely linked c1uslers is discussed in Chap. 4.5.

The much higher noise level on the n-side is due to the increased capacitance of the detector side
which is caused by the double metalization that is needcd to obtain the 90° -readout. It is also reflectcd
in the fact Olat more than three times as many clusters ar'e found on Ole n-side as compared to the p-
side. Tltis ratio can be reduced if the online routi ne only searches for n-side cIus tel's if a hit has beell
found on the colTesponding p-side, a feature that will be implemented for the 1998 data tak.ing.

Thc widOl of the clusters is shown in Fig. 4.5. In both projections, it depends on the incidence angle
~ betwecn the particle direction and Ole normal vcctor of the silicon sensor plane. The larger this
angle is, Olelonger is the path length of Ole pm1icle in the active material, and Ole h.igher Ole number
of strips towards thc chm'ges drift (Fig. 4.6). On Ole n-side that measures Ole z-coordinates of Ole
crossing tracks, s" is related to thc polar track angle e as s" = rr/2 - e. Oll the p-side, ~t) is a
function of all three track parameters K, <P,aIJd dca. The large tails of the cluster width distributions
are due to the low single strip threshold of 10 in both the online (Eq. (3.4» and Ole ofllille cluster
scarch routines. Raising Olis cut would however lead to inefficiencies [32J.

normal vector j

on sensor plane :
,,

readout
strips

Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing 0/ the dependel/ce of the I/llmber 0/ strips canyil/g sigl/al charge 01/

the incidel/ce al/gle ~ 0/ the particle on the silicon sensor
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NSP = INCL~ X NCL~ X 3
;:::1The next stcp for the CST reconslruction is Ole combination of p- and l!-Side clusters to form three-

dimensional spacepoil/ls. The position infonnation is obtained independently in R-<P-coordinatcs
(p-side) arid in z (n-side). Due to lhe three.lold ambiguity in z -3 silicon sensors are daisy-chained-
it is for the present only possible to form cal/didates by combinillg position infomlation of all p- and
n-side clusters of one half-ladder. The ambiguities can only be resolved by assigning a track measured
in the CJC to a spacepoinl candidate (s. next section). The number of candidates NSP per event is

(NCL~ and NCL;, being Ole number of clusters found on a half ladder on p- and n-side respectively)
and amounts to about 1500 per even!. Each spacepointis fonned by transfomting Olelocal coordinales
(half-ladder number and ChG in mtits of strip numbers) into (polar) HI-coordinates assuming ideal
geometry for ille CST. The final coordinates are then obtained by applying the alignment con'cctions



10 the spacepoint. For every spacepoint candidate the following information is stored in the CYSpJ
bank:

• internal references for further reconstruction: half-ladder number, ambiguity nag (U,e same
c1nsters can form an inner, middle, or outer spileepoint w.r.t. ±z)

In order to study U,ese contributions one has to use simulations where signal and noise hits are known .
Another possibility is Ute use of penetrating cosmic lJ'aeks that cross bOUllayers of the CST twice.
.In Utis case a track is matched to three crossings, and the residU1dsof the fourth, the distances to Ute
track in R-<I>and in R-z are studied. In Ulis way it is possible to tag Ule signal hit and to compare it to
the linked hit.

The intrinsic resolution of the CST has been determined to be 15pm in R-<I>and ~ 25 pm in z (de-
pending on U,e [Jolar angle El of Ule traek4) [341.

With Ihe determination of the tlnce-dimensional spacepoints, Ule "stand-alone" part of the CST re-
construction is liltished. Any further steps need additional input from the Central Jet Chamber sur-
rounding the vertex detector.

The results show the quality of the linking on the (J-Side to be much worse Ulan on tile p-side. This is
due to several reasons iliat conlJ'ibute to Ule misidentification cases:

Since tile CST is a double-layered vertex detector, it cannot reconstruct tracks on its own: Ute combi-
natorial background from the combinations of all spacepoints in U,e inner and outer layer would be
far too high so that the physically meaningful tracks could not be determined.

This is caused by U,e noise level of Ute detector and
also by the fact that 3 z-strips share a common read-
out line which increases Ulenumber of hit candidates
by 3 (Eq. (4.3». Resolving the ambiguities and re-
jecting the noise hits can therefore only be acllieved
by assigning tracks measured in Ute CJC to space-
points measured in the CST (Fig. 4.7). An impor-
tant point in Ulis respect is Umt tracks used for this
pUllJose have been already vertex-jitted by the CJC
reconstruction program. The additional vertex con-
straint results in a much higher precision of U,e lJ'aek
parameters and thus only allows a correct assignment.

In pattieular it can be shown tllat Ule fraction of linked noise hits where the "real" signal hit was
present (case c» was ~9%. This fraction can be reduced by employing an additional condition [or
U,e n-side linking: Fig. 4.8 shows that the shapes of the significance distributions [or tagged signal
clusters atld for noise clusters ;ne different. The slmpes are p;nameterized by Ule two spline functions

halr-~
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",,1000
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800

c::J all cluslers
• lagged signal cluslers

ShilPC (unction: signal
• - - shape runcLion: noise

Figure 4.7: ResoLvillg rhe ambiguity ill z by
Lillking a track

The linking of CST spaeepoints to tracks measured
in UleCJC is done by extrapolating tile track onto the
sur[ace of the two CST layers and by calculating the

residuals to Ute spaeepoints measured on the respective half-ladder within a given tolerance in wlits
of Ule tr~\ek extrapolation error (50). The spaeepoint with Ute smallest residuum is ilicn assigned to
the track. The procedme is done separately for the R-<p- and U,e z-coordinates.

The quality of the assignment is closely rclated to the noise level in the detector: noise hits may be
linked accidentally. Raising the hit- atlU cluster thresholds (Etj. (3.4), (3.5), (4. I» however leads to
inelIieiencies since true clusters are also suppressed. Four cases of misidentilication can occur: Figure4.8: Slwpefullctiollsfor separating signaL- and noise eLusters. Light histogram: aLLcLusterso/l

half-Ladders crossed by a (rock, dark histogram: tagged signaL clusters, solid curve: sllOpefunction
S'igllat(sig) for signal clusters, dashed curve: slwpefunctio/l S"ais' (sig) for noise elusters

JCcntH!1 Vertex Space Poinls
4The error all Lbez~coonliJ1<1lcof the spncepoint is therefore updllted as 50011as a tri1ck has been IiIlked lo it



Ss;g,w,(sig) anti Snoise(sig). Instead of just taking the spacepoint with the smallest z-residuum, these
shape functions :u'e then considered as well. This is tlune by evaluatingp1'Obabilityfil/lctio/ls for all
spacepoints to be signal or noise.

Fur constructing the signal probability function, a Gaussian extrapolation error for the z-residuum is
assumed, and a weight Ws associated with tile signal eflicieney (92.5%) enters (0, is the z-error of the
cluster):

• three track parameters from the CJC: curvature lCCJC,azimuthal angle Woc, and distance of
closest approach to t.heorigin dcacJC

) _ 'i (. ) I ( /';Z2)
Is - Ws .• sign,,' sig . t'L. . exp - 2

V 21tO, 20,

For the noise function, a const.ant distribution is assumed, and tile weight WN is identified WiOlthe
noise density on the sensors (0.66 cm-l)

The basic idea of tile fit.is tilat the vector xofthese variables has to satisfy a sct of collstraint equations
given by the fact. that ideally, each of the CST spacepoint.s i should lie on a circle defined by the 3
CJC parameters (Fig. 4.9):

of all candidates on the respect.ive half-ladder.

The application of this method in the n-sidc linking procedure reduces the number of wrong links
where the COlTcctonc is present to ~3% (s. Chap. 4.6.2). The significance distribution for the tagged
signal clusters also shows that the 40-cut (Eq. (4.1» on the cluster pulse-height already rejects signal
hits. Lowering it further would inerease the noise level dramatically :lI1dlead to more falsely assigned
hits. Further improvements to the linking ellieiency are expected by using the polar angle information
one obtains when assigning two spacepoints in inner and outer CST layer to a track.

For the linking proccdure on tile p-side it was shown that ~4% of all Jinks were wrong. Due to the
beller signal-to-noise ratio an improvement was possible by raising the cluster cut (Eq. (3.5» and
simultaneously lowering tile cut on the track extrapolation error. The first measure rejects more noise
clusters wIllie the second allows tile linking to be more gencrous.

The .improvements of the modified linking procedures arc demonstrated in the next section describing
the combined I1tsof CST spacepoints and linked CJC tracks.

Technically, Ule linking procedure updates tile c1uster- and the spaeepoint banks (CVLH and CVSP)
with pointers to the linked track. Figure 4.9: Track alld spacepoillt parameters ill the R-W-plalle (= x-y-plalle). A track parameterized

by tile variables lCcJc.Woc, alld dcacJc crosses a CST layer (indicated by the dOlled lille) where the
measured hit has the coordinates Ri Gild Wi.

The precise spacepoint information delivered by the vertex detector is used to improve the tracks
measured by thc CJC by mcans of a collstmilled trockjit. Whereas the track-spacepoint-linkil1g uses
the vertex-Jilled CJC-tracks that have already been improved by imposing a vertex constraint, the fit
procedure goes back one step and takes thc non-vcrtex-fillet!, "original" CJC track parameters. Hcnce
tile combined CJC-CST track fit is indepcndent of and almost unbiased by any vertex hypotheses. The
track III is carried out for R-W- <Uldthe R-z-projections separately (Chap. 4.6.1 and 4.6.2). The results
will be compared to the ones obtained froll1 the CST "forced" tracks. where the curvature is taken
from the linked CJC track and a track is calculated that passes exactly through the two linked CST
hils (Chap. 4.6.3).

where V is !Jle covariance matrix of tile parametcr vector x. The corrections /';x are obtained using
tile method of Lagrange multipliers [62]. One introduces an additional parameter for each of tile
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Sincc tile conslraint cquations (4.7) depentlnonlinearly on the components of tile parameter vector x
the problem has to be solved iteratively. In each iteration, the equations are approximated by linear
equations

where i\.x is the correction to be calculated, t';.rold are the correction values of the previous iteration,
and j;,ld are the function values at x+ l'uold. The matrix A contains the tlerivatives iJhldxi calculated
at the pos.ition of the previous values x + l'uo!d' The problem of finding a minimum (or Eq. (4.9) is
then equivalent to solving ti,e matrix equation:

(V-I AT) ( t';.,) ( 0 )
A 0 A. - jold + Al'uold

The normal case for the CST reconstruction is that 2 spacepoints arc linked to a track resulting in a
totainulllber of 7 fit parameters, 2 constraint equations, and Oleneed to calculate 10 partial derivatives
iJji/iJXj in each iteration. The software used for the constrained fit is stand,u'd HI software [63] also
applied in tile CJC reconstruction module. After the final fit iteration the quantity
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follows a X2 distribution with 11 degrees of freedom. where 11 is the number of constraint equations (=

numbcr uf linked CST spacepoints).

Individu.al variables Xi can be tested statistically by studying the pull-distributiolls:

p=
ylV(X)ii - V ('£)ii

These quantities should have the properties of a standardized Gaussian distribution: a Ulean value of 0
and a wiLlth of 1. The pulls arc particularly sensitive to tile values V (X)ii of tile input covariance matrix.
In our case these arc the errors on the track parameters delivercd by ti,e CJC aod the uncertainties of
tile CST spacepoints which are identilied with the intrinsic resolution. An important step in tltis
re-~pectis to correct the parameters and covariances measured in the CJC for energy loss and rnultiple
scal.tering of the p,uticle bc10re it reaches the CJC itself. The energy loss and the resulting change
of the particle momentum are calculated by means of evaluating the Bethe-Bloch formula for the
different layers of material the particle traverses (each having a specific radial tluckness and radiation
lengOl). The uncertainties on the track parameters introduced by multiple scattering are calculated
accordin~ to Eq. (2.5) and (2.6).

.However, the pull distributions for K. <1>.and dC(J (Fig. 4.10) show that Ole values of tlleir elements in
ti,e input covariance matrix are still not correct.

A scaling of the values of the CJC-e1ements in the covariance matrix by a factor of 2.5 (increasing
tile elTors by V23 = 1.6) improves the situation (Fig. 4.1 I).

Introdue-lIg a scaling factor for the CJC track parameter uncertainties can be justified since tile CJC is
known t~ have had operational problems during the 1997 data taking period. These led not only to a
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loss in efficiency, but also to uncertainties in the calibration which in turn affects the track parameter
resolutionS.

Technically, tile track fit statts wiUl tile list of CJC vertex-fitted tracks to which the CST spacepoints
have been assigned (Chap. 4.5). If one or more linked ltits have been found, the non-vertex-fitted
origin of tile linked track is looked up. Before performing the constrained fit, energy loss and multiple
scattering corTections m'e calculated for the track parameters and covariance matrix elements. One
has to allow for these corrections since a particle traverses material before being measured in Ore
CJC6. After a successful fit, the resulting parameters are again corrected for multiple scattering in the
beam pipe because it has to be traversed by Oleparticle before being measured in the CST. The new

SThe CJC2 was completely rewired during tuc 1997/98 sllUldown.
6Thc corrections are therefore dependent on the radius where the first CJC hit was found and on the polar angle e of

the track



parameters for theR-<P-coordinatcs of the track arc thcn stored in a track bank (CVFr7) together with
the number of linked spaccpoints, the X2 of the lit, the index of the original linked CJC track, and the
indices of the individual CST spaeepoints. The CVFr bank is later updated by parameters obtained
by a lit inthc R-z-plane.

An event with tracks as reconstructed by the CJC and as improved by the lit using CST spacepoints
is shown in fig. 4.12.

Quality of the track fit The quality of the track fit can be checked by studying cosmic ray mlJons
traversing the two CST layers twice. They are reconstructed as two track "'cgs" (Fig. 4.13) whose pa-
ramcters have to fultillthe following criteria given the HI-coordinates conventions (eL Chap. 2.3 .2):

KI + K2 0
1<1>1 - <1>21 1t

._j~", ,. Hun 195667

.// ,.' \~ .

Figure 4.13: R-<1>-viewof a.cosmic ray nwon reconslructed a.s two "legs" ill the CST. I1te differences
of the track parameters are exaggeraled.

In the CJC reconstHiction program a fit using the above conditions is performed with cosmic track
candidates. The resulting tracks are used for the CJC-CST linking where they take the part of the
vertex-filled tracks in e-p-data processing.

A comparison of U,e fitted parameters with Ule ones measured by the CJC alone shows Ulebenefits of
using the precise CST spacepoint information: Fig. 4.14 contains the three distributions (Eq. (4.12))
for U,e fitted tracks and for Uleoriginal tracks measured by UleCJC. To be able to neglect any effects
from multiple scattering, only tracks WiUIa transverse momentum P, greater Ulan 4 GeV have been
considered. The following characteristic parameters can be extracted:
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These values, especially the one [or 11ledca, should improve in 1998 provided Illat 11leinconsistencies
of the track parameters as reconstructed by thc C.lC have disappcared. They are compatible with 111C
intrinsic resolution of 11lcsilicon sensors (cf. Chap. 4.4) which entered the lit as an input value of the
covariance matrix. The resolution is sufllcient to resol ve 111ebearnspot by doing a subsequent primary
vertex flt which means that for the lirst time, it is now possible to determine the primary event vertex
with an accuracy higher 11lanthe one given by Ille dimensions of the beam spot. For a given event, the
quality of the vertex fit will however depend on the fraction o[ low-energetic tracks whose resolution
is deteriorated by multiple scaltering.

The distributions for the cosmic tracks can also be used to study 1l1eelTiciency of 111ep-side linking.
As mentioned in Chap. 4.5, a fraction of R:4% of the links on the p-side is wrong and leads to outliers
in 111eparameter spectra. Part of those are due to linked noise hits where 111esignal spacepoints would
have been present. The signilicance distribution for the p-side clusters (Fig. 4.4) suggests to rise the
default cut of 5 on 11usquantity to 7, 11lOSlowering 11lenoise level. Simultaneously, the cut on the
track extrapolation error on 111esensor surfaces is relaxed [rom 50 to 100. The resulting distributions
lor the dca-sum of 1l1etwo cosllue track legs are shown in Fig. 4.16. The number of snceessfully
fitted track pairs is slightly higher (+ 1.6%) which is due to the relaxed track extrapolation error cut.
At the same time the ratio o[ entries under the peak is enlarged from 89.4% on 111eleft to 92.6% on
the right. This shows that p-side clusters wi1Jla signillcance below R:7 are indeed due to noise. Since
each of the entries con-esponds to 4 linked spacepoints, tltis is equivalent to a raise of 11lefraction of

mean 3.27 x 10 -5 cm I 1.47 x 10 -, Clll I
1(, - 1(2

width 6.63 x 10-5 cm-I 2.38 X 10-5 cm-1
..

-0.871mad -0.2 IHrad1<1>,- </>2/ - 1f
mean
width 3.4 mrad 0.94 mrad

dClll + dea2
mean -374.2 pm 5.2 pm
width 736.2 pm 63.2 pill

The resolution of the K-peak is improved by a factor of 2.5, [or <l>by a factor of 3.5, and for 111edea
by a factor of II. The fact that the distributions [or the parameters obtained using CST measurements
arc centered at 0 shows that the CST is properly aligned.

The lUcan value o[ 11ledca-peak [or the CJC track par'ameters however shows a significant deviation
from 0 which indicates that deficiencies in the detector alignmcnt or the reconstruction itself must be
present. Moreover, the position of 111edistribution shows a dependence 011 the track incidence angle
<l>(Fig. 4.15). This inconsistency deteriorates tbe resolution of the fitted tracks.

For a single track linked and fitted to CST spacepoinl.S the following resolutions can be deduced from
the 2-1eg parmlleter distributions:
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Figurc 4.16: Improvement of the p-side lillk-efficiency by raising the cluster significance cut. The
histograms (log scale) show the dCIl-sLim disfributiol/S of the CST filled tracks with the default CLitS
ji)r the linking (leji) and with t!le lIlodified CLiIvolLies (righO with norlllalized GaLissiansjilled 10 them.

corrcctly Linked hils from 97.3% to 98.1 %.

The remaining inefficiency is duc to split elusters, where a single cluster is divided by a dead strip
or noise Ouctuations. The cluster algorithm then calculates a wrong center of gravity which leads to
wrong parameters in the track fit if the cluster is still linked, or to missing links. Simply allowing
for a one-strip gap in a c1ustcr (and thus merging cluster parts) however deteriorates the double u'ack
resolution of the vertex-detector.

A possible solution is either to exploit pulse-height or significance information to distinguish "inte-
gnu" clusters from duster parts that should be merged, or to postpone the decision until the linking
step when information on the number anu the uensity of tracks crossing a silicon sensor is availablc.

where (Zi, Si) are z-position and track arc length of every z-hit entering (Jle fit and Wi .is the weight
of the Z-Ilit which is identifieu with the inverse of its uncertainty. Requiring (Jle partial derivatives
iJx2/azo and aX2/a tan "- to be zero, one obtains the normal equations:

A(ZO)_btan,,- -

(
L IV; L W; • Si )where A = L W; . S; L W; . S? b= (

L IV;' Zi

L lVi' Z;' Si

and the sums run again over all z-hits used. The parameters Ai) and bi (Hz-sums") determine the
parameters (Zo, tan,,-) as well as (Jleir covariance matrix (given as A-I). For a Linked CJC traelc, z-
sums are available already if it was fitted to a primary or seconuary vertex by (Jle CJC reeonSU1Jction
program.s Tllis fit is analogous to (Jle fit of the CST spacepoints to a track uescribcJ here: (Jlevertex
position imposes a constraint on (Jle track parameters which can be exploited to remove CJC hits Ulat
do not support the vertex fit. The z-sums then represent the contributions of the remaining CJC hits
to the vertex lit. They are updated if a z-chamber hit is linked to the track.

Therefore, all (Jle CST-R-z-fitlias to do is to add (Jrecontribution of every linked CST spaeepoillt to
(Jle z-sums and solve Eq. (4.15) for (zo, tan "-).

Considering the magnitudes of the uncertainties of CJC- and CST hits contrihuting to (JleZ-SUlllS,it
is clear (JJat the CST spacepoints uominate (Jle fit completely: their errors are of the order of 5() I'm
whereas (J1eCJC errors in z are of the order of centimeters. The larger radii of the CJC llits that
result in larger arc lengths Si cannot compensate for this dillerenee in precision. For a given track the
contribution of all CJC hits to the element A I J, the sum of (Jle weights lVi,is ~ I, wllile a single CST
hit adds 1/(5 x 10-3)2 = 40000. The difference of the lever arms on (Jleother hand is only a faet()r of
(Jle order of 10. Therefore (Jle fit in R-z is llighly sensitive to CST hits (Jmthave been assigned falsely.

The track fit in R-z is a straight line fit in !JICS-z-plane, wherc S is the track's arc leng!J1 in (J1e
transverse planc. In addition to (JIC<-information of (JICCST spaeepoints and (JleCJC hils, linked llits
from the z-chambers are also taken into account.

The fit variables are zo allli tan,,- which is the slope of (Jle track in (Jle S-z-plane. It is related to the
polar angle E> ill the HI-coordinate system by E> = arctan(l! tan"-). The S-z-projection of thc track
helix is then given by

since (Jle magnetic fielu along the z-direction is uniform (s. Fig. 4.17). Using a least squares me(Jlod
the following quantity is to be minimized:

"X2 = L W;' (Zi - (Si . tan ,,-))2
i=l

8Since CSTREC uses the vertex-filled tracks of the CJC for tbe linking, Utis is always the case for tracks considered for
tlle CST-CJC fiL



For a track Hnked to one or more CST spacepoints. the first step of the z-fit is to obtain the z-sums
from the CJC and eventuall y from the z-eh:ullbers. Ne"t. the arc length S at the z-posilion of each of
ille spaeepoinls is calculated. The error on thee-coordinate measurement has already been calculated
during the linking procedure from the intrinsic resolution and ille polar angle 0 of the linked track.
z. l/a(zf'. and S arc the quantities needed lor updating the Z-SUIllS.The ncw paramcters for zo and 0
arc stored in the CYFf bank.

rig. 4.1 S shows an event as reconstructed by ille CJC alonc and WillI the CST spaeepoints used for
the determination of the parametcrs. The improvcment is evcn Illore striking illan in the R-<l>-plane.

Quality of the R-z-track fit Again the parameters of cosmic tracks mcasured by the CJC alone and
of CST-CJC fitted tracks are investigated. where the fitted tracks have exaclly two linked CST hits.
The tracks in the sample have a transverse mOllJcntum PI > 4 GeV. The conditions for lire two track
legs in the R-z-plane are:

(4.17)

(4.18)
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The distributions of 1I1esetwo quanti tics (Fig. 4.19 and 4.20) show that the improvemcnt with respect
to the crc tracks is large. Taking the width of lire "signal" peaks of Fig. 4.20 (1'6 for zn. 1'4 for 0)
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Figure 4.19: Cosmic track parameters measured by the C1C ill R-z (log scale). A simple Goussialljit
gives a zo-resolutioll of2 cm (left) alld a 0-resolulir)ll of36mrad (rig lit).
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Figure 4.20: Cosmic lrack parameters meaSltred by the CST ill R-z. Two lIonnalized Gaussialls (1'1-
1'3 and 1'4-1'6) have been fitted to tile zo-distribulion (left) alld a Gaussiall (P2-P4) plus a cOllslall1
term (PI) to the 0-dislribulion (right).



as a value for the track resolution, one obtains the following values for a single track (by applying a
factor of 1//2):

of the polar angle 0CST that is defined by the two linked CST hits willI respect to the 0-value from
ilieCJC.

0(0) 0.9 mrad

0(co) 83 Jim The combined CST-CJC track fit described in the previous sections processes all relevant track pa-
rameters and 11leirerrors in a mathematically well-defined manner. It works independently of tJle
.number of linked CST hits, in particular if the track traverses only one CST layer. On llle oilier hand,
it is potentially sensitive to inconsistencies and errors "inherited" hom tlle CJC reconstruction.

In order to minimize ilie contribution of iliese influences, the CSTREC module produces another set
of tracks: tlle "forced" CST tracks lliat have already been introduced for the alignment procedlJre
(cf. Chap. 4.2). After the linking step, if CST hits in both layers have been assigned to a track, a helix
track is calculated that passes exactly through tlle two spacepoints and has the curvature of the linked
CJC track.

Howevcr, .it is also visible that a non-ncgligible amount of wrong CST hits lead to a constarlt back-
ground. In IIle zo-distribution, only 42% of IIle cosmic track pairs has a co-difference in the "signal"
peak. Since each of the tracks has 2 liuked CS1~spaccpoints, IIris is equivalent to a link efficiency of
\YOA1 ~ 0.8 for a single CST hi1. It is clear that this value has to be improved, espccially willi regard
to a reliable determination of vertices. Only a small part of the inelliciency (~3%) is due to IIle gaps
in the active lual:erial along z.
Detailed studies with cosmic tracks have ShOWlithat another 8% of the inefficiency stems from miss-
ing hits. The rcmaining contribution from wrongly assigned spacepoints, where the coneelilit is in
fact present, is thus 9%. The primary goal lor an improvemcnt of the linking proccdure is to save
these links.

As mentioned in Chap. 4.5, the linking inctIicieney in z is mainly due to IIle low signal-to-noise ra-
tio on llle n-side of the silicon sensors which makes a separation of signal and noise hits ditTlcull
(Fig. 4.4). From the cosmic studies, probabil.ity dcnsity functions Ii)r n-sidc clusters to be signal or
noise have been obtained. For an individual cluster, a likelihood for IIle two cases carl IIll1sbe calcu-
latcd ,md be considered for thc linking in addition to the z-residuum. Fig. 4.21 shows the parameters
distributions obtained with this improved linking concept: Thc co-diffcrence for 55% ofllle track pairs
is now in the range of the "signal" pcak, corresponding to a single hit linking efficiency of 86%. The
contribution ham wrong hits (wirile thc correct one is present) has been reduced to 3%. For tracks

The input vector (K, xI, YI, cl, X2, Y2, Z2) (the index denotes the spacepoint of IIle inner and the outer
CST layer, respectively) is transformed into (K, <1>,0, dca, cO) being the standard helix parametcriz:a-
tion. The calculations are described in [34]. A covariance matrix is calculated hy performing error
propagation on the uncertainties of the input parameters that are assumed to be uncorrelated. Like
for IIle fitted tracks, conections describing energy loss and multiple scattering in the beam pipe are
applied to tile track parameters and IIleir covariances. The tracks are stored in the track bank CVRT9.

A comparison of these tracks with the equivalent tracks obtained by the constrained fit proves the
resolutions to be comparable. Fig. 4.22 shows ilie parameter tlistributions for IIle coslllic track pairs
as obtained wiili the forced tracks. Since IIle curvatures K are taken from the linked, cosmic-filled
CJC tracks, they are exactly equal to each oilier (a result of the cosmic fit). <1>,dca, 0, and zo can
however be used to extract track resolutions. From ilie widllr of the peaks one obtains for IIle single-
track-resolution:

~ [ntrits 181.~ ] Entriu iRIS3.
/mH 16:!.6 1341" x'/ndl 61.91 I 88 0( <1»C>

PI 1.tl34 { PI 1.158 0.73 mrad
~ P' 1001. "t P' 1024.

0(dca) 49 Jim" 10 PJ -0.261 IE-OJ " 10' 1'3 O.2216E·OI

~ 1'4 O.II03E-OI
~ p, 1.259

0(0) O.96mratl

0(co) 78flm
10 10

The fact that lllese values are almost the same as tlle values for IIle fitted tracks indicates llrat tbe
resolution of ilie latter is indeed deteriorated by some effect in IIle CJC reconstruction leading to
wrong elements in the covariance mauix.

Figure 4.21: Cosmic track parameters with the illljJlvved ,,-lillking procedure. A Ilormalized Gaussiall
plus a COllstalltterm has beelljil/ed to both distributions.
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The precise determination of the primary and all subsequent vertices in an event is of major impor-
tance for all physics analyses. The position of the primary vertex is restricted to tile area where the
primary e-p-interaction takes place. Tltis area is determined by the position and tile extension of tile
colliding particle bunches. At HERA, tile particle bunch extension is ax ~ 180fllll in x-direetion,
ay ~ 50 fun for y, and several centimeters for the z-eomponent. Additionally, ti,e beam axis (along
.ole z-direetion) is tilled WiUlrespect to the z-axis oJ the HI detector. These parameters are however
stable during one fill in the storage ring.

The extensions of tile beams and thus the uncertainties on dIe prim.rry interaction point have to be
compared to the acltievable resolutions when perfornti ng a vertex fit wilh tracks measured in an event:
whereas tile z-eomponent elU\ be deterntined for every evellt, the interaction area in R-<P is small
compared to tile precision of dIe measured tracks when considering CJC illformatioll alone. The best
measurement of tile primary event vertex is hence a combination of the z-coordinate detemlined from
U'acks of the event wim tile parameters of the beam position and extension in x and y.

Therefore, the pm'ameters for tile beam position and the beam tilt widl respect to the HI coordi-
nate system are being detenrUned from tracks measured by the CJC in many events exploiting tileir
stability. For every data acquisition run, ti,e run-vertex parameters are stored:

0.1288E-011 1
892.1

0.8194
6'1.:S6

Entms 2181
~."i2T87
PI 1.921
1'2 1214.

I') O.6599E-02
P4 1.26Q

These quantities arc deterntined on ti,e L4 filter farm already, so that they ean be used by the LS
reeonstrnetion process. Here, the position of tile primary vertex is ealculated for every event by
determining tile z-coordinate Zpv frrst mId then calculating dIe x- and y-coordinates by evaluating:

(4.19)

(4.20)

WiUl tllis method, me uncertainties on Xpv and ypv are dOJrUnated by tile beam extensions since tile
eITors on the run-vertex parameters are small due to the good statistics when averaging over many
events.

With additiollal CST measurements however, the mellsured track resolution is surticientto determine
x- and y-eoordinates of the vertex position from tracks for every event WiUla precision dlat is more
accurate man me beam extensions. However, the LUn-vcrtex pmameters still can be employed in tltis
case, e.g. as start values for a vertex fit.

Therefore, dIe CSTREC software module determines dIe run-vertex pmameters (XO, Yo, s" Sy) on the
basis of me CST fitted traeks in me same manner as the procedure with CJC tracks alone. The tracks
slored in the CVFf bmlk (cf. Chap. 4.6.1) are pre-selected according to the following criteria:

Figure 4.22: Characteristic dislriblltiomfor ''forced'' CST cosmic tracks. The distriblltiolls have 10
be compared to (/lOseofthefilled tracks (Fig. 4.14 alldFig. 4.21)

transverse momentum:
polar angle:

dca:

P, > 300MeV
200 < e < 1600

Ideal < Scm

no. of linked CST hits: NLCST ~ 2
probability of the

CST-CJC track fit in R-<P: PR-$ > OJ

For an accepled track, dIe parameters (sin <P,cos <1>,dca, a(dca), zO,weight) arc stored, where weight
is a function of tile track length. After a predefined number of tracks (500) has been collected,



menn vnlues of the four nm-vertex pnrameters are ealculnted. At run end, the mean vlllues are then
nvernged nnd wril.lenlo thedatllbase. The sollw,u'e for this task is also employed in other fields where
run-dependent 'lunnlities are detennined from data 1.641. It is designed to [Un in llIu1li-proecssor
environments, which bOUlIlle L4 filter farm and the L5 reconstruction machine lire. An ind.ividual
processor collects ,Uld stores thc t[llck pnrnmeters on its own. Thc calcolatcd lUn-vertex pararnetcrs
arc merged and avcragcd at run end only.

Fig. 4.23 shows the distributions oUhe run-vertex position for the data acquisilion runs taken in 1997.
The shift of the lJcnm posilion from the nominnl ax.is townrds posilive values of x nnd y is visible. The
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The software is identical for all UU'eeapplications, Uleonly patticulatity being a different input stage
for the reconst.ruetion of simulated events.

The simulation of an event in the CST tracks Ule generated patticlcs trnversing the detector and sim-
ulates Illc charge generation and Ule drift in Ule silicon towards the relldout strips in detail. The final
out.put of l1lis simulation step are l1le strips l1lat carry signal, which means that noise is not yet. ill-
cluded (the batIk is called CSTS). For t.his reason, CSTREC first adds randomly generated noise and
Ulen creates Ulecluster bank CYLH (cf. Chap. 4.3). All following reconstruction steps lire then again
identical to Illose of real data.

Tltis means that at present, thc effects of Ule cluster finding algorithm are not taken into account for
simulated data. To make thcir treatment really consistent, the noise generat.ion should be moved to
Ulesimulntion step, preferably with quantities derived from real data, e.g. half-ladder dependent. noise
dcnsities or a noisy/dead channel map. Thc output s"ou'ld then be of the same format as the out.put
from t.he readout processors, so t.hat Ule full reconstruction -including cluster algorithms- can be
performed.

A special siluHlion exist.s for the data tlmt have been tnken in 1997. For Ille online event recon-
struction, only a part of the CSTREC module was available, namely tile cluster reconstruction. The
resulting out.put batIk was the CYLH bank containing Ule paramctcrizations of t.he found clust.ers.
Physical analyses of these data therefore have to include thc CST rcconstruction t.ohave tile improved
track paratneters available. As described in Chap. 2.2, analyses usc a compressed subset of the full
reconst.ructed data, t.he so-called DST banks. In 1997, the CYLH bank was l1lerefore compressed and
stored in the DST files (tllen called DVLH).

In order to allow CST informat.ion t.obe included in tile analyses in n convenient. Wlly,CSTREC was
designed to be able to process l1lecompressed DST dnta of 1997 as well. [n I1liscase thc cluster reeon-
struelion is skipped, l1le cluster bank DVLH is decompressed instead mId Illen tile CST spncepoints
are asscmbled. The additional information on Ule CJC t.raeks needed for dIe linking and t.he track
litting is read from different batlks tllarl in the default case but then used in the same manner. TI1is
feat.ure makes it possible to run CSTREC as part of an analysis job willlOut the need for a separate
reconstruction step. The final output -Ille improved tracks- is t.hen available for further evaluation.

The recognition of dIe di rferent "modes of operation" (processing normal datn, simulated data, or
DST dat.a) is entirely driven by l1le input data itsclf, i.e. depends on Ule banks present in the event..
The decision step being dIe first routine to be executed by CSTREC for nny event is sketched in
Fig. 4.24. In any case, if CST input data have been found, the module produces banks cOlltaining track
parameters that incorporate the CST measurements and whose entries are related to tracks llIeasured
intire CJc.

The fina.l recollstruction step of the CSTREC module is however performed even if no CST datll are
available for an event. The purpose of this step is to provide a bank (named CSKR) with all nOIl-
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Figure 4.23: Distributioll of the x- and y-coordillotes of the 1'1111 vertexfor the dalO takillg period 1997
deterll/ined by the CiC (Leji) alld with CST tracks (right)

distributions obtained from thc detennination witl'l the CST tracks show smaller flUCluations from
run to rWI. The outliers in the C.JC valucs are due t.o poor statistics: the nln has been too short to
obtain precise valucs. The disappearance of these outliers when using CST trncks reflects Ille higher
accuracy of the trncks used for the calculation. 1t is the reason tlml.Ule CST nceds fewer tracks and
t.herefore reaches a stablc rcsult fnstcr. TIDs greater stability of thc CST run-vert.ex could be exploit.ed
in changing the scheme of its determitmlion: storing values no longer for each data acquisition run
reg,mlless its duration but rather using Il.leerrors on the values as a criterion for l1le quality of Ule
run-vert.ex and store it .if a certain Icvclis reached. Longer lUns would Illen have several entries for
the run-vertex parameters.



Semi-muonic decays of heavy mesons

With the ability of the CST lO measure tracks witll a resolution of the order of 100plll, its most
promjnenl field of application is the Sludy of heavy quarks. The rea~on is tl,e long life time of
hadrons containing a b- or a c-quark of lypic,llly ~ 10-12 s that results in a sizeable separation of
the prOlluclion- and the decay vert.ex of the heavy quark. Tab. 5.1 shows tlle decay lengths of heavy
Oavoured mesons. 1n order to measure the decay of a heavy meson, its production and decay vertices

vcrtex-filted ccntraltweks with their best measured parameters. Due to the limited acceptance of the
CST, only a part of tlle cenlnll tracks will be improved by the CJC-CST fit. If this is the case, tlte
parameters stored in t.heCYFr bank arc copied to thc final track bank.

H a track has nol been measured by Ihe CST, thc paramctcrs as mcasurcd by tlle CJC are taken and
correctcd for cnergy loss and multiple scattcring. The parameters are modified furtller, ifz-sums have
been calcu1at.ed by t.he C.JC rcconst.ructjon program.lO Then, new values for e and zO are caJculated.
In doing so, contributions from the z-challlhers are aJso takcn into account, if present.

D± 1869.3 ± 0.5 317
DO 1864.5 ± 0.5 124.4
D± 1968.5 ± 0.6 140s
B± 5278.9 ± 1.8 462
IP 5279.2 ± 1.8 468

thus have to be determincd witll an accuracy that is suJlicient to resolve tlte decay length. This
means tllat the track of a dccay product of tlle heavy meson has to be separated sign.ificanlly frolll
its production vertex. At HI, tlle resoluLion of tllC primary vertex is currently determined by the
beamspot size of Ox p:j 180 pill and Oy p:j 50 lUll, as explained in Chap. 4.7. Considering in addition
tlle uncertainties of a track of a uecay partiele as detennjned by the CJC alone which are of the order
of I50-250 pm in x-and y-d.irection, it is clear tllat witllOUt CST information, tlle decay length of
heavy mesons cannot be resolved. As shown in Chap. 4.6.1, tlle CST is capable of reducing the track
errors by a factor of 2/3 to::::;50 pm in the R-<l>-plalle,so that tlle combined track-vertex-resolution
is smaller tllan tlle decay lengtll of tlle B-mesons and might even be sufficient to resolve tlle decay
length of D±-mesons.

For tllis reason, an explorative study has been cruTied out in order t.o demonstrate t.hat.the improved
track resolution obtained with tlle CST does indeed allow to tag heavy quark decays. It has been
focussed on the semi-tefl/ollie decay channels of tlle heavy quarks, in particular on tlle modes with a
111uonin the final state. The latter are preferable to electrons or positrons since muons are measured
in a ded.ieated part of tlle III-detector where the background due to mjsidentified hadrons is smaller.

The study relies on tlle measurement of a muon in the cc.ntral region of tlle iron barrel detector which
is linked to a track in tlle central track.ing devices and the CST. The data srunple (s. Chap. 5.3) was



selectcd to be cnriched in b-qnarks in order to benel1t fromlheir comparably large decay lcngUl. The
impact paramcter method (introduccd in Chap. 5.2) was ehoscn for the investigation of Ule decay
lengths. In compm'ison, a minimum bias data sample which is not enriched in muon content but
fulfills the same selection criteria was investigated (Chap. 5.3.2).

In addition, studies on sillLUlateddata have been performed for samples containing cc- and bli-events
respectively. for this purpose, Ule simulation program for the detector response of Ule CST was
employed for the lirst timc. The resulting distributions arc compared to the ones obtained frulll data.

Thorough analyses of the semi-muOllie decays o( b-quarks in the HI-detector have been performed
inl8/ and [23/.

[nb] 606.68
-

o,p 3.13
J £<It [pb-I] 10.78 47.62
generated events 6600000 150000
events passing generator cut:

7011 4860P, (Il) > 2 GeV
events with decay muon

2674 1931measured in the CST

Table 5.2: Parameters of the employed MOllte Carlo samples. The llLl/llberof events meas/lred ill the
CST is determined after digitiwtio/l alld recollstructioll.
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Thc propcrties of the decay of heavy mcsons havc bcen studied with Monte Carlo (Me) data samples.
The MOlltc Carlo gencrator AROMA [651 has beenuscd to simulate the production o( a cc- or a bli-pair
and the subsequent scmi-lIluonic decay of one of Ule quarks.

The AROMA generator simulates the production of heavy quarks in electron-proton scattering via the
boson-g'luon fusion proccss. In leading order O(a2·a.,) photoproduetion as well as deep inelastic seat-
tcring contributions arc calculated taking into account all electroweak processes and considering Ule
quark masses (/lib = 5 GeVIc2, me = 1.5 GeVIc2). Higher-order ctleets are accounted (or by means
of correct.ion factors for the differcntial cross-seclion. This treatment results in a good agreement. of
Ule generat.or predictions for t.he inclusive quark distributions with NLO calculations.

The generated pallOnS t.hen undergo fragmentation processes. This step is implement.ed in a sepa-
rate program package (.IETSET [66/). Since (ragn1entation processes are long range interactions and
cannot be describcd in U,e framework of perturhalive QCD calculations, phenomenological models
have to be applied. (n AROMA, diffcrent modds can be chosen, Ule standard bc.ing the Lund string
fragmentation model.

The resulting output arc the four-momenta lllld tlIe identities of all the particles involved. In U,e next
step, the detcctor response is simulatcd using a program based on the GEANT package [67/. This
step is completed with the digitizolioll stage, where t.he signals of all detect.or components in Ule
sallJe form as tile ones in real ep data arc obtained. These signals arc processed furUler using the
samc reconstruction programs as for real dat.a. The same analysis steps as for real dat.a can be used
subsequently.

For t.he two samples with ce- and bli-pairs. a cut on Ule transverse momentum of the decay muon o(
P, > 2 GeV has been applied alrcady on thc generator lcvel. The simulation and reconstruction has
been performed only for cvcnts passing t.hjs generator cut. Tab. 5.2 shows Ulecharaetclistie quanlities
of thc Monte Carlo samples. In the fo.llowing, somc properties of cvents containing hcavy quarks will
be introduced by cxploiting the gel/emted quantities.
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Some kinematic distributions for both the generated cc- and t.hcbli-evcnts are shown in Fig. 5.l. The
range of Ule virtuality Q2 was not restricted, Ums boUI photoproduction and DIS events are contained
in thc samples. In Ule distribution of the quark-antiquark center-of-mass energy S Ule production
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Ihreshol<l for bcauly quark pairs of s = 1OOGeV2is clearly visible_ The photon-proton center-of-
mass-energy Wyl' is un average slighi.ly highcr for bii-production Ihan for ce-produetion. The same is
Irue fur Ihe llIolllenlullI fraction xg of the inleracling gluon.

Fig. 5.2 shows the transverse nlOlllcnlum spectrum and i.I,e polar angle distribntion for ti,e decay
llIuon of Ihe generated heavy quark. The !,,-speclrum for muons from b-decays is harder dne to the

8 10
P, (J.lilGel'lc]

higher b-quark mass. Also, lhe b-rnuuns tend to be elllilled at lower polar angles: lheir boosl in prolon
direction is Jarger.

The elTcel of requiring the decay llIuon lo be measured in the CST is sketched in Fig. 5.3. This
condition presupposcs Ihe reconstruction of the llIuon track in the CJC and ilS linking and fitting to
Itits .in llle CST as well as the measurement of the muon in the iron detector. The selection steps
arc described in Chap. 5.3. Reyuiring a CST llIeasuremenl of Ihe muon is equivalent to restricting
the polar angle range (Ihe numinal acceplance of the CST is 30' < e < 150°). TherelOre. evenls
wilh small values of Wyl' arc rejected. The speCllUlTlof tile quark-antiyuark center-of-mass energy s is
however not distorted but just scaled. The sallie holds for the PI-distributions for both b- and c-quark
decay llIuons tilat keep lheir shapes when requiring a CST measurement.

Aboul 90% of the heavy quarks fragmenl il\lo mcsons. [n cc-evenlS for instance, the production
fraction of DO. mcsons is ~ 60%. for D± ~ 24%, and for Ds ~ 10% [68, 69J. Most of the decay
llIuons hencc originate frolll heavy mesons whose propCrlies are studied in more detail here. The
quantities shown are for mesons whose deeay muon has been reconstructed in the CST and are in
general restricted to the R-w-plane.

Fig. 5.4 shows the projections of Ihe generated decay lengtils Ol\lOthe transverse plane (= l~;;;oy>.
Six heavy mesons have been considered. The probability tiult a parlicle of mass III and momentum p

Figure 5.3: Kinematic distributions/or all generated lIIuon events andfor those lIIeasured hI the CST-
charm (left) and beauty (right)
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from the distributions of the lnmsverse decay length one can there[ore retrieve the mean decay length
c1: by taking into account U,e transverse momentum of the heavy meson and its mass. By means of
fitting the distributions of Ule considered mesons one obtains:

D±:
DO:
D, :

308:~ 37
123 ± 6

317 ± 150

B±: 514±40
BO: 447 ± 36

The errors arc due to UlClimited sl<llistics of the Montc Carlo samples. The Monte Carlo generator
hence describes the decay propcrties of U,e heavy mesons correctly.

The transvcrse momentum spectra (wiUI respect to the z-axis: Fig. 5.5) show a sharper edge at low
momenta for Ule charmed particlcs. This is a consequence of tJ,e highcr mass of U,e B-meson: in
order to produce a muon witll (I, > 2 GeV, Ute D-mcson has to have a highcr momentulU UlUnlhe B.

Anotller effect which is due to the mass difference of the heavy quarks is Ute difference of ti,e dis-
trihutions for ti,e decay angle a in U,e R-(f>-plane between heavy meson aud muon (Fig. 5.6. left).
!I. muon from a charmed meson tends to be cmitted at low anglcs with respect to U,e meson night
direction while U,e distribution for muons [rom B-mesons extends to large values of a. Finally, the

Figure 5.6: Decay (Ingle a ill the R-iJJ-plalle betweell 111£1011and heavy meson (Iefl) and relative
trallsverse momellllllll of the muou with respect to the heavy mesoll (right)



distributions of the relative transverse momentum of the decay muon with respect/o the heavy meSO/l
directioll (/,;1<1,(1'): Fig. 5.6, right) show a harder scale for muons originating from B-mesons which is
again a consequence of their higher mass.

The quantities a and pf'!> ,u'e U,USqualified tlJr a separation of cC- and bb-events. Howcver, the night
dircctioll of the heavy meson is of course not accessiblc directly in Ule reconstruction of data. It is
Ulcrefore approximatcd oy SU.itaolcquantities which will be introduced in Chap. 5.3. i.e. for U,e impact parameter 6 Uie Pha</-dcpendences in Idecay and sin a nearly cancel resulting in a

weak dcpendence of the impact parameter on U,Cmomentum of the decaying hadron [72J.

·Fig. 5.7 shows Uleimpact parameter 68ea on the generator level calculated according to Eq. (5.3). The

I. the veri ex method: primary (= production-) and sccondary (= dccay-) vertex are reconstrucled
from the c1wrged tracks. The distance between Uie vertices is the decay length [decay which is
rel:ltcu to U,e lifetime 't:

charm
beauty

A necessary condiUon for applying this methou is that at least two charged parUcles arc created
at boUI U,e primary and the secondary vertex to allow UICvertex reconstruction. Moreover,
the accuracy of Ule delerminaUon of primary as well as secondary vertex has to be sufficient
10 resolve typical uccay lcngUls of heavy mesons of the order of laOI'm. The lJ1eLllOdhence
depends strongly on the momentum of the decaying parUde.

2. the impact parameter method: ll,e impact parameter is the 011hogonally closest distance be-
tween a particle track andllle primouy vel1ex and L1luscarries information on the pmticle origi-
IUlting from L11evertex or not. The illipact parameter 6 of e.g. a muon from a heavy quark decay
is related to the decay lenglJl as

0.12 0.14
licen (cm]

where E> is the polar angle of ll,e decaying hadron and a is the angle between the direction of
llle hadron aJld ll,e direeUon of the muon in the R-q>-plane (s. Fig. 5.8). An example for the
application of the method is llie measurement of the IJ hadron life time at LEP [70, 71].

mean values ofLile 6Cta-distributionsfor cc and bb decay Illuons are 80 and 140/llli respectively.

Due to Ule precision of ll,e measurement and rlue to Ule background, llJe mea$ured values of ll,e
impact parouneter will however be smaller. The principle of llle measurcrncnt of L1leimpact parameter
in the R-<1>-planeis sketched in Fig. 5.8. Since l11e11ightdirecUon of the heavy meson eallllot oe
measured directly, it is approximated by the thrust axis of Ule event hemisphere (s. below). The
production vertcx is assumed to be identical to the nominal beam posWon. The determination of the
impact parameter and Ule resulting uncertainties lue described in ll,e ncxt sections.

Two ac!valltages ofthc impact pm'ametcr method are the out weak depcndencc of 6 on the momcntum
or the decaying hadron and the fact that the decay vertex docs not have to be reconstructed. The
fonner faCl can be made plausible by considering the decay topology with lliCassumption of a dceay
of a hadron with mass IIL'wd and momcntum Phad = P'¥l1Ihad into a muon. For simplicity, let U,e decay
happen in the R-<I>-plane,i.e. sin E> = 1. Then

is ll,C decay angle in the laboratory system cxpressed by Ule momentum components of ll,e Illnon
ortJlogonal and parallel to the decaying hadron. WillI PL' P~, E* being l11emomentum components
and the cncrgy of L1rcmuon ill L1lehadron rest frame, ll,e following relations hold:
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angles a' bctween thc muon track and the tJlruSt allis the probability of reconstructing a negative
impact parameter incl"eases. A cut on this angle helps to reduce litis fraction.

bcam
positiou

production vertex
of the heavy quark Thrust axis The del1nition of the thrust axis requires ti1esum of all longitudinal momentum com-

ponents with respect to tilis axis to be maximal. The scalal"quantity thrust is tilen defined as:
Figure 5.8: Impact parameter m.etllOti. 7'l,e heavy mesoll is produced at the primary vertex withi"
the beamspot. It decays semi-Ieptollically illto II 11111011 with allgle a and impact parameter 8. III
the measuremellt, the flight directioll of the heavy mesoll is approximated by the thrust axis, a"d the
primary vertex by the Ilomillal beam positioll resultillg ill the qualltities a' alld 8' I.

x = XRV + ZVCJC • SXRV

Y = YRV + ZVCJC . sYnv

(5.6)

(5.7)

where lir is the unit vector of the thrust axis and thc sums run over all partkles in an event. T is 0.5
for an isotropic momentum distribution and rises to 1.0 for collinear events. In this study, a slightly
modified definition has been adapted. The calculation has becn restricted to the R-<1>-planeand to U1e
hemispllere defined by tile IIlUon momentum vector, ti1at is U1ehalf-plane defined by ti1e condition
<1>- 90° < <1>(1') < <1>+ 90°. The introduction of hemispheres utilizes tile fact that for events where
a heavy quark pair .is produced tile transvcrse momenta scen in the detcctor arc balanced. Taking ti,e
muon from ti1e dccay of one of U1eheavy quarks as a reference axis for ti1e hel11.isphel"esis justified
since ti1emuon describes tile original direction of tile quark within a margin of 6<1>:::;10° for c-quark
decays and :::;20° for b-quarks as can be sccn from M.C. data (Fig. 5.10, dotted histograms).

The hcmisphere ti1enalso contains U1eparticles produced in tile hadronjzation process ofthe decaying
heavy meson. The calculation of the U1rust vector takes into account tracks and calol"imcter cell
information belonging to the henusphere except tile muon itself. In order to avoid double counting
of energy depositions, only those cells are taken into account ti13t are significantiy separated from a
track extrapolatcd to the calorimeter region. Fig. 5.10 also shows the opening angles 6<1>between the
generated night direction of ti1eheavy quark and the reconstructed thrust axis. For c-quarks, tile quark
direction is approximated to an accuracy of:::; 15°, while for b-quarks, ti1eaccul"aey is comparable to
the one obtained from the muon direction (:::;20°).

The impact of approximating tile night direction of tile heavy quark by tile thrust axis is shown in
Fig. 5.11 for ti1eeos a- and U1epf<l> -distributions. The histograms have to be compared to Fig. 5.6,
where ti1eoriginal generator infonl1ation for U1e/light direction of the heavy quark has been used.

Unlike on ti1Cgenerator level, a clear separation of c- and b-quark decay muons is no longer possible
since the distributions are smeared. However, the mean value of pf<l> is still lower for muons from
charm decays, and the distribution falls more steeply towards higher values of pf<l> ti1an the one for
b-quark decay muons. The mean decay angle a is still smaller for the c-quark decay muons.

The nonunal beam position is calculated using ti,e run-vertex parameters which are determined by
CSTREC for all runs in 1997 (e1".Chap. 4.7). The z-valuc of the vertell is taken from the CJC primary
vertex lit for every event. The x- and y-position of the vertex for a particular event depends on tile
z-position and is givcn by:

whel"e tile iIItI ell RV denotes tllCvalues for beam position and slope versus < taken (rom the run-verlell.
The uncertainty on x ,uld y is calculated using error propagation and taking into account the size of
the beams pot.

The absolute value oftlJe impact parameter is then obtained by calculating ti1eclosest approach of U1e
muon track with respect to the nominal beam positiun (using the track parametcrs dca and <1»:

This quantity still follows the sign convention for the dca (eL Chap. 2.3). The sign of the impact
pammeter is detcrmined by calculating the intersection of thc muon track with the tlzrust axis. Due
to tlle finite precisioll of U1einvolved qUiultities, namely of run-Vel"telllUld track parameters and in
particular of the thrust allis, it can happen tilat the intersection is in tl1ebackward direction. In tllis
case, the impact-par;uneter gets a negative sign (Fig. 5.9). From Fig. 5.8 it can be seen tilat for slllall

I For convenience. only U1C vari ••bl~ names (J. and 0 will he used in Ihe following. Where appropriate. it is explicitly
stated whether they refer to recolIsl.ruclcd or to ideal quantities.
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l'he uncertainties of the quantities employed for Ule calculation of the impact parameter contribute to
its elTor in different ways:

• muon - b-quark

o thrust ,uis - b-quark • the error of Ulenominal beam position .is;:::j18011111 in x and ~50 fllll in y and is independent of
UICmeasured muon track.

These two quantities lead to an elTor ofUle absolute valuc of the impact pm'ameter () that is depelldellt
on tile azimuthal angle <I>oUhe muon, as eml be seen in fig. 5.12. For <I> = ±90·, the error is largest

Figure 5. 10: Opellillg allgle (ill the R-<J>-pltll/e)betweell gellerated heavy quark directioll ami reCOII-
strllcted mllOIl (dots) alld recollstructed thmst axis (histogrnllls)for cc- (left) alld bb-evellls (right).

Figure 5.12: Errar all the impact parameter vs. <I>. The depelldellce all the dilllellsiam of the bealllspat
is clearly visible: the error is largest for <I> = ±90· where the bealllspot size in x-direction of ax ;:::j

180,wlI is relevalll. The error is determilledfor selected IIIUOI/tracks (s. I/exl seclion) by means of
enol' plVpagationfor dca' (Eq. (5.8»)

and dominated by Ule widUl of Ule beamspot in x wltile at <I> = O· and <I> = ±180· on UleoUler hand,
the eow is smallest and raUler equall y composed [rom the y-size of the beamspot and the muon track
resolution.

Major improvements on the absolute value of the impact parameter can U,erelore be expected [rom a
primary vertex fit based on tracks mcasured in the CST that resolves Ulebeamspol. Thjs still has to be
developed. First attempts have shown Ulal -provided Ulere is a sufficient number of CST traeks- an
iterative approach will be needed, where tracks are considered individually for matdting to a common
origin. It will probahly also be necessary to allow for tracks that have not been measured in UleCST
to enter the fit additionally in order to improve statistics. For the present study however, the run-vertex
has been used U1roughoul.

The uncertainty on the sigll of the impact parameter depends onFigure 5. i I: Distriblltionsfor the gellerated m1l011jJarwl/.eters with respect to the reconstructed thrust
axis. Lefl: decay al/gle a, right: relative trails verse I/.lOl/.tell/lfIllpf<l>

1. tile quality of the U1rust axis, UJat is its accuracy in approximating Ule original heavy quark
flight direction,
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The effect on the impact parameter when laIJng these uncertainties into account is shown in Fig. 5.13
for Ihe Iwo M.C. samples. Starting from the generator level (top left), the generated azimuthal angle
<I' of the muon is replaced hy the reconstructed qU:Ultityfirst (top right). Next, the o-distributions with
Ihe run-vertex replacing the generated production vertex of tile heavy quark arc shown (bottomlert).

. The last histogram (boltonl right) shows Ihe reconstructed impact parameter, where the tilrust ax.Js
has replaced the generated night direclion of the heavy quark. For the v-quark M.C.-distributions, tile
fractions of enU'ies at positive and negalivc v:~ues of 0 respectively arc given in Tab. 5.3.

a) generator 0% 100%
b) wilh reeonstrucled muon 22.5± 1.2% 77.5± 2.3%
c) wilh run-vertex 33.6 ± 1.5% 66.4±2.1%
d) fully reconstructed 44.5 ± 1.7% 55.5 ± 1.9%

It can be seen that Ihe uncertainties due to the muon reconsU'uetion lead to negative entries. The
absolute values of 0 for tilose entries are however compatible with ti,e track resolution.

If the ruu-vertex is employed, the fraction of enU'ies at negative values of 0 is increased considerably.
Moreover, the absolute values of the negative entries arc no longer ofthe order of tile traek resolution.
It must be concluded that these enlries may carry life time information, i.e. are due to muons from
heavy quark decays, but are sorted wrongly. This effect is strengthened hy the additional uncertainties
introduced by the use of the thrust axis inslead of the flight direction of tile heavy quark.

The sign of 0 .is dctermined as the intersection of the thrust axis and tile muon track being in the
forward or backward direction (s. previous section). The tltrUst axis approximates the heavy quark
direction to an accuracy of ~ 200 and is thus the major source of uncertainty as compared to the
rcconstructed muon angle2. Therefore, especially at small decay angles a of the muon, errors of tile
angles of tilrust axis and muon lead to an increased probability of obtaining negative values of o.

At tilis pOint it e,m be summarized that tile reeonstrucled impact parameter distributions show a con-
siderable fraction of entries at negative values. Due to the uncertainties of tile run-vertex and the
thrust ax.Jsthat lead to the assignment of the wrong sign, these can still carry life tillie information as
is seen in M.C. distributions. However, even without applying cuts for the suppression of entries with
negative values of 0, positive values arc already favoured.

The expected shape of lhe impact parameter distribution of a muon sample tilat is enriched in heavy
quark content -as will be introduced in tile next seetion- is therefore asymmetric WiOlrespect to
0= 0: at large positive values of 0, an excess of evcnts should be present.

Figure 5 ..13: Effects of reconstruction nncertainties all the impact parameter distriVutions.
a) generator level (same as Fig. 5.7);
b) the reconstructed <P-al/gleof the muon is taken into aCCOUIll;
c) ill addition, the gellerated productiol/ vertex of the heavy quark is replaced by the /'/In-vertex;
d) ill additioll, the thrust axis replaces the gelleratedjlight directioll of the heavy quark: this is the
recollstructed qual/tity.

2For high-energelic cosmic lracks measured in Ihe CST, the error on the azimuthnJ angle <I) was found to be 0.7 mrad,
of. Chap. 4.6.1



The basis for this explorative study is a sample of muons that have heen measured in the iron band
muon delector in the 1997 data laking period. The selection algorithm makes use of track information
as well a.:;of measurements of the muon detector. The search was restricted to the central part of the
I II detector: only the central track detectors and the iron banel have been used. Additional conditions
lor an cvcntto be accepted were the Jlluon being measured in Ule CST, the existence of a mn-vertex
determined WiUlCST tracks and the existence o[ a t1lWStaxis in the muun hemisphere.

The analyzed data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 14.79 pb-I which accounts [or roughly
60% of tile data takcn with tIle CST ill [997.

The selection was applied to the simulated dala lor both ce- and bb-s,ullples as well.

• the track measured in the iron detector has to be been matched to the cenu'aI track with a
minimal probability: P(X~E-CJcJ 2: 0.001

Apart [rom these stalldard requirements for a central muon, two additional criteria lor its track pa-
rameters have been introduced at this stage:

• strict cut on transverse momcntum: P, > 2 GeY
TlLis reduces the number o[ background events where a hadron leaking from the calorimeter
to the muon detector fakes a muon. It also reduces the fraction of genuine muons that do 1I0t
originate from the vertex region, e.g. decay muons from pions or kaolls.

The lirst part of the selcctioJl looks f(lr muon candidates by employing a standard solhvare package
of III [731. Use is made of tracks measured in Ule central detector allli of tracks reconstructed in
thc iron barrel detector which have been linked to the former. Additional identilieation in Ule LAr
calorimeter is possible but not mandatory. Selection criteria are applied to the central tracks and the
muon deleetor signatures separately first, and Ulen on Ulequality of their matChing.

• minimal radial track length: r,mck > 22 elll
Tltis means implicitly Ulat Ule track has been measurcd in both CJC I and CJC2.

Gener:tl trllck selection The track selcction is based on pararneters mcasured by thc CJC and the
z-chanlbcrs. Information from the CST is not yet included. The following conditions must hold for a
track to I~econsidered liJlU1Cr:

Selection afler the CST reconstruction For Ule above preselected events containing at Icast one
muon candidate the CST reconstruction is performed. The muon track must be reconstructed in the
CST and it has to have:

• rmlgc in polar angle: 20· < 0 < 160·

• maxirnal absolute value of UICdca (w.r.L the primary VCttcx): Ideal < 2 cm
For any fw·ther analysis steps, theimproved JIluon track parameters delivcred by the CJC-CST fit can
now be utilized.

- for 0 < 150·:r,mck> 10cm

- for 0 > 150·: rlrack > 5 cm

Selection on global event qUlHltities In order 10 apply the impact parameter method, Utemn-vertcx
and the tlnust axis that approximates the flight direction of the heavy quark are needed in addition to
Ule muon track parameters themselves. For an event the following conditions must be fullilled for an
event to be accepted:

Muon selection The criteria of the muon selection make use of parameters from Ule Illuon detec-
tor reconstruction wltich rcturns so-called "irou tracks" and (rom the result of U'le linking of tracks
measureln in the muon detector to tracks measured in the CJc.3

• alleast four tracks in the muon herrLisphere are rcquired for a calculation of the thrust axis. This
is done as described in Chap. 5.2.1. Calorimeter cell inlormation is utilizcd as well.

After all the above selection steps, a sample of 7332 events remains. 1703 cvents are left in the ec
Monte Carlo sample and 1514 in the bb-events. Some distributions of kinematic quantities for the
three data samples are shown in Fig. 5.14.• maximal deviation of the z-coordinate of the extrapolated iron track at the beamline to Ule

nominal interaction point (z = 0): IZi", •• 1 < 100elll
4This might not be t.be case [or very short runs where tile statistics is not suffic.icnt for a calculation of tile run-vertex

para.meters. cr. Chap. 4.7.
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with a transverse momentum of PI > 1.8 GeV is required5

In the following, this track is then treated like the muon candidate in the signal sample. This me<UlS
that it has to satisfy the criteria of ti,e general track selection, has to have a minimal radial length of
22 em, a minimal transverse momentum of2 GeV, and has to be measured in tile CST. For tile sclect<ed
events, tile run-veltex has to exist and a thrust axis witil respect to the hemisphere that is defined by
the track has to be calculable. The identification in the muon detector is however not required.

• muon data
M.C. c~

M.C. bb

W·r. ..-.
: _. : .. .. . ..

The selected events of the muon data sample still contain a considerable amount of backgrou:nd
(cf. previous section). In order to reduce the number of hadrons that fake a muon signature, ale
range of the polar angle e is further restricted to 35°< e < 135°, thus excluding the backward ce-
gion of tile iron detector which is protected unsufficiently by hadrouic calorimeters. Additionally, (Jle
cut on tile minimal number of hit layers in the muon detector is raised to Ntay" ::::5.

As explained in Chap. 5.2.1, HIe probability of reconSlructing a negative impact parameter rises for
small values of the lI1uon decay angle a.. Therefore, a cut on the decay angle of I eos a.1 < 0.95 Ius
been applied. This cut also increases the fraction of b-decay muons in the data sample since tiley are
emitted at larger angles WiUlrespect to the decaying meson (ef. Fig. 5.6, left). For the two Monle
Carlo datasets the resulting distributions for the impact parameter after this cut are shown in Fig. 5.15
(left histogram) and have to be compared to Fig. 5.13 d). An asymmetry with respect to (5 = 0 is now
clearly visible for the bb- M.C. data. A cut on tile eITor of Uleimpact parameter itself of Os < 230 11m

~ Icasal < 0.95
....,
::;;
·5 10 -I

~
~

f'igure 5.14: Parameter distribl/tiollsforthe selected ml/Oll data alld the t\Vo MOllte Car/a samples.
From top left: polar angle e. azimuthal angle <1.>. and PI of the selected 1111/011.Bollom right: thrust
\,a{ue computed ill the 11l1l0nhelllisphere.

leosnl < 0.95
a6 < 23OJ.LIll

cltaIm
be.1.uty

Measuring the impact paramcter of a muon [rom a heavy quark decay is dominated by background
processes: hadrons originating frolll light quarks that fake a muon signature in the detector as weB
as muons from dccays of kaons or pions in the detector. The distribution of (5 for tilOse particles
however is distributed symlfleU'icalJy around (5 = O. In order to verify this behaviour, a backgroulld
event sall/ple has been selected alldilionally. This sample is independent of the muon selection and
<.:ontainsonly a negligible fraction of semi-lIJuonic heavy quark decays. It is chosen rrom events
were Ule scattered electron has becn measured in one o[ Ule e1ectron-taggers at z = 33 or 44 m, tilUS
belonging to the photoproduction event e1ass. In addition to an energy deposition in one of the e-
taggers, the existence of at least one independenUy measured track in the central tracking detectors

reduces the fraction of impact parameters with a negative sign further (Fig. 5.1.5, right). As can be
seen in Fig. 5.12, tillS is an impJ.icil cut on the azimutilal angle of tile muon track Ulat excludes tJle
<I.>-rangewhere the uncertainty on the beanl spot position is largest.

A further variable suitable for tile separation o[ c- and b-quark decay muons is the relative traJlsverse
momentulIJ pf<l> of tile muon with respect to Ule decaying heavy meson (cf. Fig. 5.6, right). For tJle



reconslructed data, with the thrust axis approximating thc quark direction, a clear separaLion of muons
f10m chalm and beauty is not possible anymore (cl".Fig. 5.11, right). However, a cut on pf~> > I GeV
suppresscs events from c-quark decays funher.

The number of remaining events aner applying Ihe various cut.~ is shown in Tab. 5.4 for both muon
and background sample. Arter all cuts, the Monte Carlo statistics is rather low which is due to Ole fact

• muon events
o backgrowld

backgroond Ijt

muon data background M.C.cc M.C.bb
integratcd luminosity L [pb"1 14.79 1.28 10.78 47.62

Eve;'t;; after ;1Iuon selection
and CST recollslruction 7332 13666 1703 1514
35° < 0(fl) < 135° 5346 YY98 13Y4 1299

Nt"ye,.~ 5 3238 - 1000 993
06 < O.023cm 2702 8328 925 924
leosal < 0.95 '1443 6521 286 467
pf"> > I GeV 1139 5956 267 451

·1
10

-0.1 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
[cm]

tlwtllle new CST sillllliation program was not officially released yet and therefore no use of Monle
Carlo mass production could be made.

Figure 5.16: Impac/ parameter distriblltions!or mUOIlevents and background. The background his-
togram has been normalized /0 the number of entries ill the mL/OIldaca hislOgm/1{ with -0.02cln :s
Ii :s 0.020/L The bill width of 130!J1Ilcorresponds to the mean error 011 the l'aille of Ii (cf Fig. 5.12).
The !ullc/iolljilled to the backgroulld dis/ribtllioll is 'he Slim ofMo Gallssians.

Thc distributions of Ole impact parall1cter Ii for both muon and background data samples are plotted
in Fig. 5.16. The spccuum I()r the muon sample is clearly skewed 1.0 positive values of Ii whereas
the background distribution is symmetric. At ncgative values of 0 the two distl"ibuLions agree very
well. Those stem from Gaussian-diSIJ'ibuted background (e.g. kaons or pions), from tracks with a
small value of a, the opening angle between muon direction and thrust ax.is, and from reeonst\UcLion
uncert,tinlies due to the use of the run-vertex and the thrust axis. The background distribution has
been fitted with the sum of two Gaussians in order to account for the entries at large absolute values
of Ii. The widUl of the Gauss.ian describing the enrries in Olepeak at small valucs of 0 is °~120!Jm
and is tJlUs compatible with the Illean CIToron Ii which is dominated by the resolution of Ule beam
spot.

In order to study the execss of events al posiLive values of 0, thc above uistrihulion is subdivided into
Olrce regions:

The distributions of the two M.C. data sfUlIples each have been normalized to Ole number of entries
in Ulecenlral region. They arc ploUed in Fig. 5.17, together wHhtlle muon data fUKlthe fit function to
the background sample. BOUIM.C. samples show a clear deviation frol1l Ule shape of tile symmetric
background, in particular an excess of entries for Ii > 0.02cm. The fractions of the entries in the
Ulree regions are given in Tab. 5.5. For the background distribution, the symmctry is expressed in

0< -0.02cm 7.1±0.8% 6.9±0.3% 12.4±2.1% 18.1±2.1%
-0.02cm < <5 < 0.02em 7Y.7±2.6% 86.7±1.2% 68.6±5.0% 54.Y±3.5%

Ii> 0.02eID l3.2±1.l% 6.4±0.3% 19.0±2.6% 27.0±2.4%

• the left side of the histogram defined by Ii < -0.02em. Entries in tilis region are due to tile
assignlllent of Ule wrong sign to the value of O.

equal fractions for the left and right tail respectively. For bOOlof the two background-free M.C. data
samples, tbe fractions of events in the region of positive Ii-values are increased. The higher b-quark
life times are reflected in a larger valuc for the bb- tllan for the cc-sal11ple. However, Ole sallie is true
for the region of negative O-values. Since Ole sign of Ole impact parameter is determined indepen-
uelltly of its absolute value, a possible explanalion is thattlre entries in the lefttai1 do carry life time
infollllaLion, but. get. a negative Ii-sign due to Ule reconstruct.ion uncertainties.

The muon data distribution finally shows a large surplus of entries in the right as compared to the left
region. This is caused by the fact that O,e signal is composed of muons from heavy quark decays and

• Ole central region of the distribution defined by -0.02 cm :s 0 :s 0.02 elll. Here, a large
frac·Lion of background is present. The entries carry litlle or no life time information since tile
value of Iiis of Oleorder of its error.

• the right side of the llistogram with Ii > 0.02 Clll. Titis is the "region of intcrest" where the
entries are expected to steul from Illuons originating from heavy quark decays.



• lI1uon events
background fit
M.C. cc
M.C. bb

for the c-quark decay muons but rather follows the b-distribution. At low values of p~<b however, the
muon data have more entries compared to the b-quark M.C. sample.

-.- ~'~-j
-If- ,
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, 1.-e-

: I,,
I,

Dcpcndcncc of 0 on p~'~ In the next step, the disu.·ibution of the impact parameter is probed by
raising the p~<b -cut, so tJlat tJle b-quark content is further enriched. The resulting effect on tJle impact
parameter distribution of the muon data sample is shown in Tab. 5.6 where again the fractions of
entries for the tails oftJledistributions are givcn: The fraction of entries at positive o-values is enlarged

I pf'b-cut lGeV/c J
0< -0.02cm
0> 0.02cm

Tallie 5.6: Fractiol/s of el/tries il/ Ihe impacl parameter distribwioll of Ihe 11111011 data salllple for
dijferelll p~'~-CIIIS
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WitJlraising p~<l> while the fraction at negative o-values decre.1ses.

Applying the higher p~<b -cuts to tJle background data sample does not change the shape of the im-
pact parameter dislrillution: it remains symmetric with,," 6% of the entries in tJle left and right tail
respectively (cf. Tall. 5.5).

The lack of statistics inhibits significant statements on the M.C. distrillutions, especially on the cC-
sample (cL Tab. 5.4). The correlations lletween the impact pararneter 0 and 1',M' are shown in
Fig. 5.19. The fact tJlat tJ,e excess of entries at positive values of 0 gets more prominent with ris-
ing p~ql is strong evidence that the asymmetry is indeed due to muons o.riginating flQm decays of
heavy quarks.

Figure 5.17: IlIIpacl 1'amllleler dislrilJlltiollsforlllllol/ data ami ti,e cc- alld bh-Mo/lle Carlo salllpies.
The M.C. are each /lormalized to the /lwllber of eve/lts il/ Ihe 1111.1011 data with -0.02 cm ~ 0 ~
0.02 CIII.71lejil1lctioll ji[[ed to the backgmwul data sallll'le (cf Fig. 5.16) is showll ill additiol/.

of llackground.

Fig. 5.18 shows the distributions for the decay angle a and tire relative transverse llIornentulll p:1<I>
of the muo,\. The expected behaviour for the two M.C. data samples is visible: muons from c-quark

Dependence of 0 Oil the azimuthal angle <1>of the muon The <1>-depenuenceof the impact pa-
rameter distribution provides a means to study possible systematic errors that are introduced by tJle
reconstruction. As shown in Fig. 5.12, the error on 0 depends on the extensions of tJle belUllspot
and therefore on <P.The muon data sample was divided into a slillsanlp1e with a slllall enor of 0 by
requiring

cc-M.C.

bG-M.C.

~ ...0.5
%~
~ OA::::

and a sample for the complementary range of <l>where the error on 0 is large. The two regions are
indicated in Fig. 5.20. The corresponding impact parameter distributions are shown in Fig. 5.21.
Both distributions still show a clear asymmetry. The fractions of entries ror lert and right tails are
given in Tab. 5.7. The result is that the fraction of entries at negative ~-values relative to the one at

4 5
p,R~ [G. Vie] small error on 0 large error on 0

1<1>(11)1>1400 .oR.I<p(I1)1 < 500 500 < 1<1>(11)1< 1400

0< -0.02cm 4±0.8% Il±1.6%
0> 0.02cm 1O.8±1.2% 17.4±2.0%

Figure 5.18: DistributiOllsfor decay angle a (leji) and relalive lrallsverse lIIomelltum p~'~. All his-
tograms are Ilormalized 10 1.

decays arc on average emitted at smaller angles a and have a lower relative transverse momentum
p~'~. The decline of the p~'~ disu'ibution for the Illuon data towards larger values is not as steep as

Table 5.7: Fractiolls of elltries ill the illlpact parameler distributioll of the IIIUOI/data sample for two
rallges of <1>correspolldillg 10small and 10large errors of 0 respectively.
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positive values decreases for small errors of (,. This means thaLas expected, Ule improved accuracy of
tile reconstruction lowers the probability of assigning a negative impact parameter. The fact that the
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Bgure 5.21: Impact parameter distributions for the IwO subsamples of the muon dflla. Left: region
lVithsmall O-errors ( I<I>(p) I > 140" . OR. I<I>(p) I < 50°), right: region wilh large (,-errors ( 50° <
I<P(p) I < 140").
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Figure 5.1 9: Correlation between the impact pammeter 0 and PtR(~. The dot led lines 01 0 = ±O.02 cm
illdicate IrJepartitiollsjiJr the symmetric center aud the tails of the O-dislribulioll.

exccss of enu·.ies at positive values of (, is significant for both subsamples shows Utat the asymmeU'y
is not due to systematic etTers of the reconstruction.

It has been shown that by employing Ule tracks measured in Ute CST with improved resolution, tile
impact parameter is a suitable quantity for the detection of muons froIIIheavy quark decays.

The impact parameter is calculated in the R-<P-plane by using the track parameters of tile muon Ulat
are improved by CST measurements, tile run-vertex parameters to approximate the production vertex
of tile heavy quark, and tile thrust axis to approximate its lHght direction. The absolute value of the
impact parameter is then givcn by tile distance of closest approach of the lIIuon track to the run-vertex,
and its sign is detcrmined from tile intersection of muon track and tirrust axis.

The fina] distribution shows an excess of entries at positivc values of 0 which can be attributell to
particles whose origin is separated from the primary vertex. This was further investigated by raising
the cut 011 tile relative tnll1sverse momentum pf$ which enlarges the number of muons originating
from b-quark decays, i.e. suppresses background and also lIIuons from c-quark decays_ The result is
a more pronounced asymmetry of tite impact parameter distribution.

The Monte Carlo data samples studied lor comparison support tile qualification of the impact param-
eter as a suitable observable for a tagging of heavy quark decays.

A large source of uncertainty of the impact parametcr is tile employment of the run-vertex as an
approximation of tile production vertex of the heavy quark which leads to entries at ncgative values of
O. This is demonslraled by comparisons of reconslructed and generaled quantities in Monle Carlo and

Figure 5.2(): Correlation of 0 and <P(p). The shaded regions indicate the <P-rallgewhere the error all
o is large dlte 10 Ihe larger beam spol eXlellsion ill x-direclioll. 77le "llOles" al <I>= ±90" are due 10

the CIlI of -<Js < 230flln. cf Chap. 5.3.2.



is proven in data by restricting tile error of tile run vertex position which is equivalent to limiting the
<I'-range of the reconstructed Illuon. As a rcsult, thc origin of tile tllrust axis is bctler determined so
that tI;e assignment of a negative sign to the impact parameter is less likely. The expected reduction
of the fraction of entries at negative values of 0 in the data is found.

The limitations of the present methotl-whcre the errors of the vertex position are given hy the size
of tile beam spot·- will be ovcrcome in the future by lilting a primary event vertex with CST tracks.

However, for such a lit several tracks tllat originatc from the primary vertex and are measured in the
CST are needetl in every event. Apart from improving the reconstruction of the primary vertex as
the origin of the heavy qum·k, a higher precision of tile determination of its direction is also desirable
for the future. It has to be stutlied whetl1er the accuracy of the thrust axis approximating tile quark
direction can be improved by e.g. employing altemative algoritilms for its determination.

From a greater accuracy of the reconstructed quant.ities an improvement of the available statistics can
be expected since some of t.heseleet.ion cuts (e.g. tile cut on tile muon decay angle a) can be loweretl.

Summary and Outlook

This t.hesis presents the readout system and the event reconstruction of the Central Silicon Tracker
(CST), the mierovert.ex detector of the HI experiment at HERA that has begun data taking in 1997.
In addition, an explorative study on heavy quark decays using CST data is reported.

The CST consists of double-sided silicon strip detectors measuring charged particles in t.he pla:ne
perpendicular to the bem"!laxis (R-<'I» as well as in R-z (where tl1e z-axis is dcfined by tile proton
beam direction). This is achievetl by arranging the strips on the p- and tile n-side of the detectors at
an angle of 90· willI respect to each other. The detector is centered at the nominal interaction point
and covers 100% of t.heazimuthal mlgle <'I>and a polar angle range of 30· < e < 150·.

In addition to tile large nomber of readout strips (81920 in total), the readout system of the detecLor
has to cope with event rates of 10.4 MHz due to tile HERA bunch crossing frequency. Moreover,
detector signals trom single events have to be stored intermetliately to allow for the decision time
of tile central trigger of 2.4I's. These requirements are met by the use of custom-designed readout
chips witil an integrated pipeline consisting of 32 analog buFfers. During data smnpling, tile pipeli ne
is operated at tile HERA freqneney. If an event is triggered by otller snbdetectors of Hl, the sigDa]
charges from the respective pipeline buFfer are mnplilied, multiplexed, and transferred to dedicaLed
processor modules where they are digitized. The memory of these modules provides a IG-fold Illul ti-
event buffering, so that the subsequcnt online processing of the data can be performetl asynchronously
to tile trigger signals.

The purpose of tile online processing is tile reduction of the amount of raw data. Only tile data
from readout strips tilat have been hit are transferred to the main data aeqnisition system for eventual
permanent storage. The implemented hit finding algorithms rely on correct readout constmlts, namely
pedestals and values for the noise of each readout strip. The task of determining and updating tilcse
constants is also performed online by the processor modules. The design goal of operating tile onli ne
processing system at triggered event rates of ~ 100 Hz without introduc.ing dead time was achieved in
tile first year of operation. On average, tile event size is reduced by a factor of 60. At tile same time,
tile online hit finding algorilluns arc efficient in the sense tllat no hit information is lost.

On the basis of the reduced data, the event reconstruction is performed. Its goal is to use the CST
hit data to improve the accuracy of tile track mcasurements in tile central region of tbe HI detector.
A necessary requirement in U1.isrespect is tile correct alignment of the CST witil respect to the sur-
rounding jet chmnber CJc. A set of alignment constants has been successfully detennined from tlle
data of 1997, and tile remaining uucertainties are smaller tilml tile intrinsic resolution of the CST.

In the lirst rcconstruction step, clusters are built from tile information of tile hit strips. The cluster
position is calculated by means of a center-of-gravity algorilllm. The subsequcnt transformation to
tile HI-coordinate system takes the alignment con-ections into account. Next, the found clusters are
assigned to tracks measmed by tile CJc. This reconstruction step is done separately for tile R-<'I>- and



Ihe R-l.-projeclions. The elficiency for the p-side linking of a CJC track lo a CST dusler is 98%. On
the n-side wlrich has a lower signal-la-noise raLio, 'U1 efficiency of 86% was measured.

With the assigned spacepoinls the track parameters as measured by the CJC are improved. Again
separately for R-<I'- alld R-l., a constrai"ed lit is performed. The rcsulting Lraek resoluUons were
studied using a sample of high-energetic cosmic ray tracks. For the track curvature K, its closest
approach dco to Umnominal interaction point, U,Cl.-coordinate zo at the dca, and the azimuthal and
pol,u' angles <v and 0 thc following resolulions were measured:

Presently, CST data are beginning to be exploited in more and more physics analyses, in p,uLieuJar
those in the Held of charmed particles. In 1998 the CST reconsLruction is part of the standard HI
event reconstrueLion, and CST data will thus bc available more easily in 1998. It can therefore be
expected that their great potential-in particular in Ulefield of heavy quark physics- will contribute
to many new resulls.

cr(K) = 1.68 X 10-5 en,-'

cr«I» = 0.7 mrml

cr(dca) = 44.7 pm

cr(0) = 0.9 mrad

cr(zo) = 83 pm

With L1,c.~eimproved tracks the potential of C~T meaSLU'ementsfor heavy quark tagging was demon-
S1J'atedby the Sludy of the semi-!I1uonie decay of panicles containing heavy quarks. A sample of
events wit.h muons of high transverse momentum (Pr > 2 GeV) has been selected from !Jledata taken
wilh U,e CST in 1997, and the impact parameler meUlOdwas applied in order lo prove that the origin
of Ule muon tracks is separated [rom the primm'y evenl vertex. A signillcant asymmetry in the impact
parameter distribution is seen which is not presellt in a background data smnple that was selected for
cOlllparison.

Di [lerent sources of systemalic uncerlainties in the measurement of the impact parameter have been
studied, ~llld a dependence 011 the accuracy o[ the primary verlex position and on Ule quality o[ U,e
lhrllst axis approximalillg the O.ightdireetioll of iJre decaying heavy quark have been found.

If the b-l[u,u'k con lent oflhe nn,on sillllple is further enriched 11yapplying harder cuts, the on average
longer lifetime is reOeded by a more significant asymmetry in Ule impact parailleter distr.ibuLion.
This finding is suppurtcd by Monte Carlo dala samples containing muons Irom c- and b-quark decay
respectively thai [lave been studied in addition. Both also show the asymmetry oCthe impact parameter
distribuLion which is cven more pronounced for the b-quark sample.

ft c"n he concluded -as in prcvious experiments at other eolliders- that tI,e impact parameter that
is determined for tracks 'Ileasured in Ule CST is a useful observ"ble for tagging heavy quark decays.

Since the readout sySlen, of the CST proved 1.0 work reliably in 1997, it was not changed for tile 1998
dat" taking. A numherof developments arc going on with respect to Uleevent reconstruction however:
The prim~u'y goal is thc implementation of a primary vertex fit on the basis of tracks measured in the
CST. Tlus will overco,"c the limitations in the precision of the vertex position that arc presently
given by the radia.l extensiolls o[ Ule particle beams. A secondary vertex finder has already been
developed. These vertcx positiuns can also be used to .improve the linking o[ CJC tracks and CST
hits in the R-z-projection since !Jley impose an additional constraint on !Jle track parameters. In tire
R-<l>-projection, the linking can be improved fur!Jler by a special treatment o[ clusters which are
erroneously reeonstn,eted as two separate ("split") clusters due to dead readout strips. With the new
CST detector simnlation iJmlhas to be cross-checked and tuned further, a valuable tool for improving
the reeonsuueLion is now available.

An implementation of the CST rcconsuuet.ion program on the processor farm for online filtering
is foreseell in the near fUlure. Due to Ule high precision of iJle tracks measured in the CST, Ule
capability of recognizing events with heavy quarks onlinc is increased considerably. Moreover, a
better determination of the z-vertex, as is possible with !J,e CST, is o[ general importance [or nearly
all physics channels considered in !Jle filtering process.



Specifications for the readout system

This appendix is intended to give a more detailed documentation on some aspects of the readout
system, namely an overview over all components, a memory map for tlle RI02 processor modules,
and descriptions of Ule readout parameters and of the data formats.

Basic building blocks are the VME crates that are connected by means of the fibre-optic VMEtaxi
ring. The master crate (number 0) is connected to the main Iibre-optic data acquisition ring of HI as
well. Crates number I and 2 contain the OIlSiRoC control modules for CST and BST respectively.
Crate number 3 houses the Rl02 processor modules, while crate number 7 keeps modules handling
the incoming trigger signals as well as tlle response oHhe si Iicon branch. The master monitoring crate
that contains UlemodlLlesof the Silicon Farm is connected to the master readout crate usi ng VSJ3.1"or
each of tlle two crates, a proprietary Macintosh computer allows nser intervention. Not shown in the
Iignre are tlm Macintoshes connected to UleCST anLlfiST OnSiRoC crates.

The software package for the VMEtaxi modules of the III experiment [74J has been considerably
extended for being employed .in the silicon readout branch [45, 75]. It allows interaction with the
modules via serial lines from tenninals ill U1econtrol room. In tlus way, all initial ization or a memory
display not only of the VMEtaxi boards themselves, but also of the OnSiRoC or Rl02 modules in the
addressed crate is possible.
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Below, the mcmory map fur OleRI02 rcaduut buards is shown (takcn from [45]). Apart from access-
ing Ole Raw-, Hit-, Pedestal-, and Sigma buffcrs, the hit finding roulines need no furOler interaclion
WiOlOle mcmory since ,dl informalion is passed via input and returning arguments.

$0000' 0000 - $0000'1000
$0000' 0000 - $0000' 0080
$0000' 0080 -
$0000' 0100 -

VMEtaxi SiDAQ parameters Taxi/W PPC/Read 4KB max
Hailbox area
Status offset (.5"TATOFFl length $80 Taxi/W PPC/R

siDAQSPEC block (SPECOFF) length $80 Taxi/W PPC/R

$0017' FFFF
$OOlN' 7FFF
$OOlN' F'FFF

$0010' 0000 -
$OOlN'0000
$OOlN' 8000 -
ego
$0010' 0000 -
SOOl1' 8000 -
$0013' 0000 -
$0017' 8000 -

$0010' 7FFF
SOOl1' FFFF
$0013' 7FFF
$0017' FFFF

Raw Event Data 16 buffers each of 32 KBytes

Raw Event Data Buffer 2N (N=O thru 7)
Raw Event Data Buffer 2N+l (N=O thru 7)

Raw Event Data Buffer 0

Raw Event Data Buffer 3

Raw Event Data Buffer 6
Raw Event Data Buffer 15

For each Raw Data Buffer the following offsets are written to by the Xilinx:
$7FF8 - S7FFB : Pipeline counter once ADC data are written
S7FFC - $7FFF xilinx Event Number flag once ADC data are written
The EVtiUlt Nwnber flag must be the last written word by the Xilinx.
It is then cleared by the ppcdaCLreadout task for internal bookkeeping.
In principle the Xilinx needs only write access to the Global area over the PCI.

Note also the use of the location SOOlN'7FF4 as a last data word flag.
Should this last effective data word location be indicated none-zero, contrary to the
event number flag, the PIC is set to $FF with a software incremented event number.i SiRio RI02 Silicon Onlills Controller ....I

i ~ • lOO MHz Powerl'C604 • 8 MB ram
i • PCI-FADC l'MC mezzanine lO-bits
! • Multi-event buffering· Hi,tdetection
I • Common mode pedestals

1~"'''';ME;;;~'';;;;::7;;;;~;'''~"'''''''''"''''''''''''''"I. CPU;;~~~~'~~;card RAID 8239
i r.1 • Fibre-optic VMEbus crate interconnect I@ • 40 MHz R3000, FPU, 128 K data cache
Ii~ ·50 MHz 68030, program & data sram I!! • 16 MByles on-board dram .
i!li • 2x175/250 MHz lax] transceiver paus ill • [{eaH"ne data spy-monltonng,
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$0018' 0000 - $OOlF' FFFF
ego
$0018' 0000 - $0018' 7FFF
S0019 , 8000 - $0019' FFFF
$0018' 0000 - $0018' 7FFF
$OOlF' 8000 - SOOlF' FFFf

$0020' 0000 - $002F' FFFF

$0030' 0000 $003F' FFFF

$0040' 0000 - $OOSF'FFFF

$0060' 0000 - $006F' FFFF

$0070' 0000 - $007F' FFFF
$0070' 0000 - $0070' 7FFF
$0070' 8000 - $0070 'FFFF

Hit Event Data Buffer 0
Hit Event Data Buffer 3
Raw Event Data Buf fer 6
Hit Event Data Buffer 15

Temporary PPC p.rogram space xl/W PPC/R 1MBmax
Main task booted from fprom ($E' 0000) on reset
Hit detection algorithm booted from memory on reset
Memory is battery-backup at SCO'SOOO

Raw Object from MPW-PPC-C. Real start at offsQt sac.



The SiDhQSpec parametcr bluck is known to every processor inthc Silicon data acquisition branch.
It contains the run parameters as sct un ti,CSystcm Supervisor silicon branch panel:

_ ..
SiOI\QSpec label on Supervisor valid lor moue meaning and effccts
Acronym

SiMask Crales in readout all Bits sct for corresponuing
crates to reau out

SiMode Readout mode aJl defines readout mode

SiHDThresh CST Hit Threshold Hit&Clusler CST: Sigma thrcshold
Extra for a Jut strip

SiCD'l'hresh CST Cluster Threshold Hit&Clusler
CST: Cluster threshold

Extra

Monitor CST: select FADC
SiRESERVED[OJ CST select FADC.RIO Hit&Clusler CST: select RlO&rADC for

Extra add.itional Raw data output
Monitor BST: select FADC

BST select FADC.RIO
~.

SiRESERVED[lj Hit&Clusler BST: select RIO&FADC for
Extra auditional Raw data output

[SIRESERVED [2] I free
I SiRESERVED [3] I free

SiLLPuls CST length to left Extra CST: no. of left c1ustcr
neighbours to be wriUen out

SiLRPuls CST length to right Extra CST: no. of right cluster
neighbours

SiPPCMaskl PPC mask (crate 3) aJl Bit mask for RI02s
in crate 3

SiPPCMask2 PPC mask (crate 4) all Bit Illask for RlO2s
in crate 4

Thc SDAQ header bank indicates that Silicon
data are preseJJt in the evcnt.

The run-start record is only written at tile be-
ginning of a data acquisition run. It contains
thc run-parameters for the Silicon branch as
dcfincd in tile SiDAQSpec block descri~ed
in App. A.3. Additionally a bit pattern of U1C
modules present in the OnSiRoC and RI02
crates is containcd.

The SII'E bank cuntains blocks of data writ-
ten by the RIa2 readout modules. One baIlk
per readout crate is written while LastPPC in-
dicates the module WiUl the highest numl>er
fOUJldin this crate. The pipeline counter (PJC)
in the bank header is taken from this board.



The following holds for ,my readout mode except RAW. All descriptions refer to 32-bit words. As
explained in Chap. 3. lA, the SirE bank is substnlctured by memlS of COIl/rol Words that mark the
bcginldng of a data block for oue RI02 board or for data from onc FADC processed by this module.

Data rWIlI the CST always slart with lllc

II-bit scaled variance, scaled by 1/4
10-bit pulse height ( RAW - PED - CM)
II-bit strip number

B: 2-bit branch = 00 (CST), 01 (BS'1'l),10 (VLQ)
M: 3-bit SiMode word: 0 = DATA, 1 = COPYRAW, 3 = MONI, 4
S: if set, Specials are present in the data
p: 4-bit RIO number
m: B-bit FADe wanted mask
1: 14-bit length of RIO data (in long words). Max 32 kB

f: 3-bit FADC number
D: lJ-bit RAW data
p: ll-bit "strip"-number (12BO-12B7)

The Special words ar-e present only evcry 01l1erevent. This is indicated by bit 26 of the CST Data
Header Word. If the block contains raw data, the data word is

HitFinding Time (16 MHZ counter)
Updating Time (16 MHz counter)
Event Number (24bit) I PIC
Raw Address
Bit Mask for pending PPC raw buffers
Version number
reserved
reserved
reserved

e: l3-bit raw FADC data from even strip numbers
0: 13-bit raw FADC data from odd strip numbers

Stonlge format of CST pedestals & sigmas Pedestals are kept at memory address $0040' 0000.
32-bit words are bcing used, and blocks of (1280 strips x 8 FADCs) words arc stored for 32 pipeline
bulTers consecutively:

This he<lcler block is always present.

The uata block is then again substructureu with respect to data from llie different FADCs. At the
top or each "FADC data bloek"lllere is again a header word which contains the length of the block
and tile FADC numoel". These FADC data blocks can contain different information: hits, raw data,
pedestals, sigmas or the common modes (for 10 connected APCs). The CST FADC I310ckControl
Word has the following formal:

t: 3-bit data type: OOO-Hits, 001-Raw, OlO-CM, Oll-Ped, 100-Sigma
f: 3-bit FADC number (0-7)
V: Voltages on/off (detected by checking Specials)
1: l6-bit length of FADe data block (in long words)

In contrast to the raw data order (ef. Chap. 3.1.4), llle pedestal words within a pipeline buITer block
ar-estored sequentially for every FADC ,i.e. each FADC has its own coherent memory block. The
total size of the pedestal block is 4 bytes X 10240 strips x 32 Pipeline Buffers = 1280 kBytes.

Sigmas are kept at memory address $0020' 0000. Rather than keeping just 111erms noise sigma, a
quadruple is storcd for each strip:

The format of l11efollowing data wor-ds depends on llle data type. The defaull is to have hit data Will1
"specials" appended:



Each of the words is 32-bit, so that the total size of the "sigma block" is 4 bytes x 4 wonJs x
10240 strips = 160 kBytes.
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